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Abstract 
 

Mathematics could be described as a special kind of language, a discourse in which 
participants communicate abstract concepts. Communication and language are 
known to be important factors in teaching and learning but little is known about 
neither communication between students in relation to geometrical concepts, nor 
what traces of mathematical facts and understanding is incorporated into their 
communication. Such knowledge would contribute to teachers´ understanding of 
students’ knowledge of this aspect of mathematical thinking. The purpose of this 
study is to investigate young students’ communication in the Discourse of geometry. 
To accomplish this, Swedish students aged between ten and eleven were video-
recorded while working with two assignments, one involving describing 
quadrilaterals to each other and the other sorting quadrilaterals. An analysis of the 
students’ communication has identified a number of issues that teachers could 
benefit from being aware of in their teaching of the concept of `geometrical figure´. 
Examples of issues identified being that conceptual characteristic remain too much 
in the background of what in the study has been called the visual shape. For 
example, a long and narrow shape of a geometrical figure seems to draw students’ 
attention. Students also seem to be having difficulty in understanding that naming 
a figure is a way of merging the figures´ definitions into one word, and there were 
problems with words that anchor in daily life.  
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 Background 1.
This is a thesis about communication and how communication aids both 
learning and teachers´ understanding of learning. The stories we tell ourselves 
in educational contexts matter, and so I begin with an anecdote about myself 
as a learner, as a teacher who was interested in learning more about how the 
students in my classes were learning. I was a teacher in the Swedish 
compulsory school system, teaching mathematics and science to students 
between 13 and 16 years of age. At the beginning of the 21st century, after 
being engaged in teaching at the compulsory school for more than a decade, I 
got the opportunity to start working in the teachers’ education program at 
Lulea University of Technology. My area of responsibility came to be 
mathematics and the teaching of mathematics for future teachers of primary 
school children aged six to twelve. Working in teacher education gave me 
more time to reflect on the place of communication within mathematics 
education. At the same time, I observed that student teachers struggled to 
recognise that geometrical figures only exist in the abstract, even though we 
often connect them to children’s lived experiences when we teach (for instance 
by describing a wheel as a ´circle´ even though it clearly is not). This thesis 
grew out of my commitment to improving mathematics teaching and 
learning. 

1.1 Background for the research 

My epistemological beliefs are rooted in the Socio-cultural theory: I believe that 
every human is born into an already existing social world populated with 
human beings and that, in this world, humans develop by interacting with 
other humans, with their behaviour, their language, their ways of using 
practical tools etc. This development occurs through social interplay and by 
starting to use different kinds of tools in a social context. In line with 
Vygotsky, I see that what beginners can perform together initially, are 
possible for individuals to manage alone later by themselves through thinking 
and on basis of their experiences out of the social context. In the social context 
in schools, the teacher is an important person whose responsibility is to 
support students development according to what is said in the documents 
that regulate teachers work in the Swedish compulsory school. In the Socio- 
cultural theory, language is seen as important and develops as a 
communicative necessity between people in a social acting community.  
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Language is seen as a social phenomenon that enables us to move beyond the 
immediate and the concrete. According to Vygotsky: 

…the most significant moment in the course of intellectual 
development, which gives birth to the purely human forms of 
practical and abstract intelligence, occurs when speech and 
practical activity, two previously completely independent lines of 
development, converge (1978, p.24). 

Freedom from the immediate and the concrete is necessary for the learning of 
mathematics which is seen as an important subject in our schools. One of the 
reasons for its importance is that it plays an important role for our ability and 
our way of structuring knowledge about the world and making it 
manageable. Mathematical thinking is also seen as a powerful tool for solving 
real problems in the human society (Skolverket, 2011). Teacher’s benefits from 
reflecting on the nature of mathematics, a topic which becomes increasingly 
complex rather than simpler or easier the more one thinks about it. 

Freudenthal (2002) describes mathematics as an invention with its origins in 
common sense. A systematization and organization of the common sense then 
has to take place in certain ways in order for it to become genuine 
mathematics, and then, interplays of what Freudenthal (2002), refer to as 
“forces” has helped in developing mathematics to what it is today.  

Common sense experiences, as it were, coalesced into rules (such 
as the commutativity of addition), and these rules again became 
common sense, say of a higher order, as a basis of even higher 
order mathematics -- a tremendous hierarchy, built thanks to a 
remarkable interplay of forces (p.9). 

What, according to Freudenthal (2002), distinguishes mathematics from 
common sense is that while common sense takes things for granted, 
mathematics asks for good reasons, certainty has to be pursued. In 
mathematics this (reasoning and pursuing), is done by a “quite peculiar 
mental activity” (p.1) and “it is this mental activity rather than its subject 
matter that characterizes mathematics” (pp.1-2). 
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According to Sfard (2006), mathematics could, from a participationist1 vision 
of thinking, be seen as a form of communication, and therefore be regarded as 
a special form of discourse2. Learning mathematics, in this view, can then be 
conceived as the process of becoming able to have mathematical 
communication not only with others, but also with oneself. According to Sfard 
(2008), communication could be described as  

a collectively performed patterned activity in which action A of an 
individual is followed by action B of another individual so that 

A belongs to a certain well-defined repertoire of actions known as 
communicational 

Action B belongs to a repertoire of re-actions that fit A, that is, 
actions recurrently observed in conjunction with A. This latter 
repertoire is not exclusively a function of A, and it depends, 
among others, on factors such as the history of A (what happened 
prior to A), the situation in which A and B are performed, and the 
identities of the actor and the re-actor (pp. 86-87). 

The re-action in communication does not have to be verbal; it can also be 
practical, like for instance open a book or lifting something up. In this sense, 
communicational actions could mediate practical actions (Sfard, 2008). Sfard 
(2008) uses the neologism mathematizing to describe the active participation in 
a mathematical discourse and defines it as a special type of storytelling 
activity in which the overall goal is “to produce narratives that can be 
endorsed, labelled as true, and become known as ‘mathematical facts’” (2008, 
p.223). The endorsed narratives then combine into well-organized systems 
called mathematical theories.  

1  According to Sfard (2008), participationism is a “research discourse grounded in the 
metaphor of learning as improving participation in historically established forms of activity; 
participationist tradition grew out of the criticism of acquisitionism”( p.301). 
2  Within the study of linguistics, the term ’discourse’ denotes a particular form of 
communicative style, for instance academic discourse or political discourse. Michel Foucault 
developed the term further noting that discourses are always connected to power, and he 
uses this to explain how certain forms of discourse exclude certain kinds of people. Within 
Mathematics, mathematical discourse can be considered a kind of language children need to 
learn in order to comprehend abstract ideas. Although I am not examining the social aspects 
of communication, it should be noted that if children fail to learn this mathematical 
language, they would be excluded from the group of people who will be able to develop full 
mathematical comprehension. 
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There are, according to Sfard (2008), four properties that are critical in 
considering a discourse mathematical or not: Word use, Visual mediators, 
Narrative and Routines and she describes them in the following way: 

 “Word use. One of the distinctive characteristics of discourses is the 
keywords they use. In mathematics, these are mainly, although not 
exclusively, the words that signify quantities and shapes” (p.133).  

One challenge for students is to learn the meaning of these keywords but 
there are also words that are used in both colloquial and in mathematical 
contexts, having different meaning in each context, which students also need 
to learn to handle. My experience is that these latter words could cause 
trouble as the sender and the receiver of the words, in their minds, could be 
situated in different contexts and therefore misunderstand each other. In 
Swedish the word bråk is an example of such a word. In the discourse of 
mathematics the meaning of the word is `fraction´, but in a colloquial context 
the meaning is related to being in trouble. 

 “Visual mediators are visible objects that are operated upon as a part of 
the process of communication” (p.133). 

In my opinion, we support our communication with different kinds of 
mediators and even though mathematical objects are known to be abstract 
and intangible there is also a need for this support in mathematical 
communication. Sfard (2008) describes this in talking of what she refers to as 
signifiers; words or symbols that function as nouns in utterances of 
mathematical discourse participants. These signifiers can then, according to 
Sfard (2008), be realized with the help of perceptually accessible objects that 
can be operated upon. Sfard (2008) summarizes different types of realizations 
with the help of the picture in Figure 1. 

Realizing signifiers in visual media is, according to Sfard (2008), of particular 
importance because “what we get in this process is most liable to investigation 
and manipulation and may thus lead to endorsed narratives in the immediate 
way” (p.155). 

 “Narrative is any sequence of utterances framed as a description of 
objects, of relations between objects, or of processes with or by objects, 
that is subject to endorsement or rejection with the help of discourse-
specific substantiation procedures” (p.134). 
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Narratives are, as I see it, created during communication in the mathematical 
discourse and according to Sfard (2008), they involve signifiers, realizations of 
the signifiers and routines. 

 “Routines are repetitive patterns characteristic of the given discourse” 
(p.134). 

Routines could, according to Sfard (2008), be divided into two subsets: The 
how and the when. The how involves the course of action or the procedure that 
should be performed by a discourse participant, and the when determines the 
appropriate time for the action or procedure to take place. 

Bernstein (2000) also uses discourse in his description of mathematics, in which 
he also involves language and communication. Mathematics is by Bernstein 
portrayed as a vertical discourse with a horizontal knowledge structure 
having a strong grammar. He distinguishes between a vertical discourse and a 
horizontal discourse and what defines the two discourses is their different 
form of knowledge. The horizontal discourse consists of every day or 
‘common sense’ knowledge, while the vertical discourse is “hierarchically 
organized as in the sciences or it takes the form of a series of specialized 
languages” (p.157). In the vertical discourse, there are two different modalities 
of knowledge, the Hierarchical knowledge structure and the Horizontal knowledge 

Realization 

Visual Vocal 

Verbal Iconic Concrete Gestural Verbal – spoken 
words 

Written 
words 

Algebraic 
symbols 

Figure 1: “Different types (modalities) of signifiers’ realization in
mathematical discourse” (Sfard, 2008, p.155). 
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structure. Bernstein (2000) pictures a hierarchical knowledge structure by 
using a triangle, and describes it as starting in very general propositions and 
theories, going towards more and more abstract levels. The horizontal 
knowledge structure consists of a series of specialized languages, and 
development of the structure involves the introduction of a new language. 
Bernstein (2000) uses mathematics as an example of a horizontal knowledge 
structure as “it consists of a set of discrete languages for particular problems” 
(p.163), and he portrays the structure in the following way (p.161): 

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 …. Ln    

Within the horizontal knowledge structure, Bernstein (2000), talks about 
strong and weak grammar according to the language used. He uses the terms 
weak and strong according to, to what degree languages “has an explicit 
conceptual syntax capable of relatively precise empirical descriptions and/or of 
generating formal modelling of empirical relations” (p.163). According to 
Bernstein (2000), “Mathematics and Logic would be regarded as possessing 
the strongest grammars, although these languages for the most part do not have 
empirical referent nor are they designed to satisfy empirical criteria” (p.163).  

Halliday (1978) 3  and Pimm (1987) both talk of a mathematics register and 
Halliday defines this register in the following way: 

 […] a set of meanings that is appropriate to a particular function 
of language, together with the words and structures which express 
these meanings. We can refer to a “mathematics register”, in the 
sense of the meanings that belong to the language of mathematics 
(the mathematical use of natural language, that is: not mathematics 
itself), and that a language must express if it is being used for 
mathematical purposes (p.195). 

Pimm (1987) refers to a mathematics register in saying that, “part of learning 
mathematics is learning to speak like a mathematician, that is, acquiring 
control over the mathematics register” (p.76). The development of the 
mathematical register comes, according to Pimm (1987), from the 
requirements of the expression of mathematical ideas in natural languages. 
What the mathematical register does is that it enables discourse about 
mathematical ideas, objects and processes: “Once a mathematics register has 

3  Halliday´s study became a seminal work within linguistics. The fact that he chose 
mathematics to illustrate his then ground-breaking ideas underscores the distinctive 
qualities of mathematics as a form of language. 
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developed, certain meanings will then be available in the language” (Pimm, 
1987, p.77). One feature of the mathematical register is, according to Pimm 
(1987), that “in mathematics, a property of an object is used to name the object 
itself” (p.83). He exemplifies this with the word diagonal that outside of 
mathematics is a word that contrasts with vertical and horizontal, but inside 
mathematics has undergone the syntactical shift to the term a diagonal that is a 
geometrical concept with its own features. These “differences in meaning 
between ‘borrowed’ elements in the mathematical register and the use of the 
same terms in ordinary speech” is, by Pimm (1987, p.88), referred to as 
semantic contamination.  

Schleppegrell (2007) also discusses different kinds of words that belong to 
mathematics. According to him, mathematics is “highly technical, with 
characteristic patterns of vocabulary and grammar” (p.142). The vocabulary 
consists of different types of words: words that only have meaning inside 
mathematics; words that belong to everyday life, but are used inside 
mathematics; and words that sound the same, but have different meaning in 
everyday life and in mathematics. To be able to mathematize according to the 
definition of Sfard (2008), students need to learn this vocabulary but, 
according to Schleppegrell (2007), it is not enough to only learn the meaning 
of singular words, “students also need to learn the language patterns 
associated with these words and how they construct concepts in 
mathematics” (p143). As I think of it, it is the developing of these specialized 
languages that teachers need to be able to support. One way on getting to 
know what needs to be supported is to listen to students' communication. 

PISA4, a project inside OECD5, has over the past decade become an important 
measure for evaluating the quality, equity and efficiency of school systems in 
providing young people with necessary skills to achieve their full potential in 
society. The central aim with PISA is to investigate to what extent 15 year olds 
in a constructive way manage to analyse, to reason and to put forward their 
thoughts and ideas (Skolverket, 2013). In PISA 2012 mathematics was the 
main topic and the results revealed that Swedish students, at that point, 
achieved below the OECD average (Skolverket, 2013), a result that gave cause 
for concern. There were four different areas of mathematics involved in PISA 
2012: Changes and Relationships, Space and Shape, Quantity and Insecurity. 
According to Skolverket (2013), the result of Swedish students was the poorest 

4 Program for International Student Assessment 
5 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
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in comparison with the OECD average in the area of Changes and Relationships, 
closely followed by the area of Space and Shape. Space and shape belongs to the 
area of mathematics that is called Geometry. Geometry has, by the research 
community (see for example Fujita & Jones, 2002), been described as an area 
with dual nature as it could be seen as both a theoretical domain and an area 
of practical experience. The research community (see for example Jones, 2000) 
has also discussed the possibility of using this dual nature to support students 
in making shifts from using a language belonging to an every-day discourse 
to giving convincing arguments that would work in general. Such support 
would help students taking steps into the deductive geometry which belongs 
to the Discourse of mathematics.  

If teachers should be able to function as a support in the students learning of 
the specialized language that are involved in the mathematical discourse, they 
would benefit from knowing how student communicate when left alone. With 
no teacher present, there is a possibility that students spontaneously will use 
their internalized knowledge, as described by Vygotsky (1978; 1981). The 
information received from listening to the communication could then be used 
by the teacher as a platform for the planning of teaching and learning to come. 
Since Geometry has been acknowledged as an area with the possibility to 
support the development of the understanding of the mathematical discourse, 
it is suitable to place the students’ communication in this study into that area. 

1.2 Previous research 

In my reading of previous research I have come across articles that discus the 
central role of language within the field of mathematics education. According 
to Morgan, Craig, Schuette and Wagner (2014), the central role of language 
has been increasingly recognized in the field and there is also an increased use 
of language-rich activities in the classroom, often described by using terms 
like conversation, discussion or discourse. At the same time as language has 
been increasingly recognized, the social environment in the teaching and 
learning and in doing mathematics has also been acknowledged as important 
which has implied increased focus on face-to-face communication and the 
moving away from written texts (Morgan et al., 2014). Morgan et al. (2014) 
discusses the relationship between mathematics and language, claiming that 
“different theorisations of language and mathematics have consequences for 
how researchers may think about the development of mathematical 
knowledge – as a process mediated by language or as the development of 
mathematical ways of using language” (p.845). Thinking about mathematics 
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as an entirely discursive activity, rejecting a dualist separation of 
mathematical object and language, I see myself as belonging to the last of 
these two categories.  

According to Steinbring (2015) “mathematical speaking and conversations in 
teaching–learning situations are highly complex social structures comprising 
many preconditions” (p.281). Steinbring (2015) discusses the fact that 
communication does not generate direct understanding due to the existence of 
two separate autopoietic systems – one social and one psychic. The social 
system re-produces messages and the psychic re-produces individual 
thoughts and “the functioning of the processes of re-production of the 
elements in the social and psychic autopoietic systems is based on meaning” 
(p.283). The meaning, when working with mathematics, is to be found in the 
nature of mathematics and is challenging, as mathematics is “abstract, 
incarnated in structures and not directly accessible by senses” (p.290). In some 
way mathematics has to be imagined (Steinbring, 2015).  

I have also come across articles that have discussed the importance of 
Geometry. In those articles it is argued that except for simple calculation, 
geometric concepts underlie all mathematical thought, and that education in 
geometry may contribute to a growth in mathematical competence, as it is 
highly related to mathematical and logical reasoning skills (Arcavi, 2004; 
Tatsuoka, Corter & Tatsuoka, 2004; Fujita & Jones, 2002 and 2007; Clements & 
Sarama, 2011). Fujita and Jones (2002) discus the dual nature of geometry, that 
it could be seen as both a theoretical domain and an area of practical 
experience. Jones (2000) deliberates how students could be supported in 
making a shift from giving arguments like, because it looks right, to the use of 
convincing arguments that would work in general and thereby taking a step 
into the deductive geometry and there bye into the Discourse of mathematics.  

In my reading, it has become clear that the van Hiele theory, with its origin in 
the dissertations of Dina van Hiele-Geldof and her husband Pierre van Hiele 
in 1957, through the years has been a theoretical base for research projects and 
articles as a tool to describe the level of students understanding in relation to 
geometry (Usiskin, 1982; Burger & Shaughnessy, 1986; Crowley, 1987; De 
Villiers, 2010). The theory distinguishes between five different discrete levels 
of understanding which, according to Crowley (1987), are labelled 0 to 4 and 
called respectively: visualization, analysis, informal deduction, formal deduction 
and rigor. Inherent in the theory is that a person, to develop understanding, 
must go through the levels in a fixed order. A student cannot be at level n 
without having gone through level n–1, and what was intrinsic in a preceding 
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level becomes extrinsic in the current level (Usiskin, 1982). The theory has 
been questioned in relation to its discreteness (Burger & Shaughnessy, 1986), 
and elaborated upon in that the number of levels has been suggested to be 
expanded (Clements & Sarama, 2007).  

As all levels in the van Hiele theory require clarification, language is present 
in all of them (Clements & Sarama, 2007). “Each level has its own linguistic 
symbols and its own system of relations among these signs; A relation that is 
“correct” on one level can reveal itself to be incorrect on another” (van Hiele, 
1984, p.246). An example of this could be that on level 0 a square and a 
rectangle are seen as completely different shapes and are described solely out 
of their appearance. On level 1, a square and a rectangle are still two 
completely different figures, but described out of their inherent features. On 
level 2, students also realize that one could talk of a square as being a 
rectangle. As language is present in all the different van Hiele levels, so are 
nonverbal, imagistic components (Clements & Sarama, 2007). Imagery has, 
according to Clements and Sarama (2007), “a number of psychological layers, 
from more primitive to more sophisticated” and “even at the highest levels, 
geometric relationships are intertwined with images, though these may be 
abstract images” (p.506). Progressing through the different levels, students 
transcend their mere perceptual way of comprehending geometrical figures to 
perceiving the properties of the figures as being not merely descriptions of 
perceptions or images, but singular mental geometric objects possible to act 
upon (Clements & Sarama, 2007). Ideally, according to Clements and Sarama 
(2007), “these objects are “neither words nor pictures” […], but a synthesis of 
verbal declarative and rich imagistic knowledge, each interacting with and 
supporting the other” (p.506).  

Students’ understanding in relation to the concept of geometrical figure has 
been studied in a number of articles; see for example (Burger & Shaughnessy, 
1986; Fischbein & Nachlieli, 1998; Monaghan, 2000; Elia & Gagatsis, 2009). In 
none of the studies that I have meat, the researchers have been focusing on the 
communication between students but on individuals. In looking for research, 
being made in Geometry in relation to Swedish compulsory school, made me 
aware of the fact that this is an area not so much researched. The study in this 
thesis could therefore fill a gap in relation to looking at communication 
between students in Swedish compulsory school, regarding the concept of 
geometrical figures. 
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1.3 Research question 

The overall aim of this licentiate thesis is to investigate young students’ 
communication of the concept `quadrilateral´.  Drawing heavily on Sfard’s 
definition of mathematics as a form of communicative discourse, as well as 
Bernstein’s insights into language and communication, I examine students´ 
mathematical discourse as they communicate with others in order to answer 
the following research question: 

What traces of mathematical facts and understanding are included in young 
students’ communication of the concept `quadrilateral´? 

Following the collection of data the research question was broken down into 
the following sub-questions: 

- What do young students attend to in their communication when 
describing and when sorting quadrilaterals? 

- What do young students attend to when explaining their criteria for 
sorting quadrilaterals?  

- What critical attributes of quadrilaterals do students attend to?   

- Does the communication in the sorting procedure reveal the hierarchy 
of the defining features of quadrilaterals?  

These research questions focus on mathematical facts and understanding at 
the expense of the social aspects of communication that have been studied by 
others (see for example: Yackel & Cobb, 1996; Zevenbergen, 2001; William, 
Bartholomew & Reay, 2004). 
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 Framing the study 2.
This chapter starts by discussing what learning mathematics could mean and 
what challenges that could be involved. Then I turn to what in this thesis is 
labelled the Discourse of geometry and to the concept of quadrilateral. I also 
give a description of how the core content labelled Geometry is presented in the 
syllabus for mathematics in Sweden. The chapter ends with a description of 
theoretical framework used in the study. 

2.1 The learning of mathematics 

I have previously stated that Sfard (2008) describes mathematics as a form of 
communication and therefore could be regarded as a special form of 
discourse. Despite the fact that every communicative discourse involves social 
dimensions, I have chosen not to involve those in my study but focus on the 
content in the communication. Communication presupposes access to some 
kind of language which could be described as an artefact. The idea of artefacts 
is, according to Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti (2008), “very general and 
encompasses several kinds of objects, produced by human beings down the 
ages” (p.746) and some examples of artefacts are: gestures, different kinds of 
implements, oral and written forms of natural language, texts and books and 
scientific instruments. According to Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti (2008), 
artefacts have played, and still play an important role in human activity; both 
at a practical level but also in that they contribute to go beyond the practical 
level into a cognitive level. Going beyond the practical level into a cognitive is, 
as I think of it, involved in the learning of mathematics, and therefore artefacts 
could be useful in this activity. Artefacts can be used to elaborate meaning, 
and the artefact that has the most central place among those produced and 
elaborated by human beings is language, both oral and written (Bartolini 
Bussi & Mariotti, 2008). Language plays an important role in every school 
subject as information is constructed and communicated through language, 
but the forms and patterns – the communicative discourse - varies from 
discipline to discipline. “Learning the language of a new discipline is part of 
learning the new discipline; the learning is not separate from the development 
of the language that constructs the new knowledge” (Schleppegrell, 2010, 
p.79). The language used in mathematics has its own features, and one of the 
challenges in the learning of mathematics is, according to (Schleppegrell, 
2010), the incorporation of a symbolic language developed out of a natural 
language, and that it uses visual displays to construct complex meanings.  
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Besides being a communicative discourse, Sfard (2008) also describes 
mathematics as an autopoietic system – a system that produces the things it 
talks about. This autopoietic feature is, according to Sfard, a problem for 
participation in the discourse, as it preconditions some familiarity with the 
objects of the discourse. But at the same time, participation in the discourse is 
a precondition for gaining this familiarity. What makes participation possible 
for a newcomer in mathematics is, to “connect the new with the old - to find a 
way to realize the novel signifiers in possibly unusual combinations of 
discursive constructs with which they are already familiar” (Sfard, 2008, 
p.177). According to Sfard (2008), it is the use of metaphors that helps 
newcomers to overcome this challenge. 

It is thanks to the spontaneous metaphorical projections that we 
manage to break the inherent circularity of the process of object-
creation and engage in the new type of talk while still unable to 
realize the new signifier in any way (p.178).  

The metaphor is, according to Pimm (1987), “one of the central linguistic 
strategies at our disposal with which to create sense of the world” (p.199). A 
metaphor is “a pervasive mode of understanding by which we project 
patterns from one domain of experience in order to structure another domain 
of a different kind” (Johnson, 1987, p.xv). According to Pimm (1987), 
metaphors “offer means by which the less familiar may be assimilated in the 
more familiar, by viewing the former in terms of the latter” (p.93), a view that 
could also be related to Sfard (2008), although she expresses it as “inserting 
the new signifier into familiar discursive templates” (p.177). There are, 
according to Pimm (1987), two different kinds of metaphors: extra-
mathematical metaphors and structural metaphors. Extra-mathematical metaphors 
attempt to explain or interpret mathematical ideas and processes in terms of 
real-world events. These may be used to support the students as they struggle 
to understand and may be divided into either idiosyncratic or conventional 
metaphors (Pimm, 1987). According to Pimm (1987), the idiosyncratic 
metaphors are highly personal and function for only one or perhaps for a few 
individuals. It is important that these personal metaphors are brought to 
surface and discussed, as otherwise there is a risk that “the existence of rich 
inner mental realms in which mathematics properly takes place will remain 
undiscovered by many pupils, who will see only the external mathematical 
world of symbols on paper and operations on them” (p.97). Conventional 
metaphors, are those that have become institutionalized, and Pimm (1987) 
gives the example a “function is a machine” (p.98) of such a metaphor. Even 
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though metaphors can be helpful, it is according to Pimm (1987), important 
for students ultimately to be aware of the fact that a function really is not a 
machine, but that it is only a metaphor. Structural metaphors involve a 
metaphoric extension of ideas from within mathematics itself.  One example 
of this is, as I think of it, the description of the concept `derivative´ as the slope 
of a curve.  

2.2 The Discourse of geometry 

In Geometry, mathematicians handle abstract geometrical constructions on a 
cognitive level, and in school these abstract constructions are represented 
metaphorically with the help of different visual displays. One of the 
challenges for teachers is to help students move beyond the visual into 
language, so that they can develop geometrical concepts. Geometry can be 
seen as a special domain within the Discourse of mathematics, with its own 
words, visual mediators, narratives and routines and according to the 
description given by Sfard (2008) the domain could be described as a 
discourse of its own. One way of describing this discourse is to turn to the 
etymological explanation of the word geometry which has its origins in the 
Greek language where geos means earth, and metron means measure. This 
would imply that the focus for the Discourse of geometry is the measuring of 
the world we live in. Ulin (1998) gives the following description, which 
broadens the definition of the discourse: 

With its root in the Classical Antiquity geometry is a foundation of 
technology, crafts and natural sciences. With the help of Geometry 
we are able to study forms and shapes from the micro world of 
cells to the macro cosmos of galaxies, create patterns, and build 
bridges, machines and cathedrals (paperback; author’s translation). 

Geometry has also been described as “a mathematical formalization of space” 
(Izard, Pica, Dahaene, Hinchey & Spelke, 2011, p.319). This view is consistent 
with the Euclidian geometry which treats geometry as an axiomatic system 
built on the definitions of point, curve and surface. The Euclidian geometry 
forms the foundation of the two assignments constructed to collect data in the 
study in this thesis. According to Fischbein (1993), geometry deals with 
mental entities which he refers to as geometrical figures. These geometrical 
figures belong, according to (Elia, Gagatsis, Deliyianni, Monoyiou and 
Michael, 2009), to “a specific semiotic system, which is linked to the 
perceptual visual system, following internal organization laws” (p.1). 
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Geometrical figures are characterized by both conceptual and sensorial 
characters as they are at the same time mental, abstract and ideal entities. The 
meaning of geometrical figures is ruled by definitions and images that hold 
extensiveness (spatiality), shape and magnitude (Fischbein 1993; Fischbein 
and Nachlieli 1998). Because of their double nature, Fischbein (1993) suggest 
labelling them figural concepts. The thought of geometrical figures having a 
double nature is also supported by Elia et al. (2009). Conceptual characteristics 
of geometrical figures are, according to them, generality, abstractness, lack of 
material substance and ideality, while spatial properties are shape, location 
and magnitude. As spatial representations, geometrical figures constitute the 
external and iconical representation of concepts, like for instance the `point´, 
the `curve´ and the `surface´, or a situation in geometry. 

The concept of shape is, according to Clements and Sarama (2007), “a 
fundamental construct in cognitive development in and beyond geometry” 
(p.501). The development connected to the understanding of the concept 
`shape´ “includes both components of spatial analysis – identification of the 
parts of a geometric form and integration of those parts into a coherent whole 
“(Clements & Sarama, 2007, p.503). Included in having a comprehensive 
conception of a geometric shape is to be able to name shapes, to give 
definitions of shapes, to show more than one example of the shape and to be 
able to name all properties of a shape (Maier & Benz, 2014). According to 
Maier and Benz (2014), children find different shapes differently challenging. 
When shown the shapes circle, square, rectangle and triangle, children can 
identify circles quite accurately. They have slightly more problem with 
identifying squares, and most difficulties with identifying rectangles and 
triangles. Circles are, according to Maier and Benz (2014), probably the easiest 
shape to identify for children because they all look the same, and only vary in 
terms of size. The research in this thesis focuses on quadrilaterals to which a 
square and a rectangle belong, shapes that Maier and Benz (2014) identified as 
somewhat more challenging for children.  

Abstract geometry, to which the concept of quadrilateral belongs, also 
involves numerical concepts. According to Spelke (2011), both integers and 
the figures of the Euclidian plane are intuitive to human adults, and there are 
at least four cognitive systems that are the sources for this - two numerical 
and two geometrical. Spelke (2011) names the systems “core systems of number 
and geometry” and according to her, the combination of the four systems is 
what helps both children and adults to build systems of abstract number and 
geometry. Spelke (2011) describes the four systems in the following way:  
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A system for comparing and combining sets based on their 
cardinal values, a system for selecting and tracking small numbers 
of numerically distinct individuals, a system for representing 
shape the large-scale layout so as to determine one’s own position 
and a system for distinguishing the shapes of small-scale objects 
and visual forms so as to identify objects of particular kinds 
(p.288). 

Clements and Sarama (2007) also describe two basic geometric domains, one 
responsible for spatial perception, or where an object is, which resembles 
Spelke’s third core system, and one responsible for object perception, or 
recognizing what an object is, which compares to the fourth of Spelke’s core 
systems. Spelkes’ core systems of number are present in the study as 
quadrilaterals involve a numerical aspect of four sides and four corners. As 
there are a number of different quadrilaterals involved, the study also 
involves Spelke’s fourth core system or Clements’s and Sarema’s system that 
is responsible for object perception.  

 

2.2.1 The concept of quadrilaterals 
 
`Quadrilaterals´ is a sub-set of `polygons´, a `polygon´ being “a closed curve 
of a finite number of straight-line segments which endpoints are called 
vertices. A polygon could also be the plane figure limited by such a curve” 
(Polygon, 2015, author’s translation). Having previously described features of 
a mathematical register belonging to the Discourse of mathematics, it is 
natural to also talk of a geometrical register belonging specifically to the 
Discourse of geometry. Examples of words belonging to a geometrical register 
are quadrilateral and polygon. 

In using the description of a polygon given above, a quadrilateral could be 
described as any polygon with four straight-line segments. Another 
description of a quadrilateral could be “any closed four-sided figure in the 
plane with four vertices” (De Villiers, 1994, p.13). There are a number of 
different kinds of quadrilaterals, and they receive names according to their 
specific definitions. According to De Villiers (1994), a quadrilateral could be 
either simple or it could be crossed. Simple quadrilaterals could be either 
convex or non-convex (see Figure 2). 
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De Villiers (1994) describes different kind of quadrilaterals in the following 
way: 

A simple closed convex quadrilateral is a quadrilateral with sides 
only meeting at the vertices. 

A crossed quadrilateral is a quadrilateral with two of the sides also 
crossing each other at a point other than the vertices. 

A convex quadrilateral is a simple closed quadrilateral with none 
of its angle reflexive. 

A concave quadrilateral is a simple closed quadrilateral with one 
of its angles reflexive (p.13). 

There are a number of different simple, closed, convex quadrilaterals: General, 
Trapezoids, Parallelograms, Rectangles, Rhombuses, Squares and Kites. According 
to De Villiers (1994), geometrical figures could be defined using either 
inclusive or exclusive definitions. Using inclusive definitions, a trapezoid is a 
quadrilateral with at least one pair of sides parallel. Using exclusive 
definitions, a trapezoid is a quadrilateral with only one pair of sides parallel. 
For the purpose of the description of critical attributes, which I present further 
on in the thesis, I describe the above mentioned quadrilaterals in the following 
way, using inclusive definitions: 

 General quadrilateral: A simple closed convex polygon with four corners 

 Trapezoid: A quadrilateral with at least one pair of parallel sides  

 Parallelogram: A quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel opposite sides 

 Rectangle: A quadrilateral with four right angles 

 Rhombus: A quadrilateral with all four sides having the same length 

Figure 2: To the left is a simple, closed, convex quadrilateral. In the middle is a
simple, non-convex, quadrilateral. To the right is a crossed quadrilateral. 
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 Square: A rectangle in which two adjacent sides have equal length 

 Kite: A quadrilateral whose four sides can be grouped into two pairs of 
adjacent sides with equal-length 

I also involve a special kind of trapezoid, an Isosceles trapezoid, into the study 
and I describe it in the following way: 

 Isosceles trapezoid: A trapezoid with a line of symmetry bisecting one 
pair of opposite sides. 

Using inclusive definitions includes figures when classifying them, building a 
hierarchical classification structure as shown in Figure 3. Using exclusive 
definitions would exclude figures, resulting in a partition classification (De 
Villiers, 1994).  

 Figure 3 : A hierarchical structure amongst quadrilaterals. 

A continuous arrow indicates all. 

A dotted arrow indicates some 

All kites are  
quadrilaterals 

Some kites are  
also rhombuses 

All rhombuses are 
kites. 

All rhombuses are 
parallelograms. 

Some rhombuses  
are also squares. 

All squares are 
rhombuses. 

All squares are  
rectangles.

All trapezoids are 
quadrilaterals 

Some trapezoids are 
also parallelograms. 

Some 
quadrilaterals are 

kites. 

Some 
quadrilaterals are 

trapezoids 

All parallelograms 
are trapezoids. 

Some parallelograms 
are also rhombuses. 

Some parallelograms 
are also rectangles. 

All rectangles are 
parallelograms. 

Some rectangles 
are also squares. 
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According to De Villiers (1994), hierarchical classifications are generally 
preferred in mathematics, but there is no fault in using partition classification, 
it is just less useful. A reason for the hierarchical classifications usefulness is, 
according to Fujita and Jones (2007), “its’ economical character in that for 
example, if a statement is true for parallelograms, this means that it is also 
true for squares, rectangles and rhombuses as these may be described as 
´special` types of parallelogram” (p.4). According to Fujita and Jones (2007), 
many students find hierarchical classification of quadrilaterals difficult as 
their mental images of shapes often influence their reasoning. Mental images 
influencing students reasoning is also reported in Monaghan (2000), where the 
horizontal length of typical images of rectangles hindered students’ 
perception of an inclusive relationship of rectangles with squares. According 
to Fujita and Jones (2007), understanding hierarchical relations involves at 
least the following: 

 The ability to classify a shape in different ways and label it 
with different names; for example, that a rhombus can also 
be called a polygon, a quadrilateral, a special type of 
parallelogram or kite, and so on; 

 The need to understand the transitive relations between the 
concept of shapes; for example, that if a square is a rhombus 
and a rhombus is a parallelogram, then a square is also a 
parallelogram; 

 The need to understand the asymmetry of relations among 
quadrilaterals; for example, that every rectangle is a 
parallelogram, but not every parallelogram is a rectangle; 

 The need to understand the opposite asymmetry and 
transitive relations of the critical attributes of shape 
concepts: for example, that the critical attributes of the 
rectangle are included in the critical attributes of the square, 
but the critical attributes of the square are not included in 
those of the rectangle (p.4). 

Students’ difficulties with hierarchical classification are, according to Fujita 
and Jones (2007), connected to “the complexities in learning to analyse the 
attributes of different quadrilaterals and to distinguish between critical and 
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non-critical attributes of different ones”6 (p.4). For the purpose of this study, I 
describe critical attributes of quadrilaterals in List 1. The list is constructed out 
of the definition given in the text according to the concept of polygon, and of 
the concept of quadrilateral. I have also used the features of quadrilaterals 
involved in the study that I have previously described. 

List 1: Critical attributes of quadrilaterals 

 Number of sides7 is four. 

 Closed/Open. 

 The mathematical plane. 

 Convex/Concave/Crossed 

 Relative length of the sides in the figure. 

 Placement of different sides inside the figure. 

 The concept of parallel. 

 Number of corners is four. 

 Size of the angles inside the figure. 

 Placement of different angles inside the figure. 

The list is randomly presented, as not all attributes are needed at all occasions. 
The need is dependent on the context, on the situation and of the persons 
involved. If a description of a geometrical figure, for example, holds the 
information that a figure is closed and that it has four sides, the figure has to 
have four corners. In this situation the critical attribute of the figure having 
four corners is not needed. In the context of the first assignment used in the 
study in this thesis, the critical attribute of the mathematical plane is already 
built into the task connected to the assignment, and there is therefore no need 
to involve this in the communication. A person describing a certain 
geometrical figure has to have developed a comprehensive conception of 

6 The term critical attributes could be compared with the term critical aspects that is used in 
variation theory where learning is not considered possible if we cannot first discern what is 
called the learning object from its context and discern it from other objects. To be able to do 
this we need to experience variation of the learning object. To see an object in a particular 
way, there are certain features or aspects that are critical to a certain way of seeing; these 
aspects are called critical aspects (Lo, 2012). 
7 The word sides is used instead of the mathematical concept `line segments´. 
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geometric shape in the sense that he/she has internalized all properties of the 
shape. In that way the person is aware of all attributes and realizes that if 
he/she highlights some attributes, others could be left out. What decides 
which attribute to turn to first, is decided by what a person chooses to direct 
her or his attention to.  

 

2.3 The syllabus for mathematics 

Quadrilaterals is one of the mathematical objects that is mentioned in the Core 
content in the syllabus for mathematics in Skolverket (2011), a document that 
should regulate and support teachers work in the Swedish compulsory school. 
In this document, there is a description of the aim of mathematics, and also of 
the content that should be a part of the teaching and learning. The content is 
labelled Core content, and is divided into the following six categories: 
Understanding and use of numbers, Algebra, Geometry, Probability and statistics, 
Relationships and changes and Problem solving. Each category is described in 
relation to three different levels: In years 1-3, In years 4-6 and In years 7-9.  The 
content connected to Geometry is in this document described in the following 
way in relation to years 1-3, and to years 4-6:  

In years 1-3  

 Basic geometrical objects, including points, lines, distances, 
quadrilaterals, triangles, circles, spheres, cones, cylinders, 
cuboids and their relationships. Basic geometrical properties 
of these objects. 

 Construction of geometrical objects. Scale for simple 
enlargement and reduction. 

 Common terms to describe an object’s position in space. 

 Symmetry, for example, in pictures and nature, and how 
symmetry can be constructed. 

 Comparisons and estimates of mathematical quantities. 
Measurement of length, mass, volume and time in common 
contemporary and older measurement units (p.60). 
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In years 4-6  

 Basic geometrical objects such as polygons, circles, spheres, 
cones, cylinders, pyramids, cuboids and their relationships. 
Basic geometrical properties of these objects. 

 Construction of geometrical objects. Scale and its use in 
everyday situations. 

 Symmetry in everyday life, in arts and nature and how 
symmetry can be constructed. 

 Methods for determining and estimating circumference and 
areas of different two-dimensional geometrical figures. 

 Comparing, estimating and measuring length, area, volume, 
mass, time and angles using common units of measurement 
(p.62). 

The core content described in relation to years 1-3, is the content that students 
involved in the study in this thesis should already have met during the 
teaching and learning connected to the Discourse of geometry. The content 
described in relation to years 4-6, is the content the students would be 
working with either during the actual time for the study, or at least in the 
nearest three years to come. 

2.4 Theoretical framework 

My research question asks for traces of mathematical facts and understanding 
and to be able to answer it the theoretical framework used in the study 
consists of different parts. As the study is placed in the Discourse of geometry, 
focusing on the concept of quadrilateral, I looked for a theory that could be 
helpful in relation to the concept of geometrical figure. In my search I 
eventually came up with four apprehensions described by Duval (1995): the 
perceptual, the sequential, the discursive and the operative. The perceptual 
apprehension involves what “is recognised at first glance” (Jones, 1998, p.31) 
and indicates the ability to name figures and the ability to recognize sub-
figures in a perceived figure. The sequential apprehension is needed to be able to 
construct a figure or to describe a figures construction. According to Jones 
(1998), the figural units are, in the case of sequential apprehension, not 
depending on perception but on “mathematical and technical constraints (in 
the latter case this could be ruler and compasses, or perhaps the primitives in 
computer software)” (p.31). The discursive apprehension involves the 
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understanding of that the perceptual recognition of geometrical properties 
must remain under the control of statements, and the operative apprehension 
include the ability to modify a given geometrical figure, an ability that can be 
useful in relation to problem solving. Each one of the four apprehensions has, 
according to Duval (1995), “its specific laws of organisation and processing of 
the visual stimulus array” (p.143), and for a drawing to function as a 
geometrical figure, it must “evoke perceptual apprehension, and at least one 
of the other three” (p.143). The first three of these apprehensions have in the 
thesis been used as a theoretical framework to describe the students handling 
of the concept of geometrical figure. Due to the construction of the two 
assignments, there was no need for involving the operative apprehension. As 
the two tasks used in the study involves the handling of quadrilaterals, both 
mathematical facts and understanding has to be mirrored in what there is to 
know and understand in relation to this concept and I decided to use the text 
labelled The concept of quadrilaterals in the thesis as part of my theoretical 
framework for this purpose. In the analysis of the data, it became apparent 
that students used metaphors in their communication. This made me decide 
to involve metaphors as a part of my theoretical framework, and I chose to 
make them a part of the unit Order of focus, which reveals what the students 
chose to attend to in order to fulfil the two tasks that had been prepared for 
collecting data in the study. Metaphors are also present in the category Words 
that are anchored in daily life. Initially I also planned to use the van Hiele theory 
as part of my theoretical framework, but out of reasons described later in the 
thesis, I came to rule out this theory. 
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 Methodology and  3.
analysis strategies 

This chapter starts with a description of the research design of the study. Then 
I turn to a description of research methods that I have used, followed by a 
description of participants and pre-conditions. The two assignments used in 
the study and how they were performed are then presented respectively, 
together with a description of different units, categories and sub categories 
identified during the analysis. The chapter ends with a description of the 
result presentation and a discussion of validity, reliability and ethical 
considerations.   

3.1 Research design 

The study in this thesis fits within the qualitative research design as it 
emphasises holistic and qualitative information in looking at students’ 
communication, with the aim set to interpret and to understand the collected 
data (Husén, 1997). In the endeavour to make sense of the data, in relation to 
my research question, I decided to make use of quantification as I found it 
helpful not just looking for different kinds of words, but also the frequency of 
them. Reading literature about qualitative and quantitative research gives the 
impression of a clear dichotomy between the two categories (Black, 1999; 
Åsberg, 2001; Donmoyer, 2008; Marshall & Rossman, 2011), but even if there 
are differences, qualitative researchers also use quantification in their work. 
According to Donmoyer (2008), qualitative researchers use quantification  
“Whenever they use terms as sometimes, often, seldom, or never, for example, 
they are employing a form – albeit an exceedingly form – of quantification” 
(p.714). The research question involves the word “what”, and the character of 
the question leads into an exploratory study as the students’ communication 
has to be explored to be able to answer it. The method used could be 
described as inductive as the starting point has been taken in the collected 
data in trying to generalize and to make theoretical conclusions (Sjöberg, 
2006). To collect data, I used video recording, and prepared two assignments 
for the students to work with. The tasks in the assignments should promote 
communication and they involve the possibility of exposing competence in 
relation to important aspects of the concept of quadrilateral. Using my 
experience as a previous teacher in compulsory school, I decided that one of 
the tasks would be focusing on describing quadrilaterals, and the other on 
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sorting quadrilaterals. Coming so far, I needed to test both the equipment that 
I had chosen and the two tasks that I had prepared. The test I call A Pilot study, 
and will be described in the following section. 

3.2 Research methods 

In this part of the chapter I describe the research methods that I have used in 
the endeavour of answering my research question. I start with a description of 
the pilot study, then going on with the description of different tools that have 
been involved. 

3.2.1 A pilot study 
Making a pilot study would not only be helpful in developing my skills 
according to video-recording, but also in testing my initial thinking in 
connection to the whole situation that I had prepared for to collect my data. 
For the pilot study I involved four students in grade 4: two boys and two girls. 
The four students were chosen by their teacher as she thought they were 
verbal and would be positive to participate in the trial. After getting the 
permission from the student’s parents to make a video film of the occasion, I 
was ready for the pilot study which was carried out at the students’ school. 

I made a number of experiences in the pilot study that became useful in 
relation to the real study. Initially I had planned for using a script to be sure of 
that I should express myself in a similar way in connection to explaining the 
situation and what the students were expected to do in all the coming groups 
in the real study. My plan was to follow the script word-by-word or at least as 
much as possible. The experience gained from the pilot study made me realize 
that following the script word-by-word would not be necessary, the making of 
the script had made me attentive enough of the message I wanted to get 
through to the students. Initially I had decided that, in relation to the task 
were the students were supposed to describe quadrilaterals to each other, it 
would only be the student describing that should be allowed to talk. 
However, in the pilot study it became obvious that the drawing students felt a 
need for asking questions, and as it is communication I am interested in, I 
could not see any point in not allowing this. Another reason for allowing it 
was that I thought it would bring more feeling of satisfaction to the students. 
This would be important, not least out of an ethical view. I also decided to use 
some kind of screens to prevent the students from seeing the drawings 
produced in an undesirable way. Screens would also make it possible to let 
the students sit closer to one another, which would be beneficial in relation to 
the video-recording. In relation to the task were the students were supposed 
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to sort quadrilaterals I decided not to tell about the possibility to make more 
than one attempt until the first attempt had come to a closure. This decision 
was made to support the administration of the data collection. A group size of 
three had worked out well, both according to the video recording and in 
relation to the dynamics among the students, so I decided to use that in the 
real study as well, as long as it would work in relation to the number of 
students present. The dynamics in the group would also depend on social 
relations amongst students. In the pilot study I had had the help of the 
students’ teacher to form the group to work as well as possible in relation to 
the two tasks. This made me decide to ask for help from the class teacher in 
forming groups that would be supportive in relation to the communication 
amongst the students in the real study as well. 

3.2.2 Tools involved 
Having tested video-recording in the pilot study, and having read about it in 
literature, I felt reassured that it would be helpful in relation to investigating 
students’ communication. According to Powell, Francisco & Maher (2003), 
video-recording is a powerful tool for collecting both aural and visual 
information. The visual information that could be important in the study was 
the eventual use of gestures by the students involved. Video-recording also 
has the potential of density and permanence. Density has to do with an 
observer’s difficulty in monitoring different, simultaneous details of on-going 
behaviour, and permanence makes it possible to review recorded events as 
many times as necessary, and also in a variety of ways (Powell et al., 2003). 
The potential of permanence came to be very useful as I could go back and 
look at the different recordings along with new questions arising during the 
analysis procedure.  

Even though video-recording captures both aural and visual data, it cannot 
capture everything. According to Borttorff (1994), there are three problems 
that have to be remembered in using this: The recording will be selective and 
there are mechanical limitations depending on the chosen tool; As with 
human observers, there will be problems connected to discerning the 
subjective content of the behaviour being observed; and the historical context 
of the observed behaviour is not to be found anywhere. According to Rochelle 
(2000), it is important to choose appropriate video equipment and to develop 
competent videography techniques. The placement of the camera is of 
importance, and according to Rochelle (2000)  

[…] the preferred shot for research use is wide (not zoomed close), 
stationary, and angled down slightly on the participants. Ideally, 
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the shot should be wide enough to capture all of the participants in 
a joint activity and narrow enough to see the important details of 
what they are doing (p.717). 

To become competent in using the technique Roschelle (2000) suggests the use 
of pilot studies, which was an advice I decided to follow. The experience 
gained in this attempt made me decide where to place the video-camera so 
that it would capture as much of the organised situation as possible, not 
risking the microphone in the camera coming too far away from the 
communication. Rochelle (2000) also suggests having a stationary placement 
of the video-camera, an advice I followed in using a complementary tool – a 
tablet. The tablet was used to take photos of aspects of the situation that could 
be useful in the coming analysis and that could not be captured by the video-
camera without moving it.  

Once data is collected, it is time to analyse it. But before analysing, there are 
decisions to make. According to Pirie (1997), “There are those who remain 
faithful to the original intention of recording everything, and for them the 
data are the tapes and all analysis is done purely from watching or listening to 
the tapes” (p.160), but “There are others who realize something will be lost in 
the process, but for whom, nevertheless, transcribing is still considered a more 
appropriate way to work. For them the data are the transcripts” (p.160). Even 
though Powell et al. (2003) stresses the fact that there could be an issue with 
the amount of data that videotaping produces, and that this could make it 
difficult to transcribe, I decided to do this with the help of a specialized 
computer program called Transana Professional 2.60. To handle the amount of 
data, Powell et al. (2003) emphasizes the importance of grounding the 
transcription in the research questions and just focusing on what is relevant 
according to the study. One of the reasons for deciding to transcribe the video 
tapes was that I thought the writing procedure would be helpful in getting to 
know the material. I think of both the reading and, perhaps above all, the 
writing I have done in connection to my study as methods. The reading has 
made me meet new content that I could mirror my own thinking in, and the 
writing has been a way of communicating with myself in the struggle of 
understanding. According to Pelias (2013), writing can function both as a 
realization and as a record, the realization being the writer’s process and the 
record being the completed text.  

Writers come to realize what they believe in the process of writing, 
in the act of finding the language that crystallizes their thoughts 
and sentiments. It is a process of “writing into” rather than 
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“writing up” a subject. When writing up a subject, writers know 
what they wish to say before the composition process begins. 
When writing into a subject, writers discover what they know 
through writing (p.549). 

In this way, writing can be seen as a method in the struggle of understanding 
something, which is, I would say, what researchers do.  

 

3.3 Participants and pre-conditions 

My access to the field both comes from previously being a part of it and also 
from my work as a teacher in teacher education. As a teacher in teacher 
education I have come in contact with schools and teachers in connection to 
students doing some of their work out in schools. The class I was looking for, 
for my study, was a class in the Swedish public school system, somewhere in 
the range of year 4–6. I began my search with asking around in my 
surroundings for teachers that was working with such a class and that could 
be interested in being part of my research. I then contacted the names that 
came up, mainly using mail, and the first one that fitted my decided frame 
and was positive in taking part, I chose. This resulted in a class of grade four 
with 20 students in a public school in the northern part of Sweden.  

At two different occasions, seen out of the student’s perspective, the class was 
divided into small groups with preferably three students each and if 
necessary in pairs, depending on the number of students being present at the 
actual day. The main reason for dividing the students into smaller groups was 
to create a situation that promoted communication with enough voices 
involved, without risking a loss of interest and therefore focus when working 
with the assignment that I had prepared for the occasion. In order to promote 
ease of communication, and to avoid contaminating the data with extraneous 
factors such as on-going conflicts, their class teacher assisted in assigning the 
students to form as supportive groups as possible. This resulted in six groups 
with three students in each and one pair at the first occasion and, depending 
on absent students, in six groups with three students in each at the second 
occasion. For the purpose of the study we were assigned a classroom of our 
own near the ordinary classroom where the work connected to the two 
assignments could take place at both occasions. The students left ordinary 
class, one group at the time, the time needed to come to the assigned room to 
participate in the study.   
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The students’ teacher was asked to share information of the students’ 
previous experience with quadrilaterals as this could influence the 
communication. According to her, the students should have some pre-
understanding of the square and the rectangle and possibly the rhombus 
before being part of the study. Despite the teachers’ information, there is a 
possibility that some of the students have met some or all of the geometrical 
figures that are present in the study in a context that is unknown to her. 
However, as the study focuses on the school context, this is not taken into 
consideration. Looking in the mathematical textbook used in the class, 
Matematikboken, beta, (Undvall & Melin, 2012), there were pictures and 
definitions of four quadrilaterals: 

 

A parallelogram has four sides. The sides opposite to 
one another are parallel and of equal length. 

A rhombus has four sides. The sides opposite to one 
another are parallel. All sides are of equal length. 

A rectangle has four sides. The sides opposite to one 
another are parallel and of equal length. All angles are 
right angles. 

A square has four sides. All sides are of equal length. 
All angles are right angles.  

(p.226; author’s translation) 

 

As already noted, not all of these quadrilaterals were, according to their 
teacher, part of the students’ pre-understanding. But even if the teacher had 
not made the students actively work with all of the quadrilaterals presented in 
the textbook yet, they may have seen the pictures in the book and chosen to 
read about them themselves. Having received this information, it was noted 
that a number of the quadrilaterals connected to the assignments in the study 
were likely to be unfamiliar to the students. Relevant for the study is also, as it 
could be influencing the communication, that the class started working with 
the concept of angle during the data collection. The work involved the 
presentation of different kinds of angles and their different names: Spetsiga 
vinklar (Acute angles), Trubbiga vinklar (Obtuse angles) and Räta vinklar (Right 
angles). 
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3.4 The two assignments 

Two assignments were prepared for the purpose of collecting data, and they 
both involved the possibility for the students to show competence in relation 
to what Duval (1995) describe as the perceptual apprehension (the ability to 
name figures and the ability to recognize sub-figures in a perceived figure), 
the sequential apprehension (needed to be able to construct a figure or to 
describe a figures construction) and the discursive apprehension (involving the 
understanding of that the perceptual recognition of geometrical properties 
must remain under the control of statements). Both assignments also involved 
the possibility to show competence in relation to what Clements and Sarama 
(2007) refer to as the concept of shape which, according to them, “includes 
both components of spatial analysis – identification of the parts of a geometric 
form and integration of those parts into a coherent whole “(p.503). Included in 
having a comprehensive conception of a geometric shape is to be able to name 
shapes, to give definitions of shapes, to show more than one example of the 
shape and to be able to name all properties of a shape (Maier & Benz, 2014). 

Both assignments involved working with quadrilaterals. Other figures could 
have been chosen, like for example triangles, but as other researchers working 
with similar questions have chosen quadrilaterals (De Villiers, 1994; Jones, 
2000), and as I think the classification of triangles are even more challenging 
than the one connected to quadrilaterals, the choice ended up in this. In the 
syllabus for mathematics in Skolverket (2011), the word quadrilaterals could be 
found (p.60), but the word is not specified. Nothing is said about different 
kinds of quadrilaterals. My own experience is that the figure that is called Kite 
(Figure 4) is seldom dealt with in Swedish school context.  

 

 

 

 

 

Despite of this, I have chosen to use the kite as one of the quadrilaterals that 
the students were expected to handle in the two assignments. As it is an 
example of a special kind of quadrilateral, I saw no reason for not using it. The 
first assignment the students met was a task where they were supposed to 
describe quadrilaterals to each other. In the second assignment the students 

Figure 4: A Kite. 
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were supposed to sort quadrilaterals and to explain the reasons behind the 
sorting.  

3.4.1 The first assignment   
In the first assignment the students were set to work with a task that involved 
inspecting a quadrilateral, taking decisions about what would be important to 
put forward in a description of the figure and to answer questions posed by 
other students about it. The students worked in small groups of three and, 
because of the number of students present at the occasion, in one pair. Three 
tables were put together at one end of the room that had been assigned for us, 
and screens were placed on two of the tables. The choice of using three tables 
came out of the need of using the screens, preventing the students from being 
able to look at each other in a manner that would be negative for the outcome 
of the study, which became apparent in the pilot study. The video-camera was 
placed at one end of the three tables, directed to the describing student (Figure 
5). Unfortunately the video-camera could not capture the students who were 
drawing other than recording their voices, but I decided to handle the 
eventual use of gestures by making notes of it, if I would find it important.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As I did not want to move the video-camera around during the work with the 
assignment, a tablet was used to take a picture of the geometrical figure that 
was randomly chosen by the describing student. The geometrical figure was 
chosen out of a set of cards with simple, closed, convex quadrilaterals drawn 
on them (Figure 6) as the starting point for the assignment. 

Describing 
student 

Drawing 
student 

Drawing 
student 

Video  
camera

Figure 5: Showing the placing of students and equipment in the describing
task. 
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The quadrilaterals were drawn on cards with a square shape. The shape of the 
cards was chosen to minimize the possibility of students focusing on the card 
instead of the geometrical figure in placing the card in front of her/him in the 
describing situation. The set of geometrical figures on the cards was chosen so 
that there was only one of each sort of quadrilateral, except for the trapezoid, 
where some special cases (an isosceles trapezoid and a trapezoid with one 
right angle) were also represented to have all possible simple closed convex 
quadrilaterals present. The random selection of cards made by the describing 
students inadvertently meant that no student came to describe or draw the 
rhombus.  

Without showing the randomly drawn quadrilateral on the card to the others 
in the group, the describing student was supposed to give a description of the 
quadrilateral so that the others in the group could draw it. The students who 
were drawing had access to a pen, an eraser and a white A4-sized paper, and 
had the opportunity to ask questions as they needed to the describing student. 
After each explanation the drawings were collected, and the students’ roles 
shifted so that all participants both described one quadrilateral and listened to 
descriptions of quadrilaterals.  

Analysis of the first assignment 

Even though my experience from being part of the community of teaching 
and learning for many years made me having some previous idea of what 
mathematical facts and understanding that could be expected in the students’ 
communication, I could not for certain know in advance what to expect. I had 
to have an open mind in looking at the data, mirroring what I found in what 
there is to know in relation to the concept of quadrilaterals and the Swedish 
school context. I started the analysis process with trying to find a way of 
organizing the data. In this work I used an editing organizing style in both 

Figure 6: The set of cards with quadrilaterals used in the first assignment. 
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assignments. The process involved in an editing organizing style could, 
according to Crabtree and Miller (1999, p.22), be described with the diagram 
in Figure 7.  

In the editing organizing style the interpreter, without using a template, 
engages naively with the text looking for meaningful units or segments of text 
in relation to the research question. In this activity, texts are “Whatever 
physical things the researcher uses as interpretive material” (Crabtree and 
Miller, 1999, p.129).  

With the aim set on organizing the data of the first assignment, the analysis 
begun during the transcription of the video tapes connected to this situation. 
First, thoughts and ideas that came up during the transcribing process were 
collected in the form of written memos. Then, a short story about each group 
working with the first assignment was written, with the aim of capturing the 
big picture in relation to the research question. Photos taken of the cards that 
was randomly chosen by the describing student and of drawings made by the 
other students were incorporated into the short story. Some of the ideas that 

Figure 7: A diagrammatic presentation of the editing organizing style 
(Crabtree & Miller, 1999, p.22). 
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came up during this process, like for instance having categories focusing on 
the use of gestures, either as strengthening the oral communication or 
replacing it, were deemed as not as functional in relation to the research 
question and were therefore ignored or incorporated as a part of another 
category that had evolved during the process. What came to be the first useful 
thing I noticed was that the students directed their attention in different 
directions and that this could be relevant in relation to the research question. 
This made me decide that one unit of analysis would be Order of focus. As 
word use is part of communication and also would be helpful in answering 
my research question, Vocabulary was decided to be a second unit of analysis. I 
also found data that could be connected to what I have previously described 
as critical attributes of quadrilaterals. This made me decide to use a third unit 
of analysis: Critical attributes involved. The process is described in Figure 8. 

 

 

The unit Order of focus reveals what young students attend to when describing 
quadrilaterals. The students used a broad range of features in their 

Figure 8: A description of the start of the analysis of the first assignment. 
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communication, and the list below describes categories identified during the 
analysis, arranged in random order.  

 Number of corners: The total numbers of corners in a specific geometrical 
figure. 

 Appearance of the corners: The size of the angles that are to be found in 
the corners of a geometrical figure. 

 Placement of the angles: Within the geometrical figure itself. 

 Number of sides: The total numbers of sides in a specific geometrical 
figure. 

 Length of the sides: Both expressed with a unit, but also expressed as a 
comparison between two sides or more.  

 Placement of the sides: Described within the geometrical figure itself. 

 Orientation of the sides: Expressed in relation to an assumed 
horizontal/vertical axis. 

 Visual shape: The student might move her/his hand in the air to show the 
shape or describe it by inventing a word such as rektangelaktig 
(rectangleish), or that it resembles en sned kvadrat (a slanting square). The 
shape could be referred to as lång (long) or kort (short). What is 
communicated here has to do with the geometrical shape as a whole. 

 Naming: The shape is described with existing shape terms, not 
necessarily belonging to the mathematical register, like en rektangel (a 
rectangle), en fyrkant (a four-edge), en fyrhörning (a four-corner) etc. The 
feature focuses on the geometrical figure as a whole. 

 Sub-figures: The geometrical figure is divided into smaller parts in the 
form of other geometrical shapes. 

 Metaphor/Similie: Some aspect of the geometrical figure is communicated 
by using an everyday word like vass (sharp) or the geometrical figure is 
described as being like an everyday object in its whole like for instant en 
diamant (a diamond).   

Even if students came back to a category later in their communication, I 
decided to only record it the first time a student focused on it as this already 
had revealed that the focus was present in the students’ mind. 
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I also looked for connections between the identified categories. This resulted 
in sorting the 11 individual categories above into three groups, A, B and C as 
described below.  

A. Connection with angles: Number of corners, Appearance of the corners, 
Placement of the angles. 

B. Connection with sides: Number of sides, Length of the sides, Placement 
of the sides, Orientation of the sides. 

C. Other: Visual shape, Naming, Sub-figures, Metaphor/Similie. 

Figure 9 places the analysis described above into the diagrammatic 
presentation made by Crabtree and Miller (1999). 

 Figure 9: A diagrammatic presentation of the analysis connected to the unit
Order of focus in the first task. 
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In looking closer at the different words used by the students, I realized that 
they were of different kind which made me decide to divide this unit into the 
following four categories:  

I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that confuse the students 

IV. Words that are anchored in daily life  

In the first two categories I involve what I have chosen to call geometrical 
words. This expression includes words that connect to a geometrical figure, 
belonging to the mathematical register normally used in Swedish school 
context. The use of different words would be accepted in some contexts but 
not in others and an example of a geometrical word in the study is square 
while four-edge is not, as it is considered to be an expression belonging to an 
everyday context. In the mathematical register, used by the mathematics 
community, the words sida (side) and kant (edge) are exchangeable as edge 
formally is a line segment on the boundary of a geometrical figure. In the 
school context there is a gain in reserving the use of the word kant (edge) to 
three dimensional figures, as the mathematically correct use could be 
confusing for the students. Therefore, the use of the words sida (side) and edge 
(kant) has not been considered exchangeable in the study. I also involve a 
normative aspect in the first two categories. I have chosen to do so as my aim 
is to investigate what traces of facts and understanding that could be found in 
the students’ communication in relation to the concept of quadrilateral in the 
context of school, and in school there is an aim in teaching students to express 
themselves in a manner that involves using words that are accepted in the 
discourse of mathematics. In another context the use of different words could 
be deemed differently. In that sense it is relevant to involve the normative 
expressions used correctly and used incorrectly in relation to my research 
question. The categorization into those four categories implies that one word 
could be found in more than one category, depending on the situation in 
which it is used. A word that confuses the students, and therefore belongs to 
the category Words that confuse the students, could for example also be a word 
that belongs to either one or more of the other three categories.  

I decided to record a word every time it was mentioned and to only report it 
in its ground form. For instance, I recorded the words sida (side) and lång 
(long) even if grammatical variants of the words, like for instance sidor (sides) 
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and längre (longer), were also used. I also took a decision to incorporate words 
that describe the extension of the sides of a figure into geometrical words. 
These words are not really geometrical words as they belong to the discourse 
of measurement, but the information they bring forward could be crucial in 
the description of a geometrical figure. The third category incorporates words 
that caused confusion amongst the students, and the fourth category Words 
that are anchored in daily life incorporates a range of words connected to the 
students’ daily life out of school or to the environment in the specific 
situation. The students either used the words as a metaphor or gave an 
everyday description of the look of something. I also decided to place the 
words lång (long) and kort (short), describing a visual extension of a figure seen 
as a whole, into this last category.  

The unit Critical attributes involved reveals what critical attributes of 
quadrilaterals (as described in section 2.2.1) that could be identified in the 
students’ communication. I decided to just make a recording the first time a 
student came across with a critical attribute as this was enough to show that 
he/she was aware of it. Out of the previously described critical attributes I 
decided to rule out the mathematical plane. This critical attribute is 
presupposed in the construction of the first task as the students’ descriptions 
proceed from drawings presented on cards which then result in drawings on 
paper. Both the cards and the paper are everyday representations of the 
mathematical plane and therefore there is no need for the students to 
incorporate information of this into their descriptions. The identification and 
analysis of the third unit ended the analysis in relation to the first assignment 
and it was now time to tackle the second.  

3.4.2 The second assignment 
In the second assignment the students were set to work with a task that 
involved coming to an agreement in sorting quadrilaterals, and each student 
should also be prepared to give an explanation for the groups made. The 
challenge involved being able to take decisions about what could be used as 
criteria in the sorting procedure, to use the criteria and to be able to 
communicate reasons for the grouping. For the purpose of data collection the 
students were placed around a table where the sorting was supposed to take 
place. The video-camera was placed at one end of the table, directed towards 
the whole situation (Figure 10). This time the camera managed to capture all 
three students, both visually and aurally. Once again a tablet was involved, 
this time with the purpose of taking pictures of each of the groups of 
quadrilaterals that the students created. 
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To make sure that the students knew what it meant to sort things, the 
following explanation was given to them before starting:  

- Att sortera saker handlar om att 
man letar efter likheter hos 
sakerna. De saker som på något 
sätt liknar varandra lägger man 
samman i en och samma hög.  

- To sort things involves finding 
things that are in some way alike. 
The things that in some way are 
alike, you put together. 

The students worked in small groups of three (no pair was necessary at this 
occasion due to absent students), and each group received the same collection 
of cut out quadrilaterals (Figure 11) that was randomly spread out on the table 
in front of them. The quadrilaterals were made in carton, coated in plastic and 
with a fine black line marking the sides of each figure on one side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Student 

Student 

Video  
camera 

Figure 10: Showing the placing of students and equipment in connection to the
sorting task. 

Figure 11: The collection of quadrilaterals used in the second assignment. 
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In this assignment there was a number of each kind of simple, closed, convex 
quadrilaterals. The reason behind the choice of collection of quadrilaterals was 
to give the students the possibility of sorting the geometrical figures according 
to their different features, which for the purpose of this study have been 
previously described in chapter 2. The trapezoids in the set was chosen to give 
the opportunity to sort out isosceles trapezoids into a group of their own, to 
see if their symmetrical look would catch the students’ attention. 

The collection of quadrilaterals was chosen out of the possibility of sorting 
them as shown in Figure 12, but there are many other ways of sorting 
depending on the focus chosen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the students had come to an agreement in the sorting procedure each 
group of quadrilaterals was considered one at the time. Each student was 
asked to give her or his explanation of why this particular choice had been 
made. As there was a risk of just agreeing with what the previous student had 
just said, the student starting to give an explanation altered. After the first 
attempt was completed, the group was informed that they had the 
opportunity to sort the quadrilaterals in another way if they wanted. This 
would continue until the group no longer saw any other possibilities than 
those already given or did not want to continue with the task out of some 
other reason.  

Figure 12: The possible sorting standing behind the choice of quadrilaterals in
the set of figures in the sorting task. 
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Analysis of the second assignment 

The analysis connected to the second assignment was treated in the same way 
as the first assignment as thoughts and ideas coming up during the 
transcription of the video tapes were collected in the form of written memos 
and a short story about each group was written with the aim of capturing the 
big picture in relation to the research question, involving photos of the sorted 
groups. The analysis then went on with the dividing of the assignment into 
two parts: the sorting phase and the explanation phase.  

The sorting phase 

The analysis of the sorting phase started with a revision of the three units 
used in the analysis of the first assignment and it was decided to reuse the 
labelling of all three of them: Order of focus, Vocabulary and Critical attributes 
involved. The unit Critical attributes involved could remain the same as in the 
first assignment while the other two needed minor modifications. In addition 
to the three revised units I also decided to look for traces of hierarchical 
thinking as this is part of the understanding of the concept of quadrilateral. 

The unit Order of focus had to be altered. The category Sub-figure was no longer 
needed as no student used it according to this assignment so it was removed. 
The category Size needed to be added: referring to how big or small a figure is. 
This changed group C, named Other, coming out of sorting the individual 
categories into groups, in the following way: 

C. Other: Visual shape, Naming, Metaphor/Simile, Size. 

As in relation to the first assignment I first decided to only record a feature the 
first time it was mentioned by a student. Having thought about it, I then 
decided to also look at each different sorting made, and to make a record 
every time a category occurred explicitly in an utterance or in a physical 
action during the communication in total as this could perhaps reveal 
something in relation to different grouping. A recording of a category was 
also made if an answer or reaction was directed to a question involving one of 
the categories, posed by one of the students. If the meaning of an utterance or 
a reaction was unclear, it was left out of the data.  

The description of the category Visual shape, still referring to communicating 
in relation to the geometrical shape as a whole was, depending on the 
utterances made by the students, changed into: “The student might talk about 
a geometrical figure in terms of describing it as den liknar en sned kvadrat (it 
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resembles a slanting square) or that it is avlång (oblong), lång (long), kort (short) or 
smal (narrow). Students could also express themselves as dom här var ganska lika 
(these looks rather similar) without specifically relate to certain parts of 
geometrical figures.  

The unit Vocabulary brings together words used by the students in giving an 
account for similarities that grouped geometrical figures together during the 
sorting procedure. As I could not identify any specific words that seemed to 
cause confusion amongst the students, I decided to rule out the category 
Words that confuse the students that was used in relation to the first assignment. 
This denotes a revision and altering of the unit Vocabulary as shown in Figure 
13. 

 

 
Figure 13: A diagrammatic presentation of the analysis and the altering made
in relation to the unit Vocabulary in the second assignment. 
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The word spetsig caused some trouble in relation to what category it should 
belong, as it was sometimes difficult to know whether the students used the 
word in the meaning of acute or as in the meaning of pointed.  I ended up in 
deciding to let the context in which the students used the word decide. If the 
use was together with some of the words obtuse, right and angle, the word was 
judged to be a geometrical word. If it was used in relation to an everyday 
context, it was sorted into the category Words that are anchored in daily life and 
if the meaning of the word was not clear, I decided to rule it out of the data. 
As in the analysis of the first assignment I also decided to incorporate 
measuring words (like for instance long, short, small) into either geometrical 
words or into the category Words that are anchored in daily life, depending on 
whether a word was used in relation to a part of a figure or in relation to the 
quadrilateral as a whole. If a word was used in relation to a part of a figure, it 
was deemed to be a geometrical word. 

 

The analysis of the sorting phase ended up with focusing on the photos of the 
groups of quadrilaterals that the students had put together during the sorting 
procedure which led to the identification of the following three categories: 

 Correctly sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical 
thinking 

Groups formed in this category involve all figures available that could 
be put together out of a Euclidian perspective. 

 Correctly but incompletely sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical thinking 

Groups could be named out of a Euclidian perspective but is not the 
ideal grouping seen from the possibilities present in the set of 
quadrilaterals.  

 Groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian perspective 

Groups are put together out of some other reason than the Euclidian 
perspective.  

 

This part of the analysis is described in Figure 14. 
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The explanation phase 

Turning to the explanation phase I decided to divide the analysis into the 
following three units:  

 Geometrical figures previously known 

This unit involves groups of geometrical figures that according to their 
teacher were previously known to the students. The sorting could be 
explained out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking 

 Geometrical figures not previously known 

This unit involves groups of geometrical figures that according to their 
teacher were not previously known to the students. Formed groups 
could also be a mix of previously known and unknown figures. The 
sorting could be explained out of a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical thinking.  

Figure 14: A diagrammatic presentation of the analysis connected to the photos
of the different groups of geometrical figures that were put together by the
students. 

Report 
Corroborating/ 
Legitimating 

Transcripts and written 
memos from the sorting 

phase 

The researcher 

Photos of the groups of geometrical 
figures that were put together by 

the students 

Correctly sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking 
Correctly but incompletely sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective  

and a hierarchical thinking 
Groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian perspective 

Connecting 
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 Not a Euclidian perspective 

This unit involves groups of geometrical figures that are put together 
out of some reason than could not be explained out of a Euclidian 
perspective, like for example size. 

The three units used in the sorting phase: Order of focus, Vocabulary and Critical 
attributes involved, were once again revised and it was decided to reuse them 
in relation to each one of the three units above, but this time they had to be 
called categories instead of units. Some of them are then divided into sub-
categories to fit into the model developed by Crabtree and Miller (1999) as 
described in Figure 15. As in relation to the sorting phase, it was also decided 
to look for traces of hierarchical thinking in the students’ explanations. 

 

 
Figure 15: A diagrammatic presentation of the start of the analysis of the
explanation phase.  

Corroborating/ 
Legitimating 

The researcher

Transcripts, photos and 
written memos from the 

second assignment 
Report 

Order of focus  
Vocabulary  

Critical aspects involved  

Geometrical figures previously known 
Geometrical figures not previously known 

Not a Euclidian perspective 

Revise/sort 
sub categories 

Connecting 

Develop  
sub categories 
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The only category that had to be slightly modified in the explanation phase 
was Order of focus that could be reused with the addition of Colour as a new 
sub-category used by the students. This once again altered group C, named 
Other, in the following way: 

C. Other: Visual shape, Naming, Size, Metaphor/Simile, Colour. 

Finally I decided to evaluate the viability of the explanations given by the 
students. The viability had to be validated in relation to an outsider, and I 
decided to use myself in this role. The explanation given should convince the 
outsider (me) that the choice of grouping some geometrical figures actually 
worked. There were two categories identified during the analysis, one of 
which was divided into two sub-categories. The first of the two categories 
involves explanations with the possibility to work in relation to a Euclidian 
perspective. This category was then divided into two sub-categories: one were 
the explanations could work in relation to all the available geometrical figures 
connected to the task, and a second were the explanations could work in 
relation to the group itself, not taking into consideration the rest of the 
available figures. The second of the two categories involves explanations 
connected to those groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian 
perspective. 

3.4.3 A short comment connected to the van Hiele theory 
Initially I planned to use the van Hiele Theory in the analysis of my data, and 
I also did an attempt to see where it could lead or what it could contribute 
with in relation to my research question. In the attempt of placing the 
students’ communication into the theory, the students’ use of the possibility of 
Naming quadrilaterals induced a problem. There was an uncertainty in 
relation of knowing if they, in using this category, only related to the 
geometrical figure as a whole, or if they also, at the same time as recognizing 
the whole, considered the parts belonging to the whole in the geometrical 
figure. As it is impossible to know this without asking the students, which 
was not done in the study, I decided that Naming only should relate to the 
geometrical figure as a whole and not involve the properties of the specific 
figure. Having made this decision I tried to place the communication being 
performed by the students into the different levels presented in the theory. 
This resulted in that some communications could be placed into level 0, some 
into level 1 and some into both level 0 and 1. As this result was not so helpful 
in relation to my research question, together with the uncertainty connected to 
the use of Naming, made me decide to rule out the theory from my study. 
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3.5 Result presentation 

After analysing the data, it was time to find a way of presenting them.  
Crabtree and Miller (1999) refer to this as the act of representing the account 
which, according to them, deals with “the process of telling the story, of 
writing it up, of creating some means for representing the result for the 
research” (p.21). I decided to present the results in the order that I had 
analysed them, starting with the first assignment and the different units and 
categories that had evolved during the analysis and then turning to the 
second assignment, treating it in the same way. With the aim of helping the 
reader I also decided to make a short summary after the result presentation in 
relation to the first assignment and also in relation to the sorting phase and to 
the explanation phase respectively in the second assignment. I decided to use 
both textual and graphical tools to make the presentation as clear as possible 
for the reader, textual tools being running text, transcripts and excerpts from 
transcripts graphical tools being pictures, tables and diagrams.  

Some transcripts are inserted at the end of the thesis as appendixes. There are 
some transcripts from the description task and some from the sorting phase in 
the sorting task. The transcripts are used to give the reader a possibility of 
getting the whole picture of some of the communication used by the students 
to solve the task at hand. All but one transcript chosen has, besides this aim, 
the purpose of helping the reader understand the interpretation being made 
during the analysis in relation to the unit Order of focus. To fulfil this aim, 
numbers in brackets relating to numbers connected to different categories 
listed, have been used. Excerpts from transcripts are used to verify what is 
said in the discussion in the running text. Transcripts and excerpts in this 
study are constructed in the following way: Capital letters are used as 
markers of different individuals; The start of an utterance is marked with the 
use of a capital letter; No punctuation marks have been used, but short pauses 
are shown by a series of dots; Square brackets are used to mark events that are 
not communicated orally. Graphical tools are used in the result presentation 
to visualize some of the results found in the analysis in the form of tables and 
diagrams. It is also sometimes used in the form of pictures to visualize what is 
discussed in the running text.  

3.6 Validity and reliability 

Validity and reliability are two important criterions in research. According to 
Dowling and Brown (2010), validity is “a measure of the extent to which you 
are measuring what you think you are measuring”(p.24), and reliability is “a 
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measure of the consistency of a coding process when carried out on different 
occasions and/or by different researchers” (p.24). According to Bryman (2008), 
validity and reliability presumes that there is only one absolute truth about 
the social reality and that there are those that question the use of those 
concepts outside quantitative research. Guba and Lincoln claim that there 
could be more than one and possibly many ways of describing the reality, and 
suggest the use of two other criteria for valuing research that most often is 
labelled qualitative research: trustworthiness and authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 
1994). As I share Guba and Lincoln’s view about reality I choose to adopt their 
criteria.  

Trustworthiness consists of four sub criteria: credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Credibility is 
connected to the description of a study and to what extent it is deemed 
credible by others and the researcher has to make sure that the research has 
been realized according to the rules that regulates it. To meet this criterion my 
aim has been to describe and to be honest about my own epistemological view 
as this always influences a study, and I have followed the procedures and 
rules connected to performing research that I have learnt through my head 
supervisor and other documents connected to the research community. To 
meet the criterion of transferability my aim has been to give detailed 
information of the researched situations. This comprises a description of the 
participants and the pre-conditions connected to them and to the place where 
the data collection took place. It also involves using both textual and graphical 
tools in the presentation and the discussion of the results with the aim of 
supporting the reader. The dependability criterion has been met in the aim of 
describing the different phases in the research process in a thorough way in 
the thesis and finally the demand for confirmability has been met by the use 
of transcripts and excerpts in the endeavour of finding visible verifications for 
the presented results.  

Authenticity is, according to Bryman (2008), connected to research political 
consequences which are described by Guba and Lincoln (1994) as fairness and 
having ontological, educative, catalytic and tactical authenticity. The 
authenticity criterions could be summarized in saying that the performed 
research should give a fair picture of the situation that has been researched 
and that the results should have a positive impact on those that have been 
involved. These aspects have both been present in the research. The fair 
picture is connected to giving detailed information of the researched 
situations and the positive impact connects to the endeavour of making the 
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research situation as joyful and pleasant as possible, involving the possibility 
of learning for the participants. In addition to validity and reliability or, using 
the expressions chosen in this study, trustworthiness and authenticity, 
researchers also have to bear in mind ethical considerations.  

3.7 Ethical considerations 

Since 2004 there is a law in Sweden connected to research involving humans: 
the Act concerning the Ethical Review of Research Involving Humans. The act was 
stipulated with the aim of protecting the individual person and to ensure 
respect for human dignity in research, and as a consequence research 
involving humans should undergo an ethical examination committed by an 
ethical board. Not all projects fall under the law, but as this does not free them 
from involving ethical considerations there is a possibility to receive an 
advisory statement from the board. As it was not clear whether the project in 
this study should fall under the law, the ethical board was asked for an 
advisory statement which resulted in the decision from the board that so was 
not the case. The board did not see any ethical problems with the project and 
therefore gave its approval of the study with the recommendation of some 
minor changes in the consent documents directed to the parents of the 
children in the study. 

The ethical principles for research could be divided into four areas: 
information, consent, confidentiality and use (Vetenskapsrådet, 2008). The 
demand for information implies that the researcher should inform those 
involved about the purpose of the research. This was conducted through the 
participation in a meeting with the parents and the teacher at the school 
where information about the project was given with the possibility for the 
participants to pose questions. Information was also given in written form in 
the consent document that was given to all families (appendix 1) and to the 
class teacher with the aim to give all participants the right to decide whether 
they wanted to be a part of the project or not. As the students were under 
aged, the decision to participate or not was made by their parents. The 
demand for confidentiality induce that all persons involved in the study 
should be given the highest possible confidentiality and that personal 
information should be stored in a way that unauthorized do not have the 
access to them. To meet this demand no names are used in the presentation of 
the results and the materials connected to the study has been kept locked in, 
in a way that only I as responsible researcher has had the access to it. 
Regarding the demand of use the participant have been informed that the 
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results in the study could be used in the frame of mathematic-didactic 
research, at research conferences and in the writing of scientific articles.  
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 Results and discussion  4.
In this chapter the results are presented, analysed and discussed. The 
presentation and analysis starts with the first assignment and then turns to the 
second which is divided into two parts: the sorting phase and the explanation 
phase. When excerpts are used, they are constructed in the following way: 
Different persons involved in the communication have been labelled with 
different capital letters; The start of an utterance is marked with the use of a 
capital letter; No punctuation marks have been used, but short pauses are 
shown by a series of dots; Square brackets are used to mark events that are not 
communicated orally by the students. The chapter ends with a discussion in 
relation to the students’ mathematical textbook and to the syllabus for 
mathematics. 

 

4.1 The first assignment 

The task in this assignment was designed to make the students use their 
ability to describe quadrilaterals. The analysis started with a broader view in 
which the following three units were identified: 

 Order of focus 

 Vocabulary 

 Critical attributes involved 

The unit Order of focus reveals what features students chose to attend to in 
their descriptions and in which order these features were mentioned. Then the 
vocabulary used in the descriptions is examined followed by to what critical 
attributes the descriptions could be connected.  

 

4.1.1 Order of focus 
The unit Order of focus reveals what the students attended to when they 
described quadrilaterals to each other. The students used a broad range of 
features and List 2 below describes the categories that were identified during 
the analysis. Incorporated into the list are also excerpts from transcripts. These 
excerpts are used as examples of what have been identified as belonging to 
the different categories.  
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List 2: A description of identified categories of features in the description task  

1. Number of corners: 

S: Ok den har fyra hörn ... S: Ok it has four corners … 

 

2. Appearance of the corners:  

H: Fast den har räta vinklar H: But it has right angles 

 

3. Placement of the angles:  

E: Nej … eller kanske en till sak ... att alla 
kanter ... eller alltså dom två där uppe ... är 
trubbiga och dom två där nere är spetsiga 

E: No … or perhaps one more thing … that 
every edge … or that will say the two on top … 
are obtuse and the two below are acute 

 

4. Number of sides: 

A: Ehm ... [skrattar] den har fyra ... lika långa 
sidor  

A: Ehm … [laughs] it has four … sides of equal 
length  

 

5. Length of the sides:  

M: Ja ... och så är det två ... lite kortare sidor ... 
[skrattar till] det var svårt 

M: Yes … and then there are two … somewhat 
shorter sides [laughs] this was hard 

 

6. Placement of the sides: 

V: Sa du två lika långa sidor ... var det på dom 
här sidorna eller var det på dom här sidorna 
[visar med sina händer] 

V: Did you say two sides of equal length5 … 
was it on these sides or was it on these sides 
[uses her hands to show what she means] 

 

7. Orientation of the sides:  

M: Mm ... dom går inte rakt uppåt [visar med 
höger hand lodrätt uppåt] 

M: Mm … they do not go straight up [moves 
her hands vertically upwards] 
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8. Visual shape:  

V: Mm får man använda händerna och ... går 
den som så hära typ [visar med händerna vad 
hon menar] så och sen så är det så och så 

V: Mm may I use my hands and … does it go 
kind of like this [uses her hands to show what 
she means] like this and then it is like this and 
like this 

 

9. Naming:  

V: Är det en kvadrat V: Is it a square 

 

10. Sub-figures:  

E: En kvadrat såhär [gör en kvadrat i luften 
med höger hand] ni vet som en vanlig kvadrat 
... fast på den här sidan [pekar åt höger med 
högra handen] i stället för att det var en vanlig 
kvadrat så går det som ut en halv triangel 
[visar en triangel i luften med högra handen] 
en halv vanlig triangel ... typ 

E: A square like this [makes a square in the air 
in front of her with her right hand] you know 
like an ordinary square … but on this side 
[point to the right with her right hand] instead 
of being an ordinary triangle it goes out like 
half a triangle [makes a triangle in the air with 
her right hand] half a triangle … kind of 

 

11. Metaphor/Simile:  

H: Så den är ungefär som ett sudd … jag har 
ingen aning om vad jag ska rita här 

H: So it’s kind of like a rubber … I have no idea 
what to draw here 

 

 

The eleven individual categories in List 2 are presented in the order that 
became identified as being the following three groups: 

A. Connection with angles: Number of corners, Appearance of the corners, 
Placement of the angles. 

B. Connection with sides: Number of sides, Length of the sides, Placement 
of the sides, Orientation of the sides. 

C. Other: Visual shape, Naming, Sub-figures, Metaphor/Simile. 
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Altogether there were twenty different descriptions presented by the students. 
Table 1 below presents the number of times that categories were mentioned in 
the descriptions seen in total. The table also reveals if a category was used as 
first choice or if it was used at a later state in a description (Number of corners 
was used by eight students as their first choice; Three students used it as 
second choice etc.). A category has only been recorded the first time that it 
was mentioned by a student. The table does not reveal whether or not a 
student came back to a category at a later state in their description.  

 

Groups Different categories 1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

4th 
choice 

5th 
choice 

6th 
choice 

7th 
choice 

8th 
choice 

A Number of corners 8 3 5 
  

1 
  

Look of the corners 2 2 3 2 2 1 

Placement of the angles 2 1 

B Number of sides 5 1  2 1    
Length of the sides 3 7 5 2 1 

Placement of the sides 1 2 3 3 

Orientation of the sides 1 1 6 1 1 1 

C Visual shape 
 

4 
 

1 
 

1 1 
 

Naming 3 1 1 1 1 1 

Sub-figures 1 

Metaphor/Simile 2 2 1 1 1 

 

Table 1: The table displays categories of features mentioned by the students 
during their descriptions. 

The number of attended categories in one description ranged from two to 
eight. The description that involved least number of categories was given in 
relation to a parallelogram which is a geometrical figure that, according to 
their teacher, was not previously known to the students8. The description 
made use of two categories: Naming and the Visual shape which both belong to 
what Duval (1995) refers to as the perceptual apprehension. The description also 
involve what Sfard (2008) refers to as practical actions as shown in Excerpt 1. 

8 A transcript of the communication in its whole is presented in appendix 2.  
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Excerpt 1: The excerpt is an example of a practical action that was involved in 
the communication in the description involving least categories 

V: Ja men det var som jag tänkte ... så [visar 
med händerna] 

V: Yes but it was as I thought … like this [uses 
her hands to show what she means] 

 

The description that made use of least number of categories resulted in one 
drawing, out of two produced, that was judged to be equal to the described 
figure. The drawing was judged to be equal to the described figure even 
though the drawn parallelogram was tilted the opposite way (Picture 1).  

         

Picture 1: To the left is the described figure in the description involving the 
least number of categories, and to the right is the drawing that was deemed to 
be equal to the described figure. 

 

The other of the two drawings produced in the description involving the least 
number of categories is presented in Picture 2.  

 

 

 

The geometrical figure in Picture 2 is drawn despite the relative direct 
information given in the communication that the figure is a four-edge. Possible 
explanations for this are that the student did not pay enough attention to the 
conversation going on between the other two students or that she does not 
know the meaning of the word four-edge. 

Picture 2: The other of the two drawing produced in the description involving
the least number of categories. 
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The description involving most categories was given in relation to a kite, a 
geometrical figure that, according to their teacher, was not previously known 
to the students9. This description involved eight different kinds of categories 
(all but Placement of the angles, Number of sides and Sub-figures), some of which 
could be connected to the perceptual apprehension, and some to the sequential 
apprehension (Duval, 1995). It could also be connected to what Clements and 
Sarama (2007) refer to as the concept of shape, as it involves the ability to name 
shapes and to identify parts of a geometric form. 

The description did not result in any correct drawing from either listener, as 
seen in Picture 3, which imply that the students neither could relate to 
features that connects to the figure as a whole nor was they able to integrate 
the description given of the identified parts of the kite into a coherent hole. An 
explanation for this could be found in the fact that this geometrical figure 
seldom or never is dealt with in Swedish school context and therefore was 
unfamiliar to the students. This would make the task more challenging for the 
one that were drawing, as they would not be able to visualise what was 
described for them into a picture of a coherent hole.  

 

       

Picture 3: To the left is the described geometrical figure and to the right are 
the two drawings produced by the two drawing students in relation to the 
description that involved most features. 

The description involving most categories also involves the use of metaphor, as 
shown in Excerpt 2.  

Excerpt 2: The excerpt is an example of the use of metaphor in the description 
involving most categories 

M: Ehm och eh ... den är nästan som en pinne 
... ja ... jag kommer inte på något mer 

M: Ehm and eh … it is almost like a stick … yes 
… I can’t say anything more 

9 A transcript of the communication in its whole is presented in appendix 3. 
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According to Pimm (1987), the metaphor is “one of the central linguistic 
strategies at our disposal with which to create sense of the world” (p.199). The 
use of metaphors also helps newcomers to overcome the challenge of 
mathematics being an autopoietic system – a system that produces the things 
it talks about as it helps newcomers to “connect the new with the old - to find 
a way to realize the novel signifiers in possibly unusual combinations of 
discursive constructs with which they are already familiar” (Sfard, 2008, 
p.177). 

The shortest possible description of a geometrical figure is to name it, and 
three descriptions start by using the category Naming. One of the students 
using the category seemed to be uncertain if she was allowed to use the name 
of the geometrical shape if she knew it as she began her description by asking 
if this was allowed. On all three occasions, the students involving this 
category do not stop with giving the name, but continue. This implies that 
they had not yet understood the connection between naming a geometrical 
figure and its definition, which belongs to a comprehensive conception of the 
concept of shape as described by Clements and Sarama (2007). Another reason 
for the describing students to continue their descriptions after providing the 
name could be found in the possibility that the students who were supposed 
to draw the figure did not recognize the name given and therefore could not 
connect it to a specific shape and therefore needed more information. Yet 
another possible explanation is that the describing students understood the 
task as requiring a longer explanation. However, nothing in the data supports 
the last two presented explanations. Naming has in this study been decided to 
focus on the geometrical figure as a whole, which is also the case for the 
categories Visual shape and Metaphor/Simile that respectively was used by 
barely one third of the students during the communication. These categories 
all belong to the perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995). 

Instead of focusing on the geometrical figure as a whole, the students’ 
attention during the descriptions was mainly connected to what Duval (1995) 
labels the sequential apprehension as they were focusing on the elements that 
combine to build the figure. Amongst the different options the students had, 
they seemed to favour the numerical aspect of the corners and of the sides as 
the starting point. If one focuses on the different parts of the geometrical 
figure, this is a suitable way to start the description as the numerical aspect is 
crucial for a geometrical figure to belong to the group of quadrilaterals. In 
comparing these categories, not only the first time they occur, but also in the 
number of total occasions they occurred in all the descriptions, the category 
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Number of corners came into use five times more than the category Number of 
sides. 

In addition to the numerical aspect, the students were fairly evenly 
distributed as to whether they chose to begin their description with a criterion 
from either Group A (Connection with angles) or from Group B (Connection with 
sides). Very rarely did they start with Group C (Other). Students starting in 
Group A, all started with the category Number of corners, while within Group 
B there was a variation in starting point, slightly favouring the category 
Number of sides. The categories that most students referred to at least once 
during their description were Length of the sides (18 students) and Number of 
corners (17 students). These two categories came into use in the descriptions of 
all the different quadrilaterals, whereas the other categories only came into 
use in the descriptions of some of the figures.  

Twelve students involved the category Look of the corners in their description, 
but only three focused on Placement of the angles. The category Placement of the 
angles could be connected to the category Orientation of the sides, which was 
involved by eleven students in their descriptions and in connection to all 
quadrilaterals but the rectangle. The category Orientation of the sides is more 
problematic than Placement of the angles as it could cause confusion in relation 
to whether the orientation of the sides is described in relation to the 
geometrical figure itself or in relation to the surroundings. (This will be 
discussed in more detail further on in the text.) The category Placement of the 
sides was used nine times in connection to the description of all quadrilaterals 
except for the square and the parallelogram. In the description of the square, 
the information in this category is not needed as all the sides are of equal 
length, but this is not the case with the parallelogram where the information is 
needed.  

The least used category was Sub-figures, belonging to the perceptual 
apprehension as described by Duval (1995). Only one student made us of this 
category and it occurred at a later point in her description of a right angled 
trapezoid10. The geometrical figure described was, according to their teacher, 
not previously known to the students, and yet the description resulted in two 
drawings that were both deemed to be equal to the described quadrilateral. 

 

10 A transcript of the communication in its whole is presented in appendix 4. 
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4.1.2 Vocabulary 
The unit of vocabulary consists of the following four categories:  

I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that confuse the students 

IV. Words that are anchored in daily life  

The expression geometrical words involves terms that are connected to a 
geometrical figure, belonging to the mathematical register normally used in 
Swedish school context. An example of a geometrical word is square while 
four-edge is not. 

Geometrical words, used correctly 

Diagram 1 captures the total number of geometrical words, correctly used by 
the students. 

 

Diagram 1: The diagram shows the different geometrical words that were 
correctly used by the students. 
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Taking into account all the four categories of the unit Vocabulary, the category 
Geometrical words, used correctly stand for a little bit more than 60% of the 
words used in the students’ descriptions of quadrilaterals. This indicates that 
the students begin to realize the usefulness of these words compared to 
others, and that they have taken at least a small step into the geometrical 
register which in the study is considered a part of the mathematical register. 
Words that connect to the sides of the quadrilaterals are dominating the 
category, and the word most frequently used is lång (long). This could be 
explained by the fact that in relation to the unit Order of focus, the features that 
most students chose to focus on had something to do with aspects of sides. 
The second frequently used word is hörn (corner). An explanation for the use 
of the word hörn (corner) could be found in that a common way of talking 
about different polygons includes focusing on the number of corners. This 
way, a quadrilateral is called en fyrhörning (a four-corner). Subsequently, the 
words that follow connect to aspects of angles and then to naming. These 
words are rare, and imply that the students have not yet internalized the 
concept of angle and the possibility of using naming as a way of describing a 
geometrical figure. Another possibility in relation to naming is that the 
students do not yet know the name of a geometrical figure which, according 
to information given by their class teacher, would be the case with 
Parallelograms, Kites and Trapezoids.  

 

Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

There were four geometrical words and one utterance used incorrectly in the 
students’ communication. The words were kant (edge)11, kvadrat (square), sida 
(side), and spetsig (acute); the utterance was en halv triangel (half a triangle). 

Out of the words, kant (edge) was misused most often (six times). The students 
mixed up the meaning of the word with the word sida (side) as shown in 
Excerpt 3 and with hörn (corner) or vinkel (angle) as shown in Excerpt 4. 

11 In the mathematical register, used by the mathematics community the words sida (side) 
and kant (edge) are exchangeable as edge formally is a line segment on the border of a 
geometrical figure. In the school context there is a gain in reserving the use of the word kant 
(edge) to three dimensional figures as the mathematically correct use could be confusing for 
the students. Therefore, the use of the words sida (side) and edge (kant) has not been 
considered exchangeable in the study. 
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Excerpt 3: One of the students mixes up the word kant (edge) with the word 
sida (side). 

H: Men är kanterna raka H: But are the edges straight 

 

Excerpt 4: One of the students mixes up the word kant (edge) with hörn (corner) 
and vinkel (angle). 

E: Ok det är ... fyra hörn ... eller kanter och 
ehm ... det är en lång sida ... och en ... kort 
sida ... vänta ska bara [gör något med 
höger hand på kortet] ehm ... en ... kant är 
trub ... eh vad heter det ... inte trubbig eh ... 
en är spetsig tror jag ... och två är ... 
rätvinklar 

E: Ok there are … four corners … or edges and 
ehm … there is one long side … and one … 
short side … just a moment [does something 
not visible for the camera with her right hand 
on the card] ehm … one … edge is obt …. Eh 
what’s it called … not obtuse eh … one is acute 
I think … and two are … right angles. 

 

The mixing up with the word sida (side) could be explained by the fact that 
both sida (side) and kant (edge) are used in daily life in a manner that makes 
them exchangeable, but in the school context of geometry they are concepts of 
their own and need to be internalized to be fully understood. An explanation 
for the mixing up with the word vinkel (angle) could be the fact that the 
learning of geometry can be compared to the learning of a new language. 
Learning the language of a new discipline is, according to Schleppegrell 
(2010), part of learning the new discipline, and the learning is not separate 
from the development of the language that constructs the new knowledge. In 
geometry there are many words involved and as a novice it is easy to mix up 
the use of the words. The rest of the words: kvadrat (square), sida (side), and 
spetsig (acute) were wrongly used only once each and the result can therefore 
not be used to draw any conclusions from as there is a possibility that they 
were misused by accident.  

 

The utterance en halv triangel (half a triangle) occurred in connection with a 
description of a right angled trapezoid that the describing student divided 
into sub-figures, a square and a triangle (Figure 16), and then talked about the 
triangular part as en halv triangel (half a triangle). 
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One way of interpreting the utterance is that the student is used to triangles 
having a special look, and that they are oriented in a specialized way (Figure 
17). 

 

 

 

This interpretation is discussed by Monaghan (2000) and by Burger and 
Shaughnessy (1986) and is also supported by the pictures of triangles found in 
the students’ mathematical textbook. In the textbook more than 85% of the 
triangles (44/51) were presented with the base of the triangle being horizontal 
as in Figure 17. The student does not seem to have realized that even half a 
triangle, if constructed with a straight line drawn from one of the vertices, is 
still a triangle. There is a possibility that the student used the wrong word in 
her description and that she meant that it was half a rectangle or half a square, 
which would then have been correct, but nothing in the data supports this 
interpretation. 

 

Words that confuse the students 

Three words belong to this category – spetsig, luta and sned. The expression in 
English for the mathematical understanding connected to the word spetsig 
would be acute. In Swedish the word spetsig is also used in an everyday 
communication with the meaning of pointed, and from the everyday view 
even right and obtuse angles have a pointed corner which seems to have 
caused some confusion for some of the students as shown in Excerpt 5. 

 

Figure 16: The figure shows how one of the students divided the geometrical
figure in to sub-figures in giving a description of it. 

Figure 17: The figure represents a common way of presenting a triangle. 
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Excerpt 5: S is the student describing, V and H are the students drawing. 

H: Är det så här det ser ut     
[Ritar en rektangel med handen i luften] 

H: Does it look like this 
[Draws a rectangle with her hand in the space 
in front of her] 

S: [Nickar] S: [Nods] 

H: Men då är det ju då är det ju en rektangel H: But then it’s a rectangle 

S: Ja S: Yes 

H: Ok då kör vi H: Ok, here we go 

V: Men det var ju spetsigt i alla hörn V: But it was pointed in all corners 

S: Ja S: Yes  

 

The quadrilateral in focus in Excerpt 5 is a rectangle, and the students that are 
drawing seem to be aware of that a rectangle has four right angles. The 
describing student has earlier in the description described the corners as 
spetsiga that in mathematics would describe acute angles, and this causes 
confusion. The describing student seems to be aware of the visual look of a 
rectangle as she responds positively to the question “Does it look like this?” 
by nodding her head. The students seem to be having trouble with the 
difference between angles and corners, and the fact that a right angle could be 
described as having a pointed corner.  

The orientation of the sides in relation to horizontal and vertical were 
described with the words sned (skewed) and luta (slanted). The conversation in 
Excerpt 6 took place in one of the groups.  

 

Excerpt 6: G is the describing student; H and V are the drawing students. 

V: Vad menar han med ... en sådan här ... 
sned kvadrat eh 

V: What does he mean by … one of these 
… skewed square eh 

H: Men det är  H: But it is 

G: Det är en kvadrat som lutar [vickar 
huvudet åt höger] ... eller som ... lutar 

G: It is a slanted square [tips his head to 
the right] … or that … is slanted 

V: Jaha ... sådär V: Oh … like that 
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Earlier in the conversation, before Excerpt 6 begins, the describing student has 
given the information that två sidor lutar (two sides are slanted) which is a 
description of two of the sides in relation to the geometrical figure itself. In 
spite of this, student V seems to relate the information given to the 
surroundings of the geometrical figure and draws a square at the end of the 
description, but places it on his paper as in Picture 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Swedish it is rather common to describe a rhombus as en sned kvadrat (a 
skewed square) or a parallelogram as en sned rektangel (a skewed rectangle). The 
word sned relates to the geometrical figure itself, but the above excerpt 
demonstrates how such explanations can lead to misunderstandings. One way 
to avoid the problem would be to focus on the angles in the actual geometrical 
figure instead.  

 

Words that are anchored in daily life  

This category of words incorporates a range of words that connects to the 
students’ daily life out of school or to what surrounded them in the specific 
situation. The students either used the words as a metaphor or gave an 
everyday description of the look of something, as shown in Diagram 2. 

Picture 4: To the left is the drawing made by student V in Excerpt 6. To the
right is the described geometrical figure. 
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Diagram 2: The diagram displays the distribution of words used by the 
students that are anchored in daily life. 

 

Excerpt 7, which belongs to a description of the geometrical figure in Picture 
5, gives an example involving a metaphor.  

 

Excerpt 7: Excerpt from a description of the geometrical figure in Picture 5. H 
is one of the drawing students. E is the one giving the description. 

H: Ser det nästan ut som ett halvt hus H: Does it almost look like half a house 

E: Jaa det gör det ... det ser ut som ett halvt 
hus 

E: Yees it does … it looks like half a house 
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The use of metaphor by the students could, once again, be explained by the 
fact that they, according to Pimm (1987), are “one of the central linguistic 
strategies at our disposal with which to create sense of the world” (p.199). 

The most common word in this category was fyrkant (four-edge). This is a word 
that is common in an everyday description of a quadrilateral, and could also 
explain why the students had difficulty in understanding that there is a 
difference between sida (side) and kant (edge) in the category Geometrical words, 
used incorrectly as described earlier.  

 

4.1.3 Critical attributes involved 
Diagram 3 presents the distribution of the presence of critical attributes found 
in the students’ communication. The data was only recorded the first time a 
student came across with a critical attribute. Four of the critical attributes were 
present in the descriptions given by more than half of the students, but two 
critical attributes were only present a few times and two are not present at all. 
Only three out of twenty students involved the attribute Placement of different 
angels inside the figure. This attribute is crucial for describing the skewedness of a 
geometrical figure or a figure with slanting sides and could remove the words 
spetsig (pointed) and sned (slanted) that caused confusion in Excerpt 6. The 
attribute Placement of different angles inside the figure could also replace the 
attribute Concept of parallel, which only one student attended to. The student 
using this attribute did not verbally communicating it, but demonstrated it 
through gestures. One of these two attributes needs to be involved for the 
description to fulfil the definitions connected to different kinds of 
quadrilaterals except for the general one. The two attributes that no student 

Picture 5: The picture shows the geometrical figure that is described in
Excerpt 7. 
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attended to (Closed/Open and Convex/Concave/Crossed) are those that are 
usually treated later in the Swedish school system. 

 

 

Diagram 3: The diagram displays critical attributes found in the students' 
communication. 

 

4.1.4 Short summary 
Here follow a short summary of the results seen in the three units in relation 
to the first assignment – the describing task, starting with the unit Order of 
focus followed by Vocabulary and Critical attributes involved. 

In relation to the unit Order of focus the students’ attention was mainly 
directed at the elements that combine to build the geometrical figure. This 
could be connected to what Duval (1995) labels the sequential apprehension and 
amongst the different options that the students had, they seemed to favour the 
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numerical aspects of the corners and of the sides as the starting point of the 
description. In addition to the numerical aspect, the students were fairly 
evenly distributed as to whether they chose to begin their description with a 
criterion from either Group A (Connection with angles) or from Group B 
(Connection with sides), very rarely did they start with Group C (Other). Three 
students chose to start their description by naming the geometrical figure. The 
categories that most students referred to at least once during their description 
were Length of the sides and Number of corners. More than half of the students 
involved the category Appearance of the corners in their description, but only 
three focused on Placement of the angles. The least used category was Sub-
figures. Regarding the unit Vocabulary it was noted that, except for words that 
describe the extension of the sides, geometrical words, correctly used was only 
sparsely represented. The most frequently used word in this category was the 
word lång (long). Geometrical words, correctly used that relate to angles and to 
naming were present but rare. In the category Geometrical words, used 
incorrectly the word most often misused by the students was kant (edge). The 
utterance en halv triangel (half a triangle) was also discussed in this category. In 
the category Words that confuse the students, three words were found and 
discussed: spetsig, luta and sned. The most common word in relation to the 
category Words that are anchored in daily life was the word fyrkant (four-edge). 
Considering the unit Critical attributes involved it was noted that four of the 
different critical attributes were found in the descriptions given by more than 
half of the students, but two of the attributes: Placement of different angels inside 
the figure and the concept of parallel were rare and two, (Closed/Open and 
Convex/Concave/Crossed), were not mentioned at all.  

 

4.2 The second assignment 

The task in this assignment was designed to make the students sort 
geometrical figures and to use their ability to explain choices made during the 
sorting procedure. The analysis started with dividing the data into two 
phases: the sorting phase and the explanation phase. 

4.2.1 The sorting phase 
The presentation of the results in the sorting phase starts with the three units 
Order of focus, Vocabulary and Critical attributes involved respectively. The 
presentation ends with the discussion of different sorting made in relation to a 
Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking. 
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4.2.1.1 Order of focus 
As before, the unit Order of focus reveals what young students attend to, this 
time in relation to sorting quadrilaterals. As in the description-task, the 
students used a broad range of features and List 3 describes the categories 
identified, during the analysis, in the sorting phase of the second assignment. 
Incorporated into the list are also excerpts from transcripts. These excerpts are 
used as examples of what have been identified as belonging to the different 
categories. 

List 3: The list describes categories of features identified in the sorting phase 
of the second assignment. 

1. Number of corners: 

M: Om vi tar alla med fyra hörn i en hög  M: But if we put all with four corners in one 
pile 

 

2. Appearance of the corners: 

P: Den här spetsig och trubbig [rör vid en av 
romberna] 

P: This is acute and obtuse [touches one of the 
rhombuses] 

 

3. Placement of the angles: No student used this feature but it would describe 
the placement of angles within the geometrical figure. 

4. Number of sides: 

J: Att alla har ... fyra ... eh sidor och så och då 
är alla i en grupp typ 

J: That all have … four … eh sides like that and 
then all should kind of be in the same group 

 

5. Length of the sides:  

J: Som har en ... kortare sida och två ... 
mittemellan och en lång [börjar samla ihop 
figurer till en grupp] 

J: That has one … shorter side and two … in 
between and one long [starts collecting figures 
into one group] 

 

6. Placement of the sides: No student used this feature but it would describe the 
placement of sides within the geometrical figure itself. 
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7. Orientation of the sides:  

E: Den här är ju inte rät för den går ju snett 
uppåt [visar med handen längs med figurens 
ena sida] 

E: This is not right because it goes askew 
upwards [shows with her hand along one side 
of the figure] 

 

8. Visual shape:  

J: [Tar upp den långsmala rektangeln] Den 
här är lång [lägger ned den igen] 

J: [Picks up the long and narrow rectangle] 
This is long [puts it down again] 

 

9. Naming: 

S: Alla är fyrkanter ... vi får nog tänka på ett 
annat sätt 

S: All are four-edges … we’ll have to think in 
another way  

 

10. Metaphor/Simile:  

H: Dom här för dom här är båda svärd H: These because they are both swords 

 

11. Size: Refers to how big or small a geometrical figure is.  

G: Eh ... några stora kanske [lägger samman 
några av figurerna till en grupp] 

G: Eh … some big perhaps [puts together some 
of the figures in one group] 

 

 

The eleven individual categories in List 3 are presented in the order that 
became identified as being the following three groups: 

A. Connection with angles: Number of corners, Appearance of the corners, 
Placement of the angles. 

B. Connection with sides: Number of sides, Length of the sides, Placement 
of the sides, Orientation of the sides. 

C. Other: Visual shape, Naming, Metaphor/Simile, Size. 
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Table 2 below presents the categories mentioned by the students in total in all 
of the sorting. The students’ communication could organise the information in 
a variety of ways and a category has only been recorded the first time it is 
mentioned.  The table also reveals if a category was used as first choice or if it 
was involved at a later state in the communication (Number of corners was 
used by three students as their first choice; One student used it as second 
choice etc.). However, this does not reveal whether or not the students came 
back to a category at a later state in the sorting procedure.  

 

Groups Different categories 1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

4th 
choice 

5th 
choice 

A Number of corners 3  1 1   
  Look of the corners 1 2   1   
  Placement of the angles           
B Number of sides  1 1     
  Length of the sides     1   
  Placement of the sides           
  Orientation of the sides      1     
C Visual shape 4 3 2    
  Naming 2 2  1   
 Metaphor 1 2   1 
  Size 2   2 

 

Table 2: The table displays categories of features mentioned by the students 
during the sorting phase in total. 

In the first assignment, were the students were supposed to describe 
quadrilaterals to each other, their attention was mainly directed to group A 
(Connection with angles) or B (Connection with sides), that will say to elements 
that combine to build a figure and that could be connected to what Duval 
(1995) refers to as the sequential apprehension. In this task, where the aim was to 
sort quadrilaterals, the students also directed their attention to these elements, 
at least at some extent, and preferably those elements concerning some aspect 
of angles. However, the students’ main focus, seen in total, became directed to 
categories belonging to group C (Other), where the category Visual shape was 
most frequently used followed by Naming and Metaphor/Simile. All these three 
categories could be related to the perceptual apprehension of a geometrical 
figure (Duval, 1995). The category Size also caught some of the students’ 
attention. Size has nothing to do with the concept of geometrical figure as 
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geometrical figures could be in all kinds of sizes as long as they fulfil the 
definitions that define them. However, as the students had not received 
instructions to sort the figures out of a solely Euclidian perspective, this was 
also a possibility. 

As there were twelve different sorting procedures performed, I decided that it 
could be interesting to look at different categories involved in relation to each 
sorting performed.  

Table 3 presents the total number of times that different categories have been 
in focus in each different sorting. The number 1.1 to 6.1, at the top of the table, 
reveals the number of the student-group and the number of sorting attempt; 
1.2 standing for student-group one, attempt two12. This time a category has 
been recorded every time it occurred in the students’ communication. 

 

Groups Different categories 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 5.1 6.1 
A Number of corners   1 1   4 5     4       

Look of the corners 22     1 56   1           
Placement of the angles                         

B Number of sides     3               2   
Length of the sides   7                     
Placement of the sides                         
Orientation of the sides          1               

C Visual shape   9   40 2   8 1   1 19 12 24 
Naming   14   5     1     11 8   

 Metaphor/Simile  1         5 2 
Size   1   1     5   1   

 

Table 3: The table displays the total number of times that different categories 
of features were mentioned by the students in relation to each different 
sorting procedure performed. 

Table 3 reveals that three of the student-groups (1-3) made three different 
attempts to sort the geometrical figures, while three student-groups (4-6) only 
made one attempt, but there is no explicit explanation found in the data for 
this. What could be said is that after each sorting attempt each group could 
decide whether or not they would like to try sorting the geometrical figures in 

12 A transcript of the communication in its whole is presented in appendix 5. 
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another way. Three off the student-groups took this opportunity, while three 
did not.  

Table 3 resembles Table 2 in that the impression is that students’ attention is 
mainly directed to features belonging to group C (Other), that will say 
different aspects of geometrical figures as wholes, which belong to the 
perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995). However, group A (Connections with 
angles), belonging to the sequential apprehension (Duval, 1995), has also caught 
some of the attention, especially in two of the sorting procedures – 1.1 and 2.2.  

Sorting procedure 1.3, 2.3 and 3.3 all represent occasions where the students 
put all the quadrilaterals available together into one group. This possibility 
was noted by the three student-groups doing more than one attempt to sort 
the geometrical figures, but not by any of them that only made one sorting 
attempt. In this way of sorting the geometrical figures, two of the student-
groups mainly focused on the category Number of corners while one group 
paid most attention to Number of sides. One of the student-groups took, what 
could be described as a detour into the category Visual shape, but left it, 
coming back to the category Number of corners where they started13. The three 
sorting procedures resulting in grouping all the available quadrilaterals are 
constructed out of only one or two categories, and they all (except for the 
detour) rely on the elements that combine to a figure which belongs to the 
sequential apprehension (Duval, 1995).  

Four of the other sorting procedures (1.1, 3.2, 4.1 and 6.1) also involve one or 
two categories: 1.1 involves the Look of the corners; 3.2 involves Size; 4.1 
involves Naming and the Visual shape; 6.1 involves the Visual shape and 
Metaphors/Simile. It is only the first of these four sorting procedures that 
focuses on the elements of the quadrilaterals (the sequential apprehension) while 
the other three focus on the geometrical figures as a whole, which belongs to 
the perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995). Once again, the category Size is used. 
However, as mentioned before, size has nothing to do with the concept of 
geometrical figure, as geometrical figures could be in all kinds of sizes as long 
as they fulfil the definitions that define them. All the other five sorting 
procedures build upon three or more different categories and all these 
different sorting involves both elements of the quadrilaterals (the sequential 
apprehension) and the geometrical figures seen as wholes (the perceptual 
apprehension).  

13 A transcript of the communication is presented in appendix 6. 
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4.2.1.2 Vocabulary 
The unit Vocabulary consists of the three categories presented below. 
Geometrical words are words that could be connected to a geometrical figure 
and belong to the mathematical register normally used in Swedish school 
context.  

I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that are anchored in daily life  

 

Geometrical words, used correctly 

Diagram 4 presents the total number and the distribution of geometrical 
words, used correctly during the communication in the sorting procedure. 
The diagram shows a preponderance of words that describe the look of the 
corners. Then follow words that are names of quadrilaterals, and there has 
also been a need for words to talk about the sides of a geometrical figure. 

 

Diagram 4: The diagram displays the different geometrical words that were 
correctly used by the students during the sorting phase 
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Taking in to account all the three categories of the unit Vocabulary, the 
category Geometrical words, used correctly stand for a little bit more than 70 % of 
the words used in relation to coming to an agreement in the sorting 
procedure. This once again indicates that the students begin to realize the 
usefulness of these words compared to others, and that they have taken at 
least a small step into the geometrical register which, in this study, is 
considered a part of the mathematical register.  

 

Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

There were only two words present in this category: romb (rhombus) and kant 
(edge). The word romb (rhombus) was misused at one occasion when a student 
pointed at a parallelogram referring to rhombuses. As it was only misused 
once, there is a possibility that it was only a mistake made at this specific 
occasion. The word kant (edge) was misused twice in relation to talking about 
the sides of figures. This was also a mistake made in relation to the first 
assignment.  

 

Words that are anchored in daily life  

This category incorporates a range of words that are connected to the 
students’ daily life out of school and that they used in the effort of coming to 
an agreement in the sorting procedure. The students either used the words as 
a metaphor or gave an everyday description of the look of something. The use 
of metaphors was apparent in relation to giving a description of a geometrical 
figure in the first assignment, and this was also the case in the communication 
performed during the sorting procedure in the second assignment. The use of 
metaphor by the students could, as stated before, be explained by the fact that 
it, according to Pimm (1987), is “one of the central linguistic strategies at our 
disposal with which to create sense of the world” (p.199)  

The distribution of words used in this category is shown in Diagram 5. As in 
the first assignment the word fyrkant (four-edge) is once again present. This 
word is common in an everyday description of a quadrilateral and could 
explain why the students seem to be having difficulty with understanding 
that there is a difference between sida (side) and kant (edge). 
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Diagram 5: The diagram displays the distribution of words that are anchored 
in daily life, used by the students during the sorting phase.  

 

4.2.1.3 Critical attributes involved 
Diagram 6 presents the distribution of the presence of critical attributes found 
in the students’ communication during the sorting procedures performed in 
total. The recording of the data was made only the first time a student came 
across with a critical attribute. In comparison with the first assignment, where 
students were describing quadrilaterals, critical attributes of quadrilaterals 
were involved significantly fewer times in the sorting procedure, and fewer of 
them, less than half, were represented in the students’ communication. Out of 
the attributes involved different aspects of angles were favoured, followed by 
different aspects of sides. The numeracy aspect related to angles and sides 
respectively was favoured followed by the aspect of size. Neither the attribute 
Placement of different angles inside the figure nor Placement of different sides inside 
the figure was taken into consideration when sorting the quadrilaterals. One 
possible explanation for this could be found in the category Visual shape, 
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belonging to the unit Order of focus. Students could have thought of both these 
attributes, together with the attribute Concept of parallel which was also absent 
in the communication, as belonging to this category. Because of this, they did 
not see the need of using them in the same explicit way as when they were 
describing quadrilaterals in the first assignment. The use of the category Visual 
shape together with the use of some of the four critical attributes presented in 
Diagram 6 was enough for the students to be able to come to an agreement in 
how to sort the quadrilaterals. As in the first assignment no student attended 
to the attributes Closed/Open or Convex/Concave/Crossed. This could once again 
be explained with the fact that those are usually treated later in the Swedish 
school system.  

 

 

Diagram 6: The diagram displays the distribution of critical attributes found 
in the students' communication during the sorting procedure. 
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4.2.1.4 Different sorting in relation to a Euclidian perspective 
There were three different categories identified during the analysis in relation 
to different sorting with regard to a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical 
thinking:  

 Correctly sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical 
thinking 
Groups formed in this category involve all figures available that could 
be put together out of a Euclidian perspective. 

 Correctly but incompletely sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical thinking 
Groups could be named out of a Euclidian perspective but is not the 
ideal grouping seen from the possibilities present in the set of 
quadrilaterals.  

 Groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian perspective 
Groups are put together out of some other reason than the Euclidian 
perspective. 

Out of a Euclidian perspective almost one fifth of the sorted groups (11/57) 
were completely correctly formed, that will say all possible quadrilaterals of 
the same sort, out of the total available, being present in the sorted groups. A 
little more than two fifths of the groups (23/57) were correctly sorted but 
incomplete out of the possibilities offered in relation to all the quadrilaterals 
present and a little more than two fifths (23/57) of the groups formed could 
not be explained by using a Euclidian perspective (Diagram 7). 

 

Diagram 7: The diagram displays the distribution of different groups sorted in 
relation to a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking. 
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Correctly sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical 
thinking 

Eleven out of fifty-seven sorted groups belong to this category and their 
different labels could be Squares, Rectangles and Quadrilaterals (see Picture 6).   

 

Both the square and the rectangle were geometrical figures that the students, 
according to their teacher, were acquainted with, and all six student-groups 
identified all three squares, sorting them into a group of their own. Two out of 
the six student-groups identified all three rectangles, while the other four 
student-groups left out the comparatively long and slim rectangle. Three 
student-groups saw the possibility in placing all quadrilaterals available 
together into one big group. These three student-groups all did more than one 
attempt to sort the geometrical figures, and the sorting of the figures into one 
group occurred in the last attempt. The student-groups that identified this 
possibility all expressed satisfaction and the feeling of having done something 
out of the ordinary. One student expressed herself as shown in Excerpt 8. 

Excerpt 8: A student expressing satisfaction in relation to the decision to put 
all the quadrilaterals in to one group. 

Vad smarta vi var How clever we were 

 

An explanation for not all student-groups realizing the possibility of placing 
all the quadrilaterals into one group could perhaps be found in the 
construction of the task. The students were asked to sort the geometrical 
figures, and to sort something implies to divide what is present into smaller 
groups. Perhaps there is even a feeling involved that the more groups 

              

Picture 6: Groups that were deemed correctly sorted out of a Euclidian 
perspective and a hierarchical thinking. From the left, the groups could be 
labeled: Squares, Rectangles and Quadrilaterals. 
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produced the better. At least some of the students did not see the option to 
keep all the quadrilaterals in one big group as sorting, as shown in Excerpt 9. 

 

Excerpt 9: Students expressing the feeling of that it is not possible to sort all 
the geometrical figures in to one group. 

Ja om man tänker så ... det är fyra kanter Yes if you think like that … there are four 
edges 

Fast då blir det ganska m nej alla är fyrkanter 
... oj [skrattar till] 

But then it will be rather m no all are four-
edges … oh [laughs] 

Alla är fyrkanter ... vi får nog tänka på ett 
annat sätt 

All are four-edges … we’ll have to think in 
another way  

 

Correctly but incompletely sorted groups out of a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical thinking 

In this category twenty-three groups out of fifty-seven were found involving 
the possibility in naming them according to a hierarchical thinking: Rectangles, 
Kites, Parallelograms, Rhombuses, Trapezoids and Isosceles trapezoids. Four out of 
six student-groups grouped two out of three available rectangles, leaving out 
the comparatively long and slim rectangle (see Picture 7).   

 

        

Picture 7: Four out of six student-groups grouped two out of three possible 
rectangles. 

 

The same was done in relation to the three available kites by three of the 
student-groups, by one student-group in relation to the three available 
rhombuses and by one student-group in relation to the three available 
parallelograms (Picture 8).  
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Picture 8: The picture shows groups of geometrical figures where the 
comparatively long and slim version has been left out.  

 

According to their teacher, rectangles and rhombuses were known to the 
students, while kites and parallelograms were unknown. However, a figure 
being known or unknown does not seem to matter in this case, the long and 
slim aspects overrule the known/unknown aspect. One reason for this could 
be that students focus on the category Visual shape, belonging to the unit Order 
of focus, instead of focusing on definitions. In relation to the category Visual 
shape, long and slim figures stand out, catching the students’ attention as 
something special, something that deserves the geometrical figures to be 
sorted out of their own. The group in Picture 9, which could be labelled Kites 
and was made by three of the student-groups, is an example of this.  

 

Picture 9: Two comparatively long and slim figures sorted out by three of the 
student-groups.  

 

The students grouped parallelograms and rhombuses in slightly different 
constellations as shown in Picture 10. Two rhombuses and two parallelograms 
were grouped, leaving out one comparatively long and slim of each 
geometrical figure. All three available parallelograms and two of the 
rhombuses were grouped, leaving out one comparatively long and slim 
rhombus. Two parallelograms together with one of the thicker rhombuses 
formed a group, leaving out the parallelogram being more slim and long.  
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Picture 10: Parallelograms and rhombuses were grouped in slightly different 
constellations. 

The labels of the groups formed in Picture 10 could, out of a Euclidian 
perspective and a hierarchical thinking, be Parallelogram, and they all show 
some aspect of students’ treatment of comparatively slim and long figures.  

Despite the fact that the students were not yet acquainted with the trapezoids, 
six of the student-groups formed groups of these geometrical figures. The 
isosceles trapezoids were chosen to see if their symmetric shape would catch 
the students’ attention, and to some extent it did. Four student-groups 
grouped two of the available isosceles trapezoids, leaving out the relatively 
long and slim. One of the student-groups grouped two isosceles trapezoids 
and one trapezoid having acute angles between the longest side and the two 
slanted sides. Another student-group put together two out of the three 
trapezoids not being isosceles, leaving out the one having acute angles 
between the longest side and the two slanted sides (Picture 11). 

 

                

Picture 11: The picture shows groups of sorted trapezoids made by the 
students.  

One student-group put together the quadrilaterals in Picture 12 after using a 
metaphor, talking about them as being swords. The formed group consists of 
two figures that, according to their teacher, were possibly previously known 
to the students (the two rhombuses) and one that was not (the kite). This once 
again shows the need for newcomers in finding ways of “connecting the new 
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with the old – to find a way to realize the novel signifiers in possibly unusual 
combinations of discursive constructs with which they are already familiar” 
(Sfard, 2008, p.177). The collecting name out of a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical thinking would be Kites for this group.  

 

 

Picture 12: Kites put together by a group of students out of the reason that 
they resembled swords. 

 

Groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian perspective  

Out of fifty-seven sorted groups, twenty-three belong to this category which 
involves a range of different kinds of sorting.  All sorting represents some 
aspect that is not compatible with a Euclidian perspective. Most of the groups 
that were formed in this category were only represented once, except for two 
groups. One of these groups was represented three times and the other was 
represented twice (Picture 13).  

 

                   

Picture 13: The group to the left was represented three times in the category 
and the one to the right was represented twice. 

The group to the left in Picture 13 is once again a possible example of 
students’ focusing on comparatively long and slim shapes.  
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4.2.1.5 Short summary 
Here follow a short summary of the results seen in relation to the sorting 
phase in the second assignment. The summary starts with the unit Order of 
focus followed by Vocabulary and Critical attributes involved, and then it turns to 
the three different categories of sorting with regard to a Euclidian perspective 
and a hierarchical thinking. 

Regarding the unit Order of focus it was observed that even if the students’ 
attention was somewhat directed to the elements that combine to build a 
geometrical figure (by Duval (1995) referred to as the sequential apprehension), 
and preferably those concerning aspects of angles, they mainly directed their 
attention to the geometrical figures as wholes (by Duval (1995) referred to as 
the perceptual apprehension), and also somewhat to the size of the figures. 70% 
of the words taken into consideration in total in the unit Vocabulary were 
identified as Geometrical words, used correctly by the students, and there were 
only two geometrical words used incorrectly: romb (rhombus) once and kant 
(edge) twice. There were a range of words used by the students that were 
categorized as Words that are anchored in daily life and the word fyrkant (four-
edge) was once again present. According to the unit Critical attributes involved, 
it was noticed that in comparison with the first assignment, the critical 
attributes came into focus significantly fewer times in the sorting procedure 
and that fewer of them, less than half, were represented in the students’ 
communication. Out of the critical attributes that were involved, aspects of 
angles were favoured followed by aspects of sides, and the numeracy aspect 
of each was favoured followed by aspects of size. Neither of the attributes 
Placement of different angles inside the figure; Placement of different sided inside the 
figure; Concept of parallel; Closed/Open or Convex/Concave/Crossed was taken into 
consideration by the students when sorting the quadrilaterals. Regarding 
different categories of sorting in relation to a Euclidian perspective and a 
hierarchical way of thinking it was found that almost one fifth of the sorted 
groups were completely correctly formed. A little more than two fifths of the 
groups were correctly sorted, but incomplete, out of the possibilities offered in 
relation to the geometrical figures present in the task and a little more than 
two fifths of the sorted groups of geometrical figures could not be explained 
by using a Euclidian perspective. What became evident was that the students 
had a special relation to geometrical figures that they deemed as 
comparatively long and slim.  
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4.2.2 The explanation phase 
Initially the presentation of the explanation phase is divided into three units 
and is performed in the following order: 

 Geometrical figures previously known 

 Geometrical figures not previously known 

 Not a Euclidian perspective 

In relation to each unit the following three categories are considered: Order of 
focus, Vocabulary and Critical attributes involved. Finally, the viability in relation 
to different sorting with regard to a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical 
thinking is discussed.  

 

4.2.2.1 Geometrical figures previously known 
This unit consists of groups of geometrical figures that, according to their 
teacher, were previously known to the students and that could be explained 
out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking. There were four 
different groups of geometrical figures put together by the students in this 
unit as shown in Picture 14. 

     

               

 

       

 

           

a) b) 

Picture 14: The picture shows the four different kinds of sorting made in this 
unit. 

c) d) 
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In total, there were 13 groups of geometric figures made by the students in 
this unit. Out of these 13 groups, six groups embraced all three available 
squares (a). Two groups comprised all three available rectangles (b). Four 
groups involved two out of three available rectangles, leaving out the 
comparatively long and slim (c) and one group embraced two out of three 
available rhombuses, leaving out the comparatively long and slim (d). Out of 
a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking, the labels of the groups 
could be Squares (a), Rectangles (b and c), and Rhombuses (d). Two of these 
groups (c and d) once again reveal students having a special relationship with 
comparatively long and slim geometrical figures. 

Order of focus 

Table 4 presents the sub-categories mentioned by the students in total in all 
explanations given connected to this unit, not taking into consideration 
different kinds of group constellations. The table also outlines the order in 
which students mentioned the sub-categories, the recording of each sub-
category being made only the first time a student mentioned it. The table does 
not reveal whether or not the students came back to a sub-category at a later 
state in their explanation. 

 

Groups Different sub-categories 1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

4th 
choice 

A Number of corners 1 9 2 
Look of the corners 1 
Placement of the angles 

B Number of sides 1 2 2 
Length of the sides 9 2 2 
Placement of the sides 1 
Orientation of the sides 2 1 

C Visual shape 8 2 3 
Naming 20 3 
Metaphor/Simile 
Size 

 Colour     

 

Table 4: The table displays sub-categories of features mentioned by the 
students during the explanation phase in relation to groups of geometrical 
figures previously known to them. 
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Seen in total, the students paid most attention to group C (Other). Then follow 
group B (Connection with sides) and then group A (Connection with angles). The 
most usual sub-category used as first choice was Naming and could be 
connected to what Duval (1995) refers to as the perceptual apprehension. In ten 
out of the twenty occasions when students used Naming, they went on with 
their explanation as shown in Excerpt 10.  

Excerpt 10: A description that starts with naming and then continues. 

Alla är rektanglar ... och alla har två längre 
sidor och två kortare 

All are rectangles … and they all have two 
longer sides and two shorter 

 

As in the analysis of the description task, this could imply that the students 
had not yet understood the connection between the name of a geometrical 
figure and its definition. For anyone knowing the names of geometrical 
figures and what stands behind the name, naming is a suitable explanation for 
grouping geometrical figures. Focusing on the sub-category Visual shape in the 
explanation means that the geometrical figure is looked upon as a whole and 
not something that is built out of smaller elements and is a vague way of 
explaining similarities between geometrical figures being grouped. There was 
no need for using metaphors or similes in relation to this unit which could be 
explained with the fact that these were geometrical figures that, according to 
their teacher, were already known to the students.  

Vocabulary 

The category Vocabulary consists of the three sub-categories presented below. 
Geometrical words are once again words that could be connected to a 
geometrical figure, and that belong to the mathematical register normally 
used in Swedish school context. 

I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that are anchored in daily life  

 

Geometrical words, used correctly 

If one takes into account all three sub-categories of the category Vocabulary, 
students used less words (about half as many) in their explaining in relation to 
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figures that, according to their teacher, were previously known to them than 
in the two following units. Out of all the used words by the students, words in 
this sub-category stand for a little more than 80 %. As stated before this 
indicates that the students begin to realize the usefulness of these words in 
relation to others and that they have taken at least a small step into the 
geometrical register which in this study is seen as a part of the mathematical 
register. Diagram 8 shows the distribution of words belonging to this sub-
category. 

 

Diagram 8: The diagram displays geometrical words used correctly in relation 
to geometrical figures previously known the students. 

The words used indicate that many of the students knew the names of the 
square and of the rectangle but, as mentioned before, the data shows that at 
least some of them did not realize that giving the name would be enough to 
group geometrical figures together. There was a need for beyond the name 
giving argument, bringing forward features that are already involved in the 
name, which is revealed by the use of words that connects to different parts of 
the figures, like for instance hörn (corner) and lång (long). 

Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

There was only one word present in this sub-category and this was the word 
kant (edge). The word was misused once in relation to the sides of a 
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geometrical figure as shown in Excerpt 11. This is a mistake that is recurring 
through the study. 

Excerpt 11: A student misusing the word kant (edge) 

För att dom har fyra kanter å dom är 
rektanglar 

Because they have four edges and they are 
rectangles 

 

Words that are anchored in daily life  

Even though the geometrical figures, according to their teacher, were 
previously known to the students, there was a need for using words which 
anchors in daily life as shown in Diagram 9. 

 

Diagram 9: The diagram displays words that are anchored in daily life, used 
in relation to geometrical figures previously known to the students. 

The need for using these kind of words could be explained with the fact that 
the students, despite that they at the point of the data collection already had 
developed some knowledge according to the discourse of quadrilaterals, still 
did not feel ready to let go of the more familiar everyday discourse. The 
students do not yet fully know what it means to communicate in the new 
discourse and what arguments they should preferably use – they are still 
newcomers. Most of the words gave an everyday description of some aspect 
of each geometrical figure that was seen important for the reason behind 
grouping it with others. However, one student chose to look at several 
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geometrical figures as building a pattern that was named A smiley and gave 
that as the reason for the grouping to work (Picture 15).  

 

 

Picture 15: A Smiley. 

The student referred to the big square as being the mouth of the smiley and 
the two smaller squares as being the eyes. 

 

Critical attributes involved 

Diagram 10 presents the distribution of the presence of critical attributes 
found in the students’ explanations of the reasons behind the grouping of 
previously known geometrical figures. The data was recorded only the first 
time a student came across with a critical attribute. Seen in total, the students 
were slightly favoring aspects connected to the sides of the geometrical 
figures and the attribute Relative length of the sides in the figure is the critical 
attribute most frequently mentioned. Then follow the numerical aspect of the 
corners and then of the sides. To separate rectangles from parallelograms and 
squares from rhombuses there is a need for the attribute Size of the angles inside 
the figure, but only one of the students mentions this. One explanation for this 
could be found in that the students perhaps were focusing on similarities 
within each group, and not on features that also separates geometrical figures 
within a group from the rest of the available geometrical figures connected to 
the task. The students did not mention the attribute Placement of different angles 
inside the figure at all. Instead, they used words as sned (skewed) or talked about 
the figures as having the same shape. The attribute Placement of different angles 
inside the figure could be replaced by the attribute Concept of parallel, but this 
attribute is also absent in the students explanations. Once again, no student 
attended to the attributes Closed/Open and Convex/Concave/Crossed. 
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Diagram 10: The diagram displays critical attributes found in the students' 
explanations in relation to groups of geometrical figures previously known to 
them. 

 

4.2.2.2 Geometrical figures not previously known 
This unit consist of groups involving geometrical figures that, according to 
their teacher, were not previously known to the students and that could be 
explained out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking. There 
were eleven different groups made by the students as shown in Picture 16.  
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In total, there were twenty groups of geometrical figures. Four groups 
included two out of three available isosceles trapezoids, leaving out the 
comparatively long and slim (a). Three groups embraced all of the available 
quadrilaterals (b). Three groups involved one comparatively long and slim 

b) a) c) d) 

e) f) g) 

h) i) 

j) k) 

Picture 16: The picture shows the eleven different groups of geometrical
figures that were made by the students in this unit. 
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rhombuses and one comparatively long and slim kite (c). Two groups 
included two out of three available kites, leaving out the comparatively long 
and slim (d). Two groups incorporated two out of three available rhombuses 
and two out of three available parallelograms, leaving out the comparatively 
long and slim of each geometrical figure (e). One group involved all three 
available parallelograms and two out of three available rhombuses, leaving 
out the longest and slim rhombus (f). One group included two out of three 
available parallelograms and one of the thicker rhombuses, leaving out the 
comparatively long and slim version of both the parallelograms and of the 
rhombuses (g). One group included two out of three available parallelograms, 
leaving out the comparatively long and slim version (h). One group included 
one comparatively long and slim rhombus and one comparatively long and 
slim kite together with one of the more thick rhombuses (i). One group 
included two out of three available isosceles trapezoids and one general 
trapezoid (j) and one group embraced two out of three available trapezoids 
leaving out the one with acute angles in both ends of the longer of the two 
parallel sides (k). Out of a Euclidian perspective and a hierarchical thinking 
the groups could be labeled Isosceles trapezoids (a), Quadrilaterals (b), Kites (c, d 
and i), Parallelograms (e, f, g and h) and Trapezoids (j and k). A number of these 
groups (a, c, d, e, f, g, h, and i) once again reveal students having a special 
relationship with comparatively long and slim geometrical figures. 

 

Order of focus 

Table 5 presents the sub-categories mentioned by the students in total in all 
explanations given connected to this unit, not taking into consideration 
different kinds of group constellations. The table also outlines the order in 
which students mentioned the sub-categories. The recording of each sub-
category has been made only the first time a student mentioned it, and the 
table does not reveal whether or not the students came back to a sub-category 
at a later state in their explanation. Group C (Other) and Group B (Connection 
with sides) has got about the same amount of attention from the students. 
Visual shape, belonging to the perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995), is the one 
sub-category that students paid most attention to, not only in total but also in 
relation to their first choice. Coming in second place as first choice is the 
numerical aspect in relation to sides followed by the numerical aspect of the 
corners, both belonging to the sequential apprehension (Duval, 1995). 
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Groups Different sub-categories 1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

4th 
choice 

5th 
choice 

A Number of corners 7 11 1  

Look of the corners 2 6 4 1 

Placement of the angles 1  

B Number of sides 10 3 5  

Length of the sides 4 2 2 4 

Placement of the sides 2 1 2 1 

Orientation of the sides 2 1 2  1 

C Visual shape 23 8 2  1 

Naming 3  

Metaphor/Simile 6 1 1 1 

Size 1  

 Colour 1     

 

Table 5: The table displays sub-categories of features mentioned by the 
students during the explanation phase in relation to geometric figures not 
previously known to them. 

Seen in total, there is almost no difference between the numerical aspect of the 
corners or of the sides. The numerical aspect is useful in relation to giving an 
explanation for the sorting of all the geometrical figures available into one big 
group. However, the numerical aspect cannot be used to explain the forming 
of smaller groups where some geometrical figures have been excluded as all 
the available figures are quadrilaterals. As mentioned before, in relation to the 
category Critical attributes involved in the previous unit Groups of geometric 
figures previously known to the students that could be explained out of a Euclidian 
perspective, there is a possibility that the students’ explanations were focused 
on similarities within each group and not on features that also separates 
geometrical figures within a group from the rest of the available geometrical 
figures connected to the task. Following the numerical aspect, seen in total, 
was the look of the corners, the length of the sides and the use of 
metaphors/similes. The use of metaphors/similes is exemplified in Excerpt 12.  

 

Excerpt 12: Two explanations involving metaphors/similes in relation to 
group a) presented in Picture 16. 

Elev A 

[plockar upp de båda figurerna och håller dem 
framför sig] ett stort tåg ... en en stor vagn en 

Student A 

[picks up both of the geometric figures and 
holds them in front of him] a big train … a a big 
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liten vagn [låtsas köra med figurerna framför 
sig stående på den längsta sidan] 

wagon a small wagon [moves the geometric 
figures standing on their longest sides in front 
of him as he was playing with a train] 

Elev B 

Jag tycker att dom ser ut som ufon [plockar 
upp den större av figurerna] [låtsas flyga med 
figuren i luften] 

Student B 

I think they look like ufo:s [picks up the bigger 
of the two geometric figures][pretends to fly 
with the geometric figure in the air] 

 

The use of metaphors/similes could once again be explain with the need to 
find a way to assimilate the less familiar, here represented by geometrical 
figures not yet known to the students, in more familiar ways by viewing the 
former in terms of the latter as stated by Pimm (1987) and also discussed by 
Johnson, (1987) and Sfard (2008). 

Only a few of the students directed their attention to the sub-category 
Placement of the sides, and only one of the students mentioned Placement of the 
angles. Naming was only used by three students, which was not surprising as 
the geometrical figures (except for the rhombuses involved) were not 
previously known to the students. Naming occurred in relation to a group of 
kites (group d in Picture 16) despite the fact that this figure, according to their 
teacher, was not known to the students. A possible explanation for this is that 
the name of this geometrical figure was discussed with the group to which 
this student belonged during the first assignment. Naming was also used in 
relation to a group of parallelogram (group f in Picture 16), and these students 
must have picked up the name somewhere despite of the fact that their class 
teacher meant that these geometrical figure should be unknown to them. One 
possibility is that they have seen the figure in their text book and learnt the 
name that way. One student used Size as a unifying feature, but as stated 
before size has nothing to with the concept of geometric figure. One student 
went completely outside the mathematical discourse in involving the colour 
of the figures as a feature binding them together.  

 

Vocabulary 

The category Vocabulary consists of the three sub-categories presented below. 
Geometrical words are, once again, words that could be connected to a 
geometrical figure, and seen as belonging to the mathematical register 
normally used in Swedish school context. 
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I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that are anchored in daily life  

 

Geometrical words, used correctly 

Taking into account all the three sub-categories of the category Vocabulary, 
more words (about twice as many) were used in the students’ explanations 
than with geometrical figures that were previously familiar to them. This time 
the sub-category Geometrical words, used correctly stand for slightly less than 70 
% of all the words used. This once again indicates that the students begin to 
realize the usefulness of these words in relation to others and that they have 
taken at least a small step into the geometrical register and thereby into the 
mathematical register. Diagram 11 shows the distribution of words belonging 
to this category. 

 

Diagram 11: The diagram displays geometrical words used correctly in 
relation to geometrical figures not previously known to the students. 

As these geometrical figures, according to their teacher, were not yet known 
to the students they had to come up with similarities amongst the figures of 
their own that could be used as criteria for grouping them. The diagram 
shows that they, in looking for similarities, mainly directed their attention to 
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the sides and then to the corners of the geometrical figures. These are 
elements of the geometrical figures that could be connected to the sequential 
apprehension (Duval, 1995). The word sida (side) came into use the most times. 
Taking into account all the words that connects to the word sida (side) and all 
the words that connects to the word hörn (corner), the side is the part of the 
figure that got the most attention from the students. The word drake (kite) was 
used by the student that had been involved in a discussion of how these 
geometrical figures should be named during the first assignment. This means 
that this geometrical figure were not totally unfamiliar for the group of three 
students to which these students belonged during the first task. However, it 
was only one of them that remembered the name in the extent that it could 
come in to use at this later state. The diagram also shows that the name 
Parallelogram, despite the information given by their class teacher, was known 
by some of the students, and despite the fact that the rhombus should be 
known to the students, no one seemed to know the name of it, at least not so 
well that it came into use. 

 

Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

There were two words present in this sub-category. The word triangel 
(triangle) was misused once by a student talking about rectangles, but the 
student corrected the error herself by changing the word used to rectangles 
instead (see Excerpt 13). 

Excerpt 13: A student misusing the word triangel (triangle). 

Ehm ... dom är som alla parallellogram men en 
del är lite smalare som den [pekar på den 
smalaste figuren] ... de är som en lutad kvadrat 
... som lutar lite grann och det där [pekar på 
den smalaste figuren] är ju som en lutad lutad 
rektangel ... nej jo en rektangel ... en del är 
lutade kvadrater och en del är lutade trianglar 
... eller inte triangel rektangel ... så 

Ehm … they are all like parallelograms but 
some of them are slimmer like that one [points 
at the slimmest of the geometric figures in the 
group] … they are like a bent square … that is 
leaning a little and that [points at the slimmest 
of the geometric figures in the group] is like a 
bent bent rectangle … no yes a rectangle … 
some are bent squares and some are bent 
triangles … or not triangle rectangle … so 

 

The word kant (edge) was once again misused at two occasions in relation to 
the sides of figures as shown in Excerpt 14.  
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Excerpt 14: Two students’ misuse of the word kant (edge). 

Elev A 

Ja samma alla hade ... fyra kanter [ skrattar] 

Student A 

Yes the same all had … four edges [laughs] 

Elev B 

Jo för att båda var långa och båda hade liksom 
fyra kanter men det var ju nästan likadana inte 
riktigt men nästan 

Student B 

Yes because both were long and both kind of 
had four edges but it was kind of the same not 
quite but almost 

 

Words that are anchored in daily life  

All the words that were used in this sub-category were either used as a 
metaphor or gave an everyday description of some aspect seen as important 
for the reason why some geometrical figures should be grouped. Diagram 12 
shows the distribution of words belonging to this category. 

 

Diagram 12: The diagram displays words that are anchored in daily life that 
were used by the students in relation to geometrical figures not previously 
known to them. 

In comparison with the explanations given by the students in relation to 
grouping geometrical figures previously known to them, this sub-category 
now also involves metaphors which could be explained by the need for 
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newcomers to create sense of the world as discussed by Johnson (1987), Pimm, 
(1987) and Sfard, (2008).  

Critical attributes involved 

Diagram 13 presents the distribution of the presence of critical attributes 
found in the students’ explanations of the reasons behind the grouping 
involving not previously known geometrical figures. The recording of the 
data was made only the first time a student came across with a critical 
attribute.  

 

Diagram 13: The diagram displays critical attributes found in the students' 
explanations in relation to groups of geometrical figures not previously 
known to them. 

Seen in total, students favored the numerical aspect connected to both the 
corners and to the sides of the geometrical figures, followed by the attributes 
Size of the angles inside the figure and Relative length of the sides of the figure. The 
attribute Placement of different sides inside the figure was involved more 
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frequently than with explanations given in relation to geometrical figures that 
were previously known to the students, and one student involved the 
attribute Placement of different angles inside the figure which no one did in 
relation to geometrical figures that were previously known to the students. As 
noted in relation to the previous unit, the attribute Concept of parallel could 
replace the attribute Placement of different angles inside the figure, but this 
attribute is once again absent in the students explanation, which is also the 
case with the attributes Closed/Open and Convex/Concave/Crossed. 

 

4.2.2.3 Not a Euclidian perspective 
This unit consists of groups of geometrical figures that could not be explained 
out of a Euclidian perspective. Twenty different groups were identified in this 
unit as shown in Picture 17.  

 

           

 

                

 

           

 

a) b) c)

g)d) e) f) 

h) i) j) 
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k) l) m) 

n) o) p) 

q) r) s) 

s)

Picture 17: The picture shows the twenty different groups of geometrical
figures that the students put together in this unit. 
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Out of the twenty groups in Picture 17, eighteen of them (labelled c to t) was 
put together once by one of the student-groups. Three student-groups put 
together the group of geometrical figures labelled a) in Picture 17 and two 
student-groups put together the group of geometrical figures labelled b). The 
reason given by all of the students for putting together group a) was that the 
geometrical figures were all long (Excerpt 15 shows an example).  

Excerpt 15: Reason given by one of the students for putting together group a) 
in Picture 17. 

Mm tycker som att dom var ... eh alla var 
ganska långa ... och dom flesta här var som lite 
[gör en rörelse med höger hand över 
figurerna] ... ja dom är väldigt långa ... så att 
dom passar 

Mm think that they were … eh all were rather 
long … and most of them were like a little 
[makes a movement with right hand above the 
geometric figures] … yes they are very long … 
so they fit 

 

One student also added the fact that they were all slim, as shown in Excerpt 
16, which together with the focus on the length, once again reveals students 
having a special relationship with comparatively long and slim geometrical 
figures. 

Excerpt 16: Reason given by one of the students for putting together group a) 
in Picture 17. 

För att alla är lika ganska långa såhär långa 
och smala [markerar längd och bredd med 
tumme och pekfinger på en av figurerna] 

Because they are all rather tall like this long 
and slim [marks length and width with thumb 
and index finger in one of the geometric 
figures 

 

The reasons given for putting together group b) were not unanimous and 
comprised the following reasons (numbers in brackets showing the number of 
students that used the sub-category): Visual shape (4), Number of corners (3), Size 
(2), Look of the corners (2), Number of sides (1), Length of the sides (1) and using 
Metaphor/Simile (1). One student gave the reason that they all looked weird. 

Order of focus 

Table 6 presents the sub-categories mentioned by the students in total in all 
explanations given connected to this unit, not taking into consideration 
different kinds of group constellations. The table also outlines the order in 
which students mentioned the sub-categories. The recording of each sub-
category has been made only the first time a student mentioned it, and the 
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table does not reveal whether or not the students came back to a sub-category 
at a later state in their explanation. 

Groups Different sub-categories 1st 
choice 

2nd 
choice 

3rd 
choice 

4th 
choice 

5th 
choice 

A Number of corners 4 4 1 2 

Look of the corners 17 4 3  

Placement of the angles 1  

B Number of sides 3 1 2  

Length of the sides 5 4  

Placement of the sides 5  

Orientation of the sides 1 2 1 

C Visual shape 23 10 5 1 1 

Naming  

Metaphor/Simile 1 1 2  

Size 10 1 

 Colour      

 
Table 6: The table displays sub-categories of features mentioned by the 
students in relation to groups of geometric figures that could not be explained 
out of a Euclidian perspective 

As in the previous unit the sub-category Visual shape, belonging to what Duval 
(1995) refers to as the perceptual apprehension, is the most mentioned sub-
category seen to sub-categories mentioned in total and it is once again the sub-
category that has caught the most attention from the students in relation to 
their first choice. The sub-category Look of the corners, belonging to the 
sequential apprehension (Duval, 1995) comes in second place in relation to 
students’ first choice and it also comes in second place seen in total. Then 
follow the sub-categories Number of corners, Size and Length of the sides which 
have all caught about the same amount of attention from the students seen in 
total. The sub-category Placement of angles has only caught the attention from 
one student which is comparable to the students’ attention with respect to the 
two previous units in relation to this aspect. Naming is not represented at all, 
but as this unit involves sorting that could not be explained out of a Euclidian 
perspective, this is expected. The sub-category Colour was not mentioned by 
the students, even though this was a feature that could have been used in 
relation to this kind of sorting.  

Vocabulary 

The category Vocabulary consists of the three sub-categories presented below. 
Geometrical words are once again words that could be connected to a 
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geometrical figure, and seen as belonging to the mathematical register 
normally used in Swedish school context. 

I. Geometrical words, used correctly 

II. Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

III. Words that are anchored in daily life  

Geometrical words, used correctly 

If taking into account all the three sub-categories belonging to the category 
Vocabulary, the students used about the same amount of words in their 
explanations in this unit as in the previous one, that will say about twice as 
many as with geometrical figures that, according to their teacher, were 
previously familiar to them. Even if there was no possible explanation for the 
groups out of a Euclidian perspective, 65% of the words used were 
geometrical words correctly used. This once again indicates that the students 
begin to realize the usefulness of these words in relation to geometrical figures 
and that they have taken at least a small step in to the geometrical register 
which in this study is seen as part of the mathematical register. Diagram 14 
shows the distribution of words belonging to this category. Most of the words 
in this sub-category relate to the corners of the geometrical figures, but the 
sides of the figures have also caught the students’ attention. Both corners and 
sides belong to what Duval (1995) refers to as the sequential apprehension. 

 

Diagram 14: The diagram displays geometrical words used correctly in 
relation to groups that have been put together but could not be explained out 
of a Euclidian perspective 
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Geometrical words, used incorrectly 

There were three words present in this sub category: kvadrat (square), sida (side) 
and triangel (triangle). The word kvadrat (square) was misused at three 
occasions in that other geometrical figures, not being squares, was labelled as 
being almost as a square (Excerpt 17 gives an example). 

Excerpt 17: One of the students’ misuses the word kvadrat (square). 

Eh att alla är stora och nästan ... kvadrater Eh that everyone is big and almost … squares 

 

The word sida (side) was misused twice in relation to talking about an angle as 
shown in Excerpt 18: 

Excerpt 18: Two student’s misuse of the word sida (side). 

Elev A 

För att dom har en rät sida ...  
eller en rät ... vad heter det ... en rät ...  
ja en rät sida 

Student A 

Because they have a right side …  
or a right … what’s it called … a right … yes a 
right side 

Elev B 

För att dom har spetsiga och trubbiga  
vinklar … sidor … jag vet inte ... vinklar 

Student B 

Because they have acute and obtuse  
angles … sides … I don’t know … angles 

 

The word triangel (triangle) was misused once in relation to talking about one 
of the trapezoids, but the student corrected the mistake. 

 

Words that are anchored in daily life  

All the words that were used in this sub-category were either used as a 
metaphor or gave an everyday description of some aspect seen as important 
for the reason of why some geometrical figures should be grouped. Diagram 
15 shows the distribution of words belonging to this sub category. Students 
have felt the need of using words from their everyday context to explain the 
grouping of figures, and words that describe the extension of geometrical 
figures seen as wholes dominate the sub-category. 
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Diagram 15: The diagram displays words that are anchored in daily life, used 
by the students in relation to groups that could not be explained out of a 
Euclidian perspective 

 

Critical attributes involved 

Even if there was no possible explanation out of a Euclidian perspective for 
the grouping of geometrical figures in this unit, there were critical attributes 
of quadrilaterals involved in the reasons given by the students. Diagram 16 
presents the distribution of the presence of critical attributes found in the 
students’ communication during their explanation. The recording of the data 
was made only the first time a student involved a critical attribute. Different 
aspects connected to the corners of the geometrical figures represent the 
majority of critical attributes mentioned by the students. One explanation for 
this being the students’ main focus could be found in the fact that the 
students, during the data collection, had begun working with angles and 
therefore had this fresh in their minds. Once again, the students have only 
attended to the placement of sides and of angles a few times and then in favor 
for the placement of sides. The attributes Concept of parallel, Closed/Open and 
Convex/Concave/Crossed have once again not been taken into consideration at 
all. 
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Diagram 16: The diagram displays critical attributes found in students’ 
communication in relation to groups of geometrical figures that could not be 
explained out of a Euclidian perspective. 

The explanations viability 

In this section the viability of the explanations given in relation to the different 
groups that were put together by the students are discussed. There are two 
categories involved and the discussion starts with the one involving groups of 
geometrical figures with the possibility of giving an explanation out of a 
Euclidian perspective. This category is divided into two sub-categories: one 
were the explanations could work in relation to all the available geometrical 
figures connected to the task and a second were the explanations could work 
in relation to the group itself. The discussion starts with looking at the first, 
then going on to the second. The discussion ends with looking at the category 
involving explanations given in relation to the groups that could not be 
explained out of a Euclidian perspective. 
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The explanations could work in relation to all the available geometrical 
figures connected to the task. 

The groups of geometrical figures where there is a possibility for the 
explanations to work in relation to all the available quadrilaterals connected to 
the task are those were the total number of one sort of quadrilateral has been 
picked out and put together. This has been done with six groups of three 
squares, three groups of all quadrilaterals and two groups of three rectangles 
(see Picture 18).  

           

Picture 18: The groups of geometrical figures where there is a possibility for 
the explanations to work in relation to all the available quadrilaterals 
connected to the task. 

In relation to the six groups of squares there are 18 explanations given in total, 
and out of these there are ten viable explanations in relation to all available 
figures. All these explanations involve the name of the geometrical figure. All 
nine students managed to give a viable explanation for putting all the 
quadrilaterals together into one group by referring either to the number of 
corners or to the number of sides or to both. Half of the students (3 out of 6) 
manage to give a viable explanation for grouping the three rectangles that also 
separated them from the rest of the quadrilaterals. These explanations all 
involve the name of the geometrical figure.  

The explanations could work in relation to the group itself 

The explanations given in relation to the rest of the groups of geometrical 
figures that could be explained out of a Euclidian perspective are judged for 
viability in relation to the group itself, because they do not work in relation to 
all the available quadrilaterals. The group in Picture 19 is an example of such 
a group. It consists of two out of three possible parallelograms and two out of 
three available rhombuses. A possible label on the group, disregarding the 
rest of the available geometrical figures, would be Parallelograms. However, as 
there are figures missing from the total set, this label would not separate the 
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group from the total set of figures. The group is still incomplete in relation to 
all the available quadrilaterals. 

 

 

Picture 19: The picture shows the group of geometrical figures that belongs to 
Excerpt 19. 

Not much is needed to give a viable explanation in relation to the group itself, 
and it was done in little less than 70 % of the explanations. For an explanation 
to be viable it is enough to find one unifying feature and being able to 
communicate the feature so that it becomes understandable for an outsider as 
in Excerpt 19 and Excerpt 20.  

Excerpt 19: A student giving a reason deemed viable for the group in Picture 
19. 

Ja ... för att eh ... dom lutar Well … because eh … they are slanted 

 

Excerpt 20: A student giving a reason deemed viable for the group in Picture 
20. 

Dom har en kort sida två lite längre och en 
lång 

They have one short side two a little longer 
and one long 

 

 

Picture 20: The picture shows the group of geometrical figure that belongs to 
Excerpt 20. 
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What made explanations not work was talking of the geometrical figures as 
having the same shape or looking the same which was judged to be too vague to 
be convincing. The explanation could also involve using a metaphor that the 
outsider could not relate to as discussed by Pimm (1987). What on the other 
hand made an explanation work in both sub-categories involving groups that 
could be explained out of a Euclidian perspective was the students’ ability to 
recognize and to name some of the geometrical figures as shown in Excerpt 
21. 

Excerpt 21: A student giving a viable explanation for the group in Picture 21. 

Dom är rektanglar They are rectangles 

 

 

Picture 21: The picture shows the group of geometrical figures that belongs to 
Excerpt 21. 

Groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian perspective 

Turning to the groups that could not be explained out of a Euclidian 
perspective there were 45 explanations deemed viable out of 66 given. The 
reasons for being deemed viable differed. Some of the explanations focused 
on the geometrical figures as wholes (Excerpt 22) and others on their parts 
(Excerpt 23 and Excerpt 24). 

Excerpt 22: A student giving an explanation deemed viable for the group in 
Picture 22. 

Alla är långa All are long 

 

 

Picture 22: The group of geometrical figures that belongs to Excerpt 22. 
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Excerpt 23: A student giving an explanation deemed viable for the group in 
Picture 23. 

För att alla har trubbig och spetsig vinkel Because all have one obtuse and one acute 
angle 

 

 

Picture 23: The picture shows the group of geometrical figures that belongs to 
Excerpt 23. 

Excerpt 24: A student given an explanation deemed viable for the group in 
Picture 24. 

Alla har en spetsig sida All have a pointed side 

 

 

Picture 24: The picture shows the group of geometrical figure that belongs to 
Excerpt 24. 

The reasons for explanations being judged as not working differed. Some of 
them involved talking about the figures that were grouped as being strange or 
involved the use of a metaphor that the outsider could not relate to as 
described by Pimm (1987). Two involved talking about the grouped figures as 
not fitting with the others, but as this was not further explained it was judged to 
be not working. Some involved the use of the size of the figures (see Excerpt 
25), but as the construction of the figures makes it difficult to compare them 
out of this aspect, this was judged to be not enough convincing.  
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Excerpt 25: A student giving an explanation that was not deemed viable in 
relation to the group of geometrical figures in Picture 25. 

Alla är stora All are big 

 

 

Picture 25: The picture shows the group of geometrical figures that belongs to 
Excerpt 25. 

Another problem with the reason given in relation to the group in Picture 25 
is that, despite the fact that size is a problematic criteria for comparison within 
the set of quadrilaterals, there are two squares of different sizes which does 
not make the explanation viable in relation to the group itself. 

Three of the explanations given in this category involved inclusive comments 
as shown in Excerpt 26.  

Excerpt 26: Explanations involving inclusive comments. 

Elev 1 

… eh alla hörn har åtminstone en rät 
vinkel 

Student 1 

… eh all corners have at least one 
right angle 

Elev 2 

Alla hade ... minst en vinkel 

Student 2 

All had … at least one angle 

Elev 3 

För att alla har en rät vinkel ...  
eller fler 

Student 3 

Because all have one right angle …  
or more 

 

The use of inclusive comments are needed to be able to build hierarchical 
classification structures, as described by De Villiers (1994), and hierarchical 
classification is, according to De Villiers (1994), preferred in mathematics. The 
reasons given by the students in Excerpt 26 all involve aspects of angles, 
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aspects that could have been used in relation to giving an explanation 
connected to a Euclidian perspective, but looking at the previous categories, 
where a Euclidian perspective was possible, no inclusive comments were 
found.  

4.2.2.4 Short summary 
Here follow a short summary of the results seen in the explanation phase of 
the second assignment. The presentation of the summary divides it into each 
of the three different units, where the categories Order of focus, Vocabulary and 
Critical attributes involved are treated one by one. The summary ends up with 
the evaluation of the explanations given in relation to their viability. 

Geometrical figures previously known 

Regarding the category Order of focus the sub-category Naming, which belongs 
to the perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995), was most frequently used by the 
students, both seen in total and in being their first choice. In using Naming half 
of the students continued their explanations despite having already said the 
name. In relation to the category Vocabulary, students used fewer words in this 
unit than in the two following (a little less than half as many), and a little more 
than 80% of the words used were judged as being geometrical words correctly 
used. The words used indicate that many of the students knew the names of 
the square and of the rectangle. One geometrical word was used incorrectly 
by the student: kant (edge), and even though the students previously knew the 
geometrical figures, there was a need for using words that anchors in daily 
life. Regarding the category Critical attributes involved, seen in total, aspects 
connected to the sides of the geometrical figures were favored by the students 
and the attribute Relative length of sides in the figure was the one most 
frequently mentioned, tightly followed by Number of corner. Only a few of the 
students attended to the attribute Size of the angles inside the figure and no 
student directed the attention towards the attribute Placement of different angles 
inside the figure or Placement of different sides inside the figure, nor did anyone 
attend to the attributes Concept of parallel, Closed/Open or to 
Convex/Concave/Crossed.  

Geometrical figures not previously known 

In relation to the category Order of focus the students paid most attention to the 
sub-category Visual shape, which belongs to the perceptual apprehension (Duval, 
1995), not only in total but also in relation to their first choice. Coming in 
second place as first choice was the numerical aspect in relation to sides 
followed by the numerical aspect of the corners. Seen in total there is almost 
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no difference between the numerical aspect of the corners or of the sides. 
Following the numerical aspect, seen in total, was the look of the corners and 
the length of the sides. The students also used the sub-category 
Metaphor/Simile in their explanations of these geometrical figures which was 
not the case with the geometrical figures already known to them. Only a few 
of the students attention was directed to the subcategory Placement of the sides 
and only one mentioned Placement of the angles. Naming was used by three 
students. One of the students used size as a unifying feature, and one student 
went completely outside the mathematical discourse in involving the colour of 
the figures as an aspect binding them together. Regarding the category 
Vocabulary, students used more words than in the previous unit (a little more 
than twice as many) and slightly less than 70% of the words used in total were 
judged as geometrical words that were used correctly. The distribution of the 
geometrical words, used correctly, show that the word sida (side) came into use 
the most times. Taking into account all the words that connect to the word sida 
(side) and all the words that connect to the word hörn (corner), which was also 
present in the distribution, the side is the part of the geometrical figure that 
got the most attention from the students. The words drake (kite) and 
parallellogram (parallelogram) were also present in this sub-category despite of 
the fact that the geometrical figures were said to be unknown to the students. 
There were two geometrical words misused in this unit: triangel (triangle) and 
the word kant (edge). In relation to the sub-category Words that are anchored in 
daily life many of the used words were metaphors. Regarding the category 
Critical attributes involved, seen in total, the numerical aspect connected to both 
the corners and to the sides was favored by the students, followed by the size 
of the angles and of the relative length of the sides. The attribute Placement of 
different sides inside the figure came into use more often than with explanations 
given in relation to geometrical figures previously known and one student 
involved the attribute Placement of different angles inside the figure. Once again, 
the attributes Concept of parallel, Closed/Open and Convex/Concave/Crossed were 
absent.  

Not a Euclidian perspective 

Regarding the category Order of focus it was observed that, in total, the sub-
category Visual shape, which belongs to what the perceptual apprehension 
(Duval, 1995) played a predominant role. This was also the sub-category that 
caught the most attention from the students in relation to their first choice, 
followed by the sub-category Look of the corners which also came in second 
place seen in total. Then follow the sub-categories Number of corners, Size and 
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Length of the sides which all caught about the same amount of attention from 
the students. The sub-category Placement of angles only caught the attention 
from one student and Naming is not represented at all. In relation to the 
category Vocabulary, students used about the same amount of words as in the 
previous unit (twice as many as in the first), and 65% of the words used were 
judged as geometrical words that were used correctly. Most of these words 
were related to the corners and to the sides of the geometrical figures. The 
students misused three geometrical words: kvadrat (square), sida (side) and 
triangel (triangle) the first being misused three times, the second twice and the 
last once. The sub-category Words that are anchored in daily life was dominated 
by words that describe the extension of the geometrical figures seen as 
wholes. In relation to the category Critical attributes involved, different aspects 
connected to the corners of the geometrical figures was dominating and once 
again the placement of sides and angles has only been taken into 
consideration a few times by the students, in favor for the placement of sides. 
The attributes Concept of parallel, together with Closed/Open and 
Convex/Concave/Crossed have once again not been taken into consideration at 
all. 

The viability of the explanations 

Regarding the viability of the explanations, a little more than 80% (25/30) of 
the explanations given in relation to the groups of geometrical figures 
involving the possibility for the explanations to work also in relation to all the 
available quadrilaterals was counted as viable. In relation to the rest of the 
groups of geometrical figures, with the possibility to give an explanation out 
of a Euclidian perspective but only in relation to the group itself, a little less 
than 70% (58/84) of the explanations were deemed viable. Finally, turning to 
the groups of geometrical figures with no possibility of giving an explanation 
in relation to a Euclidian perspective, also a little less than 70% (45/66) were 
deemed as viable.  

4.3 Students’ mathematical textbook and the syllabus for 
mathematics 

The mathematical textbook and the syllabus for mathematics are two tools 
used in the work with mathematics in Swedish schools. Previously in this 
chapter I have discussed the misuse of the utterance en halv triangel (half a 
triangle) in relation to the content in the students’ mathematical textbook. In 
the discussion I stressed the fact that more than 85% of the triangles presented 
in the book were presented with a horizontal base and that this could have 
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had impact on the students understanding of the concept of triangle. On the 
other hand, the textbook uses the concept of parallel in the definition of the 
parallelogram, the rhombus and the rectangle, but despite of this, only one 
student mentioned this critical attribute in describing a quadrilateral and no 
student used it in relation to the sorting task, neither during the sorting phase 
nor during the explanation phase.  

The document that should regulate the work in Swedish classrooms is the 
syllabus for mathematics presented in Skolverket (2011).  As described in the 
framing of the study Geometry is one of the Core contents and presented in 
relation to three different levels. For the purpose of this study, the levels In 
year 1-3 and In year 4-6 are relevant. The goals In year 1-3 describe what the 
students in the study should have had the opportunity to work with before, 
and what is said In year 4-6 describe their present situation and what lies 
ahead of the them in the nearest future. Each level consist of five aims as 
previously described, the first one respectively (as presented below) being of 
most interest in relation to this study. 

In years 1-3  

 Basic geometrical objects, including points, lines, distances, 
quadrilaterals, triangles, circles, spheres, cones, cylinders, 
cuboids and their relationships. Basic geometrical properties 
of these objects (p.60). 

In years 4-6  

 Basic geometrical objects such as polygons, circles, spheres, 
cones, cylinders, pyramids, cuboids and their relationships. 
Basic geometrical properties of these objects (p.62). 

The concept of quadrilaterals belong to the level preceding year 4 where the 
study in this thesis is performed, but there is nothing said about which of all 
the possible quadrilaterals that the teaching and learning should involve. This 
means that the teacher has to interpret the aims. At the next level (In years 4-
6), the aim involves polygons to which quadrilaterals are a sub-set, but once 
again, the aim does not discuss which of the polygons the teaching and 
learning should involve. The teacher also has to know the basic properties for 
quadrilaterals or polygons without them being explicitly mentioned, like for 
instance the concept of parallel and realizing the importance of involving it 
into the discussions of, for example, quadrilaterals.  
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 Conclusion and  5.
suggestions for further studies 

The initial research question was what traces of mathematical facts and 
understanding are included in young students’ communication of the concept of 
`quadrilateral´. In order to investigate the question, I constructed two 
assignments that were supposed to promote communication amongst 
students. In the first assignment the purpose of the communication was to 
give a description of a specific geometrical figure and, in the second, the 
students had to agree on a sorting procedure and to explain their reasons 
behind their sorting. The study has identified a number of issues that teachers 
could benefit from knowing when they plan their teaching and the students´ 
learning of the concept of `geometrical figure´. The text below discusses these 
issues, beginning with students’ attention, and then turning to vocabulary 
followed by critical attributes. 

In the sorting task the category Visual shape, that is the geometrical figures 
seen as wholes, played a predominant role and it was apparent that 
comparatively long and slim geometrical figures caught the students’ 
attention. This compares with the findings presented in Fischbein and 
Nachlieli (1998) and in Monaghan (2000) where students seemed to identify 
geometrical figures out of a prototypical thinking, neglecting figures differing 
from those prototypes. The visual shape is one aspect of what Fischbein (1993) 
labels Figural concepts, the other aspect being a conceptual understanding.  
According to Monaghan (2000), students need teachers’ mediating help in 
separating mental images and concepts and she suggests focusing on the 
language to raise teachers’ awareness of what aspects of the mathematical 
register students need to develop. Language reveals the development of 
hierarchical thinking which, according to De Villiers (1994), is generally 
preferred in mathematics. To develop hierarchical thinking, students need to 
develop the ability of inclusive thinking, which was rare in the study. 

The category Visual shape belongs to perceptual apprehension (Duval, 1995) 
which could be described as “what is recognized at first glance” (Jones, 1998, 
p.31) and is therefore related to the geometrical figure as a whole. The 
perceptual apprehension also involves the ability to name figures and Naming is 
another category used in the study. The name of a geometrical figure could be 
said to be the most effective way of describing a geometrical figure as the 
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name merges all the features of a specific figure. Correctly used the name also 
gives a good reason for grouping geometrical figures. In relation to describing 
geometrical figures in the first assignment, students only rarely used Naming, 
and even those who did so did not seem to be aware of the merging of 
features involved in the name as they continued their descriptions after 
having used it. Naming was more frequently used in the second assignment in 
relation to giving reasons for sorting geometrical figures that were previously 
known to the students, but the issue with continuing by adding features to the 
name already given was also apparent here. This implies that students need 
support in understanding the merging of features into the name of a 
geometrical figure, to help students making connections between what Duval 
(1995) refers to as the perceptual apprehension and the discursive apprehension. 

When students used Naming, either in relation to describing or in relation to 
sorting they most often used it correctly, but one of the describing students 
talked about a triangular part of her geometrical figure as en halv triangle (half 
a triangle). A possible explanation for this expression is the way geometrical 
figures are presented in the teaching and learning in Swedish school context. 
The presentation found in the text book used by the students in the study 
could lead to developing the belief that geometrical figure are not only 
connected to specific definitions but also to other aspects such as placement 
and special appearance as discussed by Monaghan (2000) and by Burger and 
Shaughnessy (1986).  

Looking at vocabulary used by the students, few geometrical words were 
used incorrectly, but amongst those that were present in this category, the 
word kant (edge) stood out. The students mixed this word up with the 
geometrical word sida (side) and one explanation for its misuse could be the 
use of the everyday expression in Sweden for quadrilaterals, which is fyrkant 
(four-edge). Instead of using, a geometrical way of labelling, that will say using 
a word belonging to the mathematical register used in Swedish school context 
which would be fyrhörning (four-corner), some students used fyrkant (four-edge) 
instead. Fyrkant (four-edge) belongs to the category of Words that are anchored in 
daily life. The context in which students used these kinds of words 
demonstrated that they needed support in communicating the concept. The 
findings in this study are in line with previous research by Johnsson, 1987; 
Pimm, 1987 and Sfard, 2008. What also became visible in the study with 
words belonging to the category Words that are anchored in daily life was the 
problem of words having different meaning in everyday life and in other 
contexts, as for example in the discourse of geometry. One problem identified 
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in the analysis of the data was in relation to the word spetsig. In the Swedish 
language this word is used both in connection to acute angles and to the fact 
that all angles (except the straight) could be said to have a more or less 
pointed corner if you look at them from the outside. Another example that is 
not evident in this study but could cause trouble in a Swedish context would 
be the word rät, which is used both in relation to angles in talking about räta 
vinklar (right angles) and in relation to a straight line (en rät linje). This implies 
that words used in the teaching and learning of geometrical figures has to be 
treated thoughtfully and time has to be spent on talking about them and in 
explaining them. 

According to critical attributes, only a few of the students turned their 
attention to the attribute Placement of different angles inside the figure, which 
made it difficult to describe figures with slanted sides. The words used in the 
description task in relation to these kinds of figures caused confusion as it did 
not become clear whether the description given was related to the geometrical 
figure itself or to the surroundings. One explanation for the students’ choice in 
connection to this could be found in the fact that the concept of angle is not 
mentioned in the syllabus of mathematics in Lgr11 (Skolverket, 2011) until the 
goals for year 4-6 and that this has had impact on the teaching and learning of 
the discourse of geometry for the students involved in the study. The concept 
could therefore have been relatively new for them and therefore not part of 
their internalized knowledge as described by Vygotsky (1978; 1981). The 
attribute Concept of parallel could replace the attribute Placement of different 
angles inside the figure. Despite the fact that it was part of the descriptions of 
quadrilaterals in the students’ textbook, this concept was only present at one 
occasion in the descriptions given by the students, and not at all in relation to 
the communication in the sorting task. This could indicate that the teachers 
whom the students had met in school have not had the concept of parallel in 
focus in the teaching and learning of the discourse of geometry. One 
explanation for this could be the fact that the syllabus of mathematics does not 
mention the concept of parallel at all. It is only invisibly present in the 
sentence “Basic geometrical properties of these objects” (Skolverket, 2011, p.60 
and p.62), which is found in one of the goals in the syllabuses in Lgr11 for 
year 1-3 (p.60) and for year 4-6 (p.62) respectively. The absence of both the 
critical attributes Placement of different angles inside the figure and Concept of 
parallel in the description of a quadrilateral would have a negative impact of 
the possibility to connect the description to a specific geometrical figure. 
Therefore, the teaching and learning of the concept of geometrical figure 
should address one critical attribute or the other as soon as possible.  
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Part of learning mathematics is according to Pimm (1987), “[…] to learn to 
speak like a mathematician […]” (p.76). Learning to speak the specialized 
languages used by mathematicians, the discourse of mathematics, involves 
learning the vocabulary and the language patterns belonging to these 
languages. This study could contribute to teachers’ broader understanding of 
how to support the developing of these specialized languages. 

5.1 Suggestions for further studies 

The students in this study tended to direct their attention towards the 
geometrical figures as wholes, especially in the sorting task, and not towards 
the elements that build the figures. Instead of focusing on learning children 
specific objectives like square, circle and triangle in preschool, as questioned in 
Kamii, Miyakawa & Kato (2004), tasks could be developed with the aim to 
redirect the attention towards similarities and differences amongst groups of 
geometrical figures (for example quadrilaterals). The children could be 
challenged to make comparisons and to group figures in different ways and to 
explain their thinking. A group of children, that has met the concept of 
geometrical figure in this way instead of recognising the visual shapes and 
learned how to name them, could be followed into school in a longitudinal 
study and at some point meet an assignment resembling the second 
assignment in this study. An analysis of the students’ communication, in 
relation to having a comprehensive conception of geometrical figures, could 
give insights for the teaching and learning of the concept of geometrical 
figure. 

Teachers’ interpretation of what is said in the syllabus Lgr 11 is crucial for the 
teaching and learning out in schools. A study in which teachers working with 
younger students are interviewed about their interpretation of the goals 
related to Geometry in the syllabus, could contribute to the understanding of 
choices made by teachers in relation to their teaching of this discourse. A 
possible question could be: What does it mean to teach young students in 
relation to expressions as the following? 

Basic geometrical objects, including points, lines, distances, 
quadrilaterals, triangles, circles, spheres, cones, cylinders, cuboids 
and their relationships. Basic geometrical properties of these 
objects. (Skolverket, 2011, p.60) 
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Basic geometrical objects such as polygons, circles, spheres, cones, 
cylinders, pyramids, cuboids and their relationships. Basic 
geometrical properties of these objects. (Skolverket, 2011, p.62) 

Such a study could give insights both in relation to teaching and learning of 
the Discourse of geometry out in schools, but also in relation to teacher 
education as it could be used in the teaching and learning of becoming 
teachers. 
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 Appendixes 7.
7.1 Appendix 1 (Consent document directed to the families) 

Hej, 

Det här brevet riktar sig till dig som är vårdnadshavare i klass -- på -- i --. 
Nedan följer information om det forskningsprojekt jag planerar att genomföra 
i ditt barns klass. Av juridiska skäl behöver jag skriftligt samtycke från dig för 
att ditt barn ska kunna vara en del av projektet. Du väljer att ge ditt samtycke 
genom att i slutet av brevet sätta ett kryss i rutan och skriva under med din 
namnteckning. 

 

Bakgrund till och syfte med studien 

Under senare år har undersökningar genomförts som visat oroande resultat 
vad gäller svenska elevers kunskaper i matematik. 2011 kom en ny läroplan 
där kursplanen i matematik lyfter fram både ett centralt innehåll och så 
kallade förmågor som elever ska ges möjlighet att utveckla i arbetet med 
innehållet. Tanken är att förmågorna dels ska hjälpa elever att förstå det 
matematiska innehållet, men också att de ska få en ”känsla för” vad ämnet 
matematik handlar om. Kommunikation på olika nivåer är en del av dessa 
förmågor. Min studie handlar om kommunikation som ett verktyg i arbetet 
med ämnet matematik. Jag vill hitta ett sätt att beskriva kommunikationen 
mellan elever så att det i förlängningen kan vara till hjälp för lärare i arbetet 
med att stödja elevers lärande i matematik. 

 

Beskrivning av genomförande 

Jag kommer att, framförallt under vårterminen 2014 att besöka klassen, både 
för att informera eleverna, lära känna dem och för att genomföra studien. 
Eleverna kommer att vid två skilda tillfällen delas in i grupper och vid 
respektive tillfälle gruppvis arbeta med en given matematikuppgift. 

Datainsamlingen i studien kommer huvudsakligen att genomföras under 
grupparbetena och ske via videofilmning och ljudupptagning. Vid behov kan 
också samtal med lärare och utvalda elever att genomföras. Dessa samtal 
kommer också att dokumenteras, antingen via videofilmning och 
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ljudupptagning eller skriftligt. Vilket dokumentationsverktyg som används 
kommer att avgöras av behovet. Om besök görs vid andra tillfällen än vid 
arbetet med de specifika matematikuppgifterna, kan fältanteckningar komma 
att göras. 

 

Risker och fördelar med att delta i studien 

För att motverka risken för att någon upplever utanförskap i samband med 
arbetet med studien kommer alla elever att ges möjlighet att arbeta med de 
givna matematikuppgifterna, även om inte samtycke till deltagande i studien 
getts. Skillnaden kommer då vara att ingen datainsamling görs. 

Sammansättningen av grupperna kommer att göras av ansvarig lärare för att 
alla ska känna sig så bekväma som möjligt med situationen och för att 
möjligheterna till kommunikation i gruppen ska främjas. 

Att delta i studien innebär att matematiken som ämnesområde kommer i 
fokus för både lärare och elever. Detta kan i sin tur innebära att tid läggs på 
att utveckla kunskaper i och om ämnet. 

 

Hantering av data och sekretess 

Dina svar och studiens resultat kommer att behandlas så att inte obehöriga 
kan ta del av dem. All insamlad data kommer att sparas enligt arkivlagen vid 
institutionen för Konst, Kommunikation och Lärande vid Luleå Tekniska 
Universitet och ansvarig för detta är jag och min handledare, Maria 
Johansson, också hon anställd vid Luleå Tekniska Universitet. Tillgången till 
insamlad data kommer att vara begränsad till personer kopplade till studien 
och kommer att kunna användas inom ramen för matematikdidaktisk 
forskning, vid forskningskonferenser och vid skrivandet av vetenskapliga 
artiklar. 

Alla personuppgifter, det vill säga uppgifter som är knutna till namn eller 
personnummer, angående ditt barn och andra som deltar i denna studie, 
kommer att behandlas i enlighet med personuppgiftslagen. Med tanke på 
deltagarnas integritet kommer alla medverkande elever att tilldelas en kod. 
Via följande länk kan du läsa mer om vilka regler som gäller för 
personuppgifter i forskningssammanhang: 

http://www.datainspektionen.se/Documents/faktabroschyr-pul-forskning.pdf 
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Information om studiens resultat 

När studien är klar kan du begära att få ta del av materialet. Ta då kontakt 
med Eva Juhlin eller arkivarien på institutionen Konst, Kommunikation och 
Lärande. 

 

Frivillighet 

Deltagandet i studien bygger på frivillighet. Du kan när som helst och utan 
förklaring välja att ditt barn inte längre ska delta. Om du har några frågor 
angående studien och/eller ditt barns delaktighet är du välkommen att höra 
av dig. Vid avbrott eller vid frågor kontaktas Eva Juhlin. 

 

Ansvariga 

Forskningshuvudman och personuppgiftsansvarig:  

Luleå Tekniska Universitet 

971 87 Luleå 

Forskare:  

Eva Juhlin  

Institutionen för Konst, Kommunikation och Lärande. Avdelning Pedagogik, 
Språk och ämnesdidaktik. 

Luleå Tekniska Universitet, 971 87 Luleå 

Tel: 0920 – 49 20 49 

e-postadress: eva.juhlin@ltu.se 

 

Med vänlig hälsning 

Eva Juhlin 
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Denna del av dokumentet avskiljs och lämnas in till klassläraren, som 
vidarebefordrar dokumentet till ansvarig forskare för projektet. 

 

 

Samtycke till projektet 

Jag har informerats om hur personuppgifter kommer att behandlas samt om 
projektets innehåll och syfte. Jag har också haft möjlighet att ställa frågor och 
att få dem besvarade. 

 

 Ja, jag samtycker till att mitt barn deltar i studien. 

 

Underskrift (Vårdnadshavare 1): _______________________________________ 

 

Namnförtydligande: __________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 Ja, jag samtycker till att mitt barn deltar i studien. 

 

Underskrift (Vårdnadshavare 2): ________________________________________ 

 

Namnförtydligande: __________________________________________________ 
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7.2 Appendix 2 (Transcript 1) 

Transcript 1: This description made use of the least number of categories in 
the unit Order of focus. E is the describing student, F is the researcher, V and H 
are the drawing students. Numbers in brackets refer to List 2. 

E: Den ... får man säga om man vet vad den 
heter 

E: It … is it allowed to tell if one knows the 
name of it 

F: Du får säga vad du vill F: You may say whatever you like 

V: Fast inte visa den V: But not show it 

F: Nej inte det enda du inte får göra är att 
visa den 

F: No not the only thing you must not do is to 
show it 

E: Få jag säga att det är en ... om det skulle 
vara en fyrkant (9) ... så får jag säga det är en 
fyrkant (9) 

E: May I say that it is a … if it would be a four-
edge (9) … then would I tell it is a four-edge 
(9) 

F: Ja ... japp ... jajamen F: Yeah … yep … yes sure 

E: Det är ett parallellogram (9) ... fast det går 
inte uppåt (8) [drar med vänster hand lodrätt 
uppifrån och ned] det går så (8) [visar med 
vänster hand horisontellt från vänster till 
höger] 

E: It is a parallelogram9 … but it does not go 
upwards (8) [moves left hand vertical, from up 
to down] it goes like this (8) [moves left hand 
horizontally, from left to right] 

V: Ok det är när två är lika ... V: Ok it is when two are alike … 

V: Är det en romb (9) ... romb (9) ... så här att 
det går så där snett så där (8) [visar med sina 
händer] att det står snett (8) 

V: Is it a rhombuses (9) … rhombuses (9) …like 
this that it goes askew like that (8) [shows 
with her hands] that it stands askew (8) 

E: Nej E: No 

V: Ok V: Ok 

E: Det är ett parallellogram (9) E: It is a parallelogram (9) 

V: Ok och det ... V: Ok and it … 

E: Och det går som ... tänk er en fyrkant (9) ... 
och så går det som ... den lutar (8) [visar med 
händerna en lutning åt höger] ... det lutar en 
fyrkant (8, 9) 

E: And it goes like … imagine a four-edge (9) … 
and the it goes like … it tilts (8) [shows with 
her hands a tilt to the right] … it tilts a four-
edge (8, 9)  

V: Ja men det var som jag tänkte ... så [visar 
med händerna] (8) 

V: Yes but it was as I thought … like this [uses 
her hands to show what she means] (8) 

E: Det lutar en fyrkant (8, 9) E: It tilts a four-edge (8, 9) 

V: Fast det är typ som en romb (9) kan man V: But you could say it is like a rhombuses (9) 
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väl säga fast den ... but it’s … 

E: Fast den [ohörbart] ... för en romb (9) går 
så här (8) [visar med händerna en figur som 
har den ena vinkeln nedåt så att det blir en 
figur som "står" på ena vinkeln] 

E: But it [not possible to hear] … because a 
rhombuses (9) goes like this (8) [uses her 
hands to visualize a quadrilateral with one 
angle pointing downwards so that the figure is 
standing on that angle] 

V: Ja men jag ok ok  V: Yes but I ok ok 

V: ... eller det är inte en romb (9) vad säger 
jag ... jag fick det till ... vilket håll lutar den mot 
så eller så (8) [visar med händerna] 

V: … or it is not a rhombuses (9) what am I 
saying I … I made it to … in what direction is it 
tilting like this or like this (8) [shows with her 
hands] 

E: Från mitt håll lutar den så (8) [lutar hela 
överkroppen och kortet åt höger från sitt håll 
sett] 

E: From my point of view it tilts like this (8) 
[tilts all her upper body and the card she is 
holding to the right from her point of view] 

V: Alltså alltså så för mig [visar med 
händerna] åt höger eller vänster (8) 

V: Ok ok so for me [shows with her hands] to 
the right or to the left (8) 

E: Så [pekar rakt framåt] ok och nu gör jag åt 
ditt håll ... jag gör åt ditt håll (8) 

E: Like this [point directly ahead] ok and now I 
am doing it your way … I’m doing it your way 
(8) 

V: Höger ... fast nu gjorde jag (8) V: Right … but now I did (8) 

E: Och den står som inte upp ... den går ... (8) E: And it doesn’t like stand up … it goes … (8) 

V: ok den lutade ... ditåt (8) V: ok it was tilted … that way (8) 

E: [pekar rakt framåt] Jag gör åt ditt håll ... 
om du har papperet där [pekar framför sig på 
bordet] så ditåt [pekar rakt framåt] höger åt 
ditt håll (8) 

E: [points straight ahead] I’m doing it your 
way … if you have the paper there [points on 
the table in front of her] then that way [point 
straight ahead] right in your way (8) 

V: Nu gjorde jag ju åt fel håll (8) V: Now I did it the wrong way (8) 

E: Är ni klara E: Are you ready 

H: Ja jag är färdig H: Yes I am ready 

V: Fast fast den här ska egentligen luta åt 
andra hållet (8) 

V: But but this should be tilted the other way 
(8) 
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7.3 Appendix 3 (Transcript 2) 

Transcript 2: This description made use of the most number of categories in 
the unit Order of focus. M is the describing student, F is the researcher, V and H 
are the drawing students. Numbers in brackets refer to List 2.  

M: En ... [skrattar till] ... den har ... två långa 
sidor och två korta (5) ... eh ... fyra hörn (1) 
[skrattar till] 

M: A … [laughs] … it has … two long sides and 
two short (5) … eh … four corners (1) [laughs] 

V: Får jag fråga en sak V: May I ask something 

M: Ja M: Yes 

V: Är det en kvadrat (9) V: Is it a square (9) 

M: Nej [skrattar till] M: No [laughs] 

M: Ehm och eh ... den är nästan som en pinne 

(11) ... ja ... jag kommer inte på något mer 
M: Ehm and eh … it is almost like a stick (11) … 
yes … I can’t say anything more 

H: Äh nu får jag väl göra något [ohörbart] H: Eh now I have to do something [not 
possible to hear] 

F: Vill du ställa någon fråga till M [vänder sig 
till H] ... som kan hjälpa dig att rita något 

F: Do you want to ask M something [turns to 
H] … that would help you draw something 

H: Jag är inte så bra på att ställa frågor H: I’m not so good at asking questions 

F: Nej ja men det gör ingenting vad säger V 
då har du någon fråga till M 

F: No yes but that doesn’t matter what about 
you V do you have a question for M 

V: Mm får man använda händerna och ... går 
den som så hära typ [visar med händerna vad 
hon menar] så och sen så är det så och så (8) 

V: Mm may I use my hands and … does it go 
kind of like this [uses her hands to show what 
she means] like this and then it is like this and 
like this (8) 

F: Jadå använd du ... F: Yes it’s ok you can use … 

M: Nej ... man kan säga att den är ... M: No … but you could say that it is … 

H: Är det tvärt om då H: Is it the opposite then 

M: Vänta vänta [lägger huvudet på sned åt 
vänster och tittar på kortet] [vrider kortet 
fram och tillbaka och tittar på det] ... ok ... jag 
måste bara fråga [vinkar till sig forskaren] 
[viskar något] 

M: Wait, wait [tips her head to one side and 
looks at the card][turns the card back and 
forth and looks at it] … ok … I have to ask 
[turns to the researcher][whispers to the 
researcher] 

F: Jag får inte lägga mig i det ... använd dom 
ord du känner till ... är du osäker så använd 
något annat 

F: I mustn’t interfere … use the words you 
know of … use something else if you are not 
sure 
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M: [Vickar på huvudet fram och tillbaka 
samtidigt som hon tittar på kortet] ok ... det är 
i alla fall en sida spetsig (2) [skrattar till] 

M: [Tips her head back and forth looking at the 
card] ok … it is at least one side pointed (2) 
[laughs] 

V: Ok V: Ok 

M: Det är ... [vickar huvudet åt vänster] som 
en pil uppåt [vickar huvudet åt vänster] och en 
pil nedåt (11) ändå 

M: It is still … [tips her head to the left] like 
one arrow upwards [tips her head to the left] 
and one arrow downwards (11) 

V: Sa du två lika långa sidor ... var det på dom 
här sidorna eller var det på dom här sidorna 

(6) [visar med sina händer] 
V: Did you say two sides of equal length … was 
it on these sides or was it on these sides (6) 
[uses her hands to show what she means] 

M: [Skrattar till] M: [Laughs] 

H:  Åh herregud ... [ohörbart] H: Oh my god … [not possible to hear] 

V: Nejmen ... är det ... två ... är det dom två 
sidorna som är lika långa (5) ... långa ... var 
dom på den här sidan (6) 

V: No but … is it … two … is it those two sides 
that are of equal length (5) … length … were 
they on this side (6) 

M: Mm ... dom går inte rakt uppåt [visar med 
höger hand lodrätt uppåt] (7) 

M: Mm … they do not go straight up [moves 
her hands vertically upwards] (7) 

V: Så att dom var som så här [visar med sina 
händer] 

V: so they were like this [uses her hands to 
show what she means] 

M: Ja ... och så är det två ... lite kortare sidor 

(5) ... [skrattar till] det var svårt 
M: Yes … and then there are two … somewhat 
shorter sides (5) [laughs] this was hard 

H:  Jag vet inte jag är kanske ... H: I don’t know I’m perhaps … 

F: Ja och man får gissa det går det är helt ok 
att gissa 

F: Yes and you could guess it is completely ok 
to take a guess 

H: En två ... det blir ju mer än en fyrhörning 

(9) [pratar för sig själv] här blir det ju sex hörn 

(1) ... ungefär 
H: One two … that makes more than a four-
corner (9) [talks to herself] here there are six 
corners (1) … about 

F: Ja vill du fråga någonting [vänder sig till H] 
vill du fråga M någonting 

F: Yes do you want to ask something [turns to 
H] do you want to ask M something 

H: ... Ehm ... ehm ... varför kommer jag aldrig 
ihåg vad jag ska fråga ... nej jag frågar 
ingenting 

H: … Ehm … ehm why do I never know what to 
ask … no I do not ask anything 

F: Nej ... hur går det för V då vill du fråga 
någonting 

F: No … How does it work for you V do you 
want to ask something 

V: Ja jag vet inte riktigt V: Yes I don’t know 

F: Nej ... kommer M på något mer du vill säga 
om den figur du tittar på 

F: No … Is there anything else you want to tell 
the others about the figure you are looking at 
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M: Troligt ... eller [vrider och vänder på 
bilden och tittar på den] 

M: Possibly … or [turns the picture back and 
forth and looks at it] 

F: För vi kan välja och avsluta där också ... vi 
kan gå vidare till nästa om vi vill 

F: Because we can choose to stop there to … 
we can go on to the next if we want to 

M: Ja M: Yes 

F: Ok men då gör vi så F: Ok but then we do that 

 

 

7.4 Appendix 4 (Transcript 3) 

Transcript 3: This description involves the category Sub-figures in the unit 
Order of focus. E is the describing student, F is the researcher, V and H are the 
drawing students. Numbers in brackets refer to List 2. 

E: Öh ok ... det är som en kvadrat ni vet sådär 
[visar med sina händer] ... fast i stället för att 
det är som en kvadrat går det som ut sådär 
[visar med sina händer] 

E: Eh ok … it is like a square you know like this 
[shows with her hands] … but instead of being 
like a square it goes out like that [shows with 
her hands] 

V: Mm V: Mm 

H: Aha H: Aha 

V: Är det är det ... tre hörn V: Are there are there … three corners 

E: Man kan säga att det är som en ... dom är 
[lyfter sin högra hand samtidigt som hon 
håller ut tre fingrar] 

E: You could say that it is like a … they are 
[lifts her right hand at the same time as she 
holds out three fingers] 

H: Är det tre hörn H: Are there three corners 

E: [Pekräknar på kortet] Det är fyra hörn ... det 
är som [tittar sig omkring och tar sig på hakan 
med högra handen] ... ja ... [pekar på ett 
rektangulärt ark på väggen med en bild på] de 
är dom den där ni ser den där med fåglarna 
formen formen som den är [visar en 
kvadratisk form med sina händer] ... fast det 
går som ut en halv triangel [gör en gest uppåt, 
snett ned åt höger och därefter åt vänster med 
högra handen] ... kan man säga ... på den här 
sidan [visar med den högra handen] ... och den 
triangelns sak är spetsig där [följer den 
spetsiga vinkeln med högra handen] 

E: [Points with her finger on the card at the 
same time as she counts] There are four 
corners … it’s like [looks around in the room 
an touches her chin with her right hand] … yes 
… [points at a rectangular sheet of paper on 
the wall with a picture on it] it is they that one 
you see the one with the birds the shape the 
shape like that one [shows a square shape 
with the help of her hands] … but it goes out 
like half a triangle [makes a gesture upwards, 
diagonal downwards to the right and then 
horizontally to the left with her right hand] … 
you could say … on this side [shows with her 
right hand] … and that triangles thing is acute 
there [follows the acute angle with her right 
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hand] 

V: Det är lite krångligt V: This was a bit unclear 

E: Ja ja ja jag förstår det E: Yes yes yes I understand that 

H: Eh H: Eh 

F: Man får gissa F: It is allowed to guess 

E: Man kan väl tänka ... man kan väl tänka lite 
som en ni vet eh ... ni vet det där ”På spåret” 
det där som ”På spåret” ... då då brukar dom 
där ledarvagnarna [håller upp händerna 
parallellt med handflatorna mot varandra 
framför sig] ha som en nerböj så här [visar 
snett nedåt höger med den högra handen två 
gånger] och sedan [för högra handen fram och 
tillbaka horisontellt framför sig] 

E: You could think … you could think a little bit 
like a you know eh … you know that On track 
that like On track … then then the leader 
wagons use to [holds up her hands in front of 
her palms parallel to each other] have like a 
down bent like this [shows diagonally down to 
the right two times with her tight hand] and 
then [moves her right hand horizontally in 
front of her] 

V: Men V: But 

E: Jag vet det är lite svårt att förstå ... eh E: I know it is a little bit hard to understand 

V: Sådär [skrattar lite fundersamt] V: Like that [laughs a little thoughtfully] 

E: Man kan väl säga att det är en ... fyrkant 
[markerar en fyrkant med högra handen på 
bordet framför sig] ...  

E: You could say that it is a … four-edge [marks 
a four-edge with the help of her right hand in 
front of her] … 

V: Men men jag jag är ju ... vänta nu ... jag tror 
jag har visat 

V: But but I I am … wait … I think I have shown 

E (10): En kvadrat såhär [gör en kvadrat i 
luften med höger hand] ni vet som en vanlig 
kvadrat ... fast på den här sidan [pekar åt 
höger med högra handen] i stället för att det 
var en vanlig kvadrat så går det som ut en halv 
triangel [visar en triangel i luften med högra 
handen] en halv vanlig triangel ... typ 

E (10): A square like this [makes a square in 
the air in front of her with her right hand] you 
know like an ordinary square … but on this 
side [point to the right with her right hand] 
instead of being an ordinary triangle it goes 
out like half a triangle [makes a triangle in the 
air with her right hand] half a triangle … kind 
of 

V: Ok ...jag är klar V: Ok … I’m done 

H: Jag med H: Me too 

E: Och det är [håller upp tre fingrar i luften] E: And it is [holds three fingers up in the air] 

F: Vi måste kolla om E är klar F: We have to check if E is done 

E: Eh jag vet inte E: Eh I don’t know 

F: Finns det mer saker du skulle vilja ... berätta 
om det du ser som du tror är viktigt för dom 

F: Are there anything more you would like to 
… tell about what’s in front of you that you 
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think would be important for them 

V: För jag har ritat en figur V: Because I’ve drawn a figure 

E: Och det är som inte ett streck emellan där 
[drar med höger pekfinger uppifrån och ned 
på figuren] eller vad man nu ska säga ... också 
... utan det är som att det sitter ihop [drar med 
höger pekfinger från vänster till höger på 
kortet nederkant] ... ok ok jag är färdig 

E: And it is not like a line in between there 
[moves her right index finger from up to down 
on the figure] or how you should say it … and 
… but it is like it sits together [moves her right 
index finger from left to right on the lower 
edge of the card] … ok ok I’m done 

 

 

7.5 Appendix 5 (Transcript 4) 

Transcript 4: The transcript displays the students’ communication throughout 
sorting 1.2 in Table 3. F is the researcher; J, M and P are students. Numbers in 
brackets relate to List 3. 

J: Alltså måste det vara ... för att det är någon 
sorts form (8) eller nåt sånt där 

J: Does it have  to be … because it is a special 
shape (8) or something like that 

F: Det viktiga är att ni kommer överens ... om 
vad ni tycker att ni ser ... så ni får ni får se 
egentligen vad som helst 

F: The important thing is that you agree … of 
what you think you see … so you can see 
whatever you like 

J: [Plockar upp den långsmala rektangeln] 
den här är lång (8) [lägger ned den igen] 

J: [Picks up the oblong rectangle] this is long 

(8) [puts it down again] 

P: [Plockar upp en av parallelltrapetserna] då 
är den också lång (8) 

P: [Picks up one of the trapezoids] then this is 
also long (8) 

J: [Plockar upp en parallellogram och gör en 
hög av de tre nämnda figurerna] 

J: [Picks up a parallelogram and makes a pile 
of the three mentioned figures] 

P: [Plockar upp ytterligare en figur och lägger 
i den bildade högen] 

P: [Picks up another figure and puts it in the 
made pile] 

J: [Plockar upp en drake] [ohörbart] [lägger 
draken i den bildade högen] 

J: [Picks up a kite] [not possible to hear] [puts 
the kite in the made pile] 

P: [Plockar upp en av figurerna och lägger i 
den bildade högen] [ohörbart] till dom långa 

(8) 
P: [Picks up one of the figures and puts it in 
the made pile [not possible to hear] to the long 
ones (8) 

J: [Ordnar figurerna i den bildade högen så att 
de ligger bredvid varandra] [tar upp en figur] 
det här är en ... fyrkant (9) 

J: [Orders the figures in the made pile so that 
they lie beside each other] [Picks up one of the 
figures] this is a … four-edge (9) 
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P: [Plockar upp en av figurerna] är den här 
lång (8) 

P: [Picks up one of the figures] is this long (8) 

J: Ja (8) [tar figuren men ger den tillbaka till 
P] 

J: Yes (8) [takes the figure but gives it back to 
P] 

P: [Lägger figuren i den bildade högen] P: [Puts back the figure in the made pile] 

J: [Plockar bland resterande figurer] [hittar 
tre figurer som hon lägger bredvid varandra] 
Dom här är kvadrater (9) 

J: [Picks amongst the rest of the figures] [finds 
three figures that she puts beside each other] 
These are squares (9) 

M: Mm (9) M: Mm (9) 

P: [Plockar upp en figur från bordet] är inte 
det också en kvadrat (9) ... nej det är det inte 

P: [Picks up one of the figures from the table] 
isn’t this also a square (9) … no it’s not 

J: Det är ju ett parallellogram (9) ... typ ... men 
ska vi ha en kvadrathög 

J: It’s a parallelogram (9) … kind of … but 
should we have a square-pile 

P: Det här är ju ingen kvadrat (9) [pekar på 
en parallelltrapets som ligger så att den ser ut 
att tillhöra gruppen med kvadrater] den sidan 
är ju längre än den (5) 

P: This is no square (9) [points at a trapezoid 
that is placed as if it belongs to the group of 
squares] this side is longer than that one (5) 

J: [Flyttar bort parallelltrapetsen från 
kvadraterna] ska vi ha det 

J: [Moves away the trapezoid from the 
squares] should we have it 

[De andra instämmer] [The others agree] 

J: [Drar kvadrathögen lite åt sidan] J: [Pulls aside the square-pile a little] 

P: [Plockar till sig en av figurerna på bordet] 
det här är en rektangel (9) 

P: [Takes one of the figures on the table] this is 
a rectangle (9) 

M: [Plockar upp ytterligare en figur och 
lägger tillsammans med rektangeln som P 
plockat ut] 

M: [Picks up another figure and puts it 
together with the rectangle P has picked out] 

P: [Plockar upp en ny figur] det är väl det här 
också (9) 

P: [Picks up another figure] isn’t this also (9) 

J: [Plockar till sig figuren som P nyss hållit i] 
det är ett parallellogramrektangel (9) ... finns 
det något som heter så 

J: [Takes the figure that P has just been 
holding on to] this is a parallelogramrectangle 
(9)… is there anything with that name 

P: [Rycker på axlarna] (9) P: [Shrugs] (9) 

J: Men det är i alla fall ett parallellogram (9) J: But it’s a parallelogram anyway 

M: [Plockar ut en figur och skjuter den åt det 
håll som J håller parallellogrammen] 

M: [Picks out a figure and pulls it in the 
direction where J holds the parallelograms 

J: Fast ... kan ett parallellogram ... (9) vara vad J: But … could a parallelogram (9) … be what’s 
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heter det [ohörbart] it called [not possible to hear] 

M: Vet inte (9) M: Don’t know (9) 

P: [Plockar med en figur M just skjutit över 
bordet] 

P: [Picks with a figure M has just pulled across 
the table] 

J: [Pekar på figuren P plockar med 
][ohörbart] parallellogram typ (9) [lyfter upp 
en figur - en parallellogram - från bordet och 
tittar på den] vi kan sätta så här ... dom som 
har dom som ser ut typ som en kvadrat fast är 
lite sneda (8) [lägger figuren tillsammans med 
den som som M tidigare skjutit fram] 

J: [Points at the figure that P is picking with] 
[not possible to hear] parallelogram kind of 
(9) [picks up a figure – a parallelogram – from 
the table and looks at it] we could put like this 
… they that have they that look kind of a 
square but are a little askew (8) [puts the 
figure together with the one that M just pulled 
across the table] 

P: [Plockar upp en figur] [ohörbart] [Lägger 
den tillsammans med J:s och M:s figurer] 

P: [Picks up one of the figures] [not possible to 
hear] [puts it together with J:s and M:s figures] 

J: Dom som har fyra hörn (1) och är typ 
sneda (8) fast sneda på alla [ohörbart] typ ... 
då är dom en hög 

J: Those that have four corners (1) and are 
kind of askew (8) on all [not possible to hear] 
kind of … then they are one pile 

P: [Plockar bland resterande figurer] dom 
som har en ... [drar med höger pekfinger längs 
med den kortare av de två parallella sidorna i 
en parallelltrapets och ställer den upp med 
den kortare av de två parallella sidorna mot 
bordet] 

P: [Picks amongst the figures not still grouped] 
those that have a … [pulls her right pointing 
finger along one of the shorter sides in a 
trapezoid and lets it stand up with the shorter 
of the parallel sides against the table] 

J: [Plockar upp en parallelltrapets] jag tycker 
att den ser ut som typ en skål (10) som är upp 
och ner eller uppåt så [ställer 
parallelltrapetsen på den kortare av de två 
parallella sidorna] 

J: [Picks up a trapezoid] I think this looks kind 
of like a bowl (10) that’s upside down or 
upwards like that [lets the trapezoid stand up 
on the shorter of the two parallel sides] 

P: [Ohörbart]  P: [Not possible to hear] 

J: Som har en ... kortare sida och två ... 
mittemellan och en lång (5) [börjar samla ihop 
figurer till en hög] 

J: That has one … shorter side and two … in 
between and one long (5) [starts grouping 
figures] 

M: [Plockar upp en av figurerna] men den har 
ju två långa (5) 

M: [Picks up one of the figures] but this has 
two long (5) 

J: [Tittar på figuren M pratar om] Mmm (5) 
men den får [ohörbart] ändå 

J: [Looks at the figure M is talking about] Mmm 
(5) but it will [not possible to hear] still 

M: [Lägger tillbaka figuren] M : [Puts the figure back in the pile] 

P: [Lägger fler figurer i högen] P: [Puts more figures into the pile] 

J: Fast den här ser ju inte ut så (5) [pekar på 
en av figurerna P lagt i högen] ... eller  

J: But this doesn’t look like that (5) [points 
towards one of the figures P has put into the 
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pile] … or 

P: Jaha ... men då får dom vara där [lägger 
samman några figurer till en egen hög] 

P: Well … but then they can be there [puts 
some figures together into a pile of their own] 

J: Dom ser ut så här [ordnar med figurerna i 
en hög] ... så 

J: They look like this [settles with the figures in 
one of the piles] … like that 

P: Den då [pekar på figuren J håller i handen] 
den ska vara [pekar på en av figurerna mitt på 
bordet] 

P: What about that one [points at the figure J is 
holding in her hand] it should be [points at a 
figure in the middle of the table] 

J: [Lägger ner figuren hon håller i handen 
bland de andra figurerna som ligger mitt på 
bordet] dom här är ju typ likadana (8) ... fast 
lite olika storlek (11) [ordnar med figurerna i 
den hög som nu bildats mitt på bordet] 

J: [Puts down the figure she is holding in her 
hand amongst the other figures laying on the 
middle of the table] these are kind of alike (8) 
… but a little different sizes (11) [arranges the 
figures in the pile that has now been formed in 
the middle of the table] 

 

 

7.6 Appendix 6 (Transcript 5) 

Transcript 5: The transcript displays the students’ communication throughout 
sorting procedure 3.3 in Table 3. F is the researcher; A, G and W are students. 

G: Jag vet hur man kan göra [skrattar] alla 
dom här i en hög [föser ihop alla figurer] för 
alla är ju så här har fyra hörn ... å 

G: I know what we can do [laughs] all these in 
one pile [pushes all the geometric figures 
together] because all are like this have four 
corners … and 

W: [Skrattar till] W: [Laughs] 

A: [Plockar till sig några av figurerna] Nej alla 
har ju inte lika många hörn ... eller 

A: [Takes some of the geometric figures] No all 
don’t have the same number of corners … or 

G. Alla har ... fyra G: All have … four 

W: Kolla här W: Look here 

A: Men jag jag tycker typ att man [plockar 
bland figurerna och sprider ut dem] tar 
ungefär dom som är ... vad heter det ... lika 
långa och lika  

A: But I I think that one should kind of [plucks 
amongst the geometrical figures and spread 
them out] take those that are kind of … what’s 
it called … the same length and alike 

W: Eller så tar vi bara en stor hög och så att 
alla har fyra hörn 

W: Or we just make a big pile out so that all 
have four corners 

A: [Skrattar] A: [Laughs] 
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G: Ja [skrattar] ... det är nog det bästa 
[ohörbart]  

G: Yes [laughs] … that will be the best 
[impossible to hear] 

A: [Plockar bland figurerna] Jag tycker  A: [Picks amongst the geometric figures] I 
think 

W: Jag tycker alla i en W: I think all in one 

A: Jag vet i ja ... kan man göra det [tittar på 
forskaren] 

A: I don’t now I … can you do that [looks at the 
researcher] 

F: Har ni bara en förklaring till varför ni 
väljer att göra som gör så är det helt ok 

F: If you only have an explanation for the 
choice you make  it will be completely ok 

[A och G hjälps åt att fösa samman alla 
figurerna] 

[A and G help each other to push all the 
geometric figures together] 
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